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In the Victorian period, no assumption about female reading generated more ambivalence and anxiety than the supposedly feminine facility for identifying with fictional characters and plots. Simultaneously, no assumption about women’s reading seemed to be more axiomatic. Conservatives and radicals, feminists and anti-feminists, artists and scientists, and novelists and critics throughout the long nineteenth century believed implicitly in women’s essential tendency to internalize textual perspectives to their detriment. My dissertation re-thinks the discourse of “crisis” over women’s literary identification in opposition to increasing representation of what I call “wayward reading,” in which women approached identification as a flexible capacity instead of an emotional compulsion. I argue that the constant anxiety expressed by Victorian writers about women’s absorption in literature helped to reify irrational and involuntary identification as the feminine norm, even while accounts of women’s elective reading response defied this narrative.

This study analyzes and contextualizes three major types of deliberately wayward reading in the Victorian era, which challenge the premises of gendered identification that often obtain in criticism and pedagogy today. The first chapter explores the imaginative license granted to women readers, as opposed to women writers, to identify with male subjects. While such literary identification with men was believed to bolster women’s marital and relational sympathies, Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s *Aurora Leigh* depicts an artistic form of masculine identification that, unlike marriage, preserves the integrity of female subjectivity. The second chapter examines the multiple crises prompted by the sensation genre about the representation of female characters, which mirror contemporary concerns about the representation of women sought by the burgeoning women’s suffrage movement. I contend that the sensation novels of Mary Elizabeth Braddon do not exploit the reader’s “feminine” nerves, but rather facilitate morally conscious, elective identification. By the *fin de siècle*, a new crisis emerged over the possibility of women’s under-identification with literature as a result of their increased access to higher education and professionalization. George Gissing’s *New Grub Street* and *The Odd Women*, as well as the New Woman novels of Charlotte Riddell, Mary Cholmondeley, and George Paston, all engage with the concept of female literary detachment as a kind of morbid pathology: a trope that demonstrates how necessary emotional identification was and is for defining femininity.
The concluding chapter of the dissertation applies these examples of wayward reading and the empirical research of recent cognitive poetics and psychology studies to pedagogy, in order to recuperate identification as a learning technology in the modern classroom. I argue that understanding these historical contexts of reading response provides students with awareness of the flexibility of their own interpretive skills—their own capacity for wayward identifications—as well as a new way of examining the representation of reading in nineteenth-century literature.
Dedicated to the memory of my mother and perpetual inspiration, Valentina Palacios Knox
(December 12, 1949-September 28, 2009).
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Introduction

I therefore presume to tell your ladyship, with great confidence, that your writers have instituted a world of their own, and that nothing is more different from a human being, than heroes or heroines.¹

One never reads except by identification. But what kind? When I say identification, I do not say loss of self. I become, I inhabit. I enter. Inhabiting someone at that moment I can feel myself traversed by that person’s initiatives and actions.²

Identification has a bad reputation. It’s a messy term with overlapping meanings across multiple disciplines and fields: aesthetic and ethical philosophy, psychology, cognitive science, film and media studies, and literature. Even within literary studies, it has a plethora of definitions. Sometimes it’s anathema to literary criticism, modified by derogatory words like “unsophisticated” and “naïve,”³ or more perniciously, “imperialistic and narcissistic.”⁴ Occasionally it’s edified by association with sympathy, as in “sympathetic identification,” but then any distinctions between identification and sympathy dissolve into generalized emotional response. This dissertation provides an explanatory history for one broad strain of identification’s representation as a gendered reading response, and traces an alternative history of identification as a deliberate, “wayward” practice.

The kind of identification I refer to in the dissertation title is actually secondary among definitions of “identification,” the primary being the act of recognition (“Can you identify the suspect?”). This secondary definition is either explicitly or implicitly reflexive: the “state of being or feeling oneself to be closely associated with a person, group, etc., in emotions, interests, or actions; the process of becoming associated in this way.”⁵ Many of the distinctions of identification in media studies describe the motivation for the association between identifier and identificand: attraction to or affective reaction to a character (parasocial interaction, e.g. “I love Heathcliff”), affinity (similarity identification, e.g., “I am like Heathcliff”) with a character, or admiration for a character (wishful or aspirational identification, e.g., “I wish I were like Heathcliff”).⁶ Sometimes these motivations coincide, sometimes not. Our “favorite” characters are not always those who bear resemblance to our past or imagined future selves.

The nature of the identificand is also heterogeneous. A reader claiming to identify with a character, Deirdre Lynch observes, blurs “crucial distinctions between a reader’s empathy with who a character is and her empathy with what the character feels or does.”⁷ The question is, do we identify with our sense of a character’s character (which we might love, or admire, or see as similar to our own), or with a character’s position or perspective in the text (which we might have experienced in our past or are merely able to imagine)? Relatedly, is identification a “feeling” or perception of association, or the participatory act of associating oneself imaginatively with a subject? If identification is an act, do we project ourselves with our own personal characteristics into a subject’s position (“I am imagining myself in Heathcliff’s shoes”), or are we momentarily suspending our own self-awareness to internalize the character’s perspective (“I am Heathcliff”)?

The sheer variety of phenomena attributed to “identification” has prompted criticism of the term itself as a meaningful signifier. Communication scholar Martin J. Barker disparages its “eel-like quality,” and complains, “What is distinctive about ‘identification’ is its persistence,
and its hardly questioned status... It is just too convenient." While “identification” both as concept and term has often been “questioned,” Barker is right to decry casual critical usage of the word as “little more than a synonym for ‘feeling engaged.’” Perhaps given my own orientation in literary studies, I am more comfortable with the slippery qualities of identification, seeing ambiguity in terms of multiplicity instead of obscurity. A recent cognitive science study of the phenomenon likewise hypothesizes that “thinking about identification as a monolithic concept may be misleading. Instead, identification is much more likely to comprise a complex of emotional and cognitive reactions and processes, any one of which may or may not occur in any given instance.” While I will delve further into the empirical research for how and why we identify in the concluding chapter of this dissertation, I also must acknowledge that the types of “association” between readers and texts are infinitely idiosyncratic.

Nevertheless, I contend that the existence of different kinds of identification does not negate the common underlying concept, though Barker, as well as film theorists like Noel Carroll, contests the accuracy of the idea as well as the terminology for describing aesthetic reception. At the same time, I do think it essential to distinguish the different strands of identification involved in reading, since, as Barker argues, “we may have here a concept that benefits by remaining unclear,” and has done so in the past in order to reinforce the ideology of “audiences’ vulnerability.” My dissertation aims to expose the specific historical and cultural reasoning behind the complex rhetoric of identification, while addressing the above questions about its phenomenological aspects as a reading process.

A Very Brief History of Modern Identification

Identification with literature famously became a pathology in the early seventeenth century with Miguel de Cervantes’ *Don Quixote*, the first part of which spawned a counterfeit sequel as well as less brazen imitations like Charles Sorel’s *Le Berger extravagant*. Joseph Harris notes that *Don Quixote* and *Le Berger*’s Lysis, and, I would add, Arabella, the eponymous *Female Quixote* of the eighteenth century, are all eventually able to emerge from their insane or merely misguided literary identifications, whereas “the fate of Emma Bovary two centuries later reflects rather less optimism about the possibility of delineating an untrammelled ‘true self’ from the precedents set by fictional intertexts.” Harris charts the “prehistory” of identification in the early Modern period, particularly as theorized in the writings of Pierre Corneille about audience “intérêt.” Corneille begins to consider pity instead of fear (Aristotle’s *Poetics* described the latter, not the former, as the feeling for “someone like us”) as a source of identification. This represents a shift from the “classical” model of identification described by Alain Ménil as a process of rational, self-interested analogy (e.g., “the character is afraid in this situation; how would I avoid this outcome if I were in the same situation?”) toward emotional involvement on the character’s behalf through the vehicle of pity.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau originated the psychological, self-reflexive usage of the word “identification” in his “Discourse on the Origin of Inequality” in 1754. Rousseau uses “s’identifier” to denote a spontaneous mental activity that produces pity: “En effet, le commiseration sera d’autant plus energique que l’animal spectateur s’identifiera plus intimement avec l’animal souffrant. Or il est evident que cette identification a dû être infiniment plus etroite dans l’état de Nature que dans l’état de raisonnement.” Identification as conceptualized by Rousseau is a natural capacity that is mitigated, not cultivated, by the reason, which engenders “l’amour-propre” that he opposes to identificatory sympathy. Rousseau thus defines identification as a primal impulse suppressed by philosophers and their ilk but still alive among
the presumably less civilized; according to Rousseau, “c’est la canaille, ce sont les femmes des halles qui séparent les combattants, et qui empêchent les honnêtes gens de s’entr’égorgier” in a riot or street brawl.

That this generalization soon proved inaccurate during the French Revolution exposes its inherent inconsistency. Rousseau evokes the tears of “les plus dépravées” at the theater for those characters whom they would victimize in reality as evidence of the human reserve of “la pitié naturelle” that is otherwise overwhelmed by the cruel imperatives of civilization. Yet the fact that this seemingly natural reaction is aroused by a cultural production and artificial construct instead of through interaction with actual persons betrays the slippage in Rousseau’s own equation of aesthetic identification and human sympathy. His paradigm of identification also betrays fissures in the connection between identification and imitation upon which the classical model of exemplum literature relies: identification with an artistic representation does not necessarily conduce to emulative behavior.

Still, the influence of the exemplum was perceived as ever greater in the eighteenth century because of literature’s progression from romance to realism. Samuel Johnson explained in a 1750 *Rambler* article:

> [W]hen an adventurer is levelled with the rest of the world, and acts in such scenes of the universal drama, as may be the lot of any other man; young spectators fix their eyes upon him with closer attention, and hope, by observing his behaviour and success, to regulate their own practices, when they shall be engaged in the like part.

For this reason, these familiar histories may perhaps be made of greater use than the solemnities of professed morality, and convey the knowledge of vice and virtue with more efficacy than axioms and definitions. But if the power of example is so great as to take possession of the memory by a kind of violence, and produce effects almost without the intervention of the will, care ought to be taken, that, when the choice is unrestrained, the best examples only should be exhibited; and that which is likely to operate most strongly, should not be mischievous and uncertain in its effects.

At the same time that Johnson trumpets the increased effectiveness of literature for the purposes of moral didacticism, he also expresses wariness of its ability to circumvent rational consciousness, memory and will, “by a kind of violence.” Yet he does not oppose the use of similarity identification for stealthy indoctrination, but rather stresses the moral responsibility of authors—as opposed to readers—in furnishing worthy examples and demonstrating restraint in their own choices.

David Hume called “sympathy” the “chief sense of moral distinction,” and agreed with Johnson that it was more likely to occur with those who resemble us. Hume also adds “contiguity,” including consanguinity and acquaintance, as another contributing factor for sympathy, for “The stronger the relation is betwixt ourselves and any object, the more easily does the imagination make the transition, and convey to the related idea the vivacity of conception, with which we always form the idea of our own person.” The lesser the distance between the identificand and ourselves, the easier the imaginative migration of their emotions to our minds: “the passions and sentiments of others” translate to “our mind as mere ideas, and are conceiv’d to belong to another person,” but are then “converted into the very impressions they represent, and that the passions arise in conformity to the images we form of them.” In order to feel sympathy, as opposed to merely understanding the emotions of others, their emotions must
become our own property; for, as Hume explains, “Ourself is always intimately present to us.” Catherine Gallagher applies Hume’s theory to the new status of fictional characters, nobodies, as “uniquely suitable objects of compassion. Because they were conjectural, suppositional identities belonging to no one, they could be universally appropriated. A story about nobody was nobody's story and hence could be entered, occupied, identified with by anybody.” For this purpose, characters are superior to other people, who obstruct our sympathies with their infinite particularity, which resists absorption into our intimately present selves. Other people have an inconvenient habit of intruding themselves upon one’s consciousness, whereas fictional characters seemingly can be stretched to fit human outlines. What Gallagher’s account of Hume calls “naïve identification” with literature is “ultimately egotistical”: sympathy with “nobodies” is really sympathy with ourselves, at the expense of actual “somebodies.”

Adam Smith’s treatment of sympathy, which begins his Theory of Moral Sentiments, does not distinguish between “those heroes of tragedy or romance who interest us” and our “faithful friends” in eliciting our “fellow-feeling.” D. Rae Greiner argues that Smith’s notion of sympathy avoids complete “fusion of self with other” (or Humean appropriation of other into self) and instead accomplishes “fellow-feeling” through a process of thinking about others: “imaginatively tracing their mental movements, reflecting upon the situations that give rise to their emotions, gauging the appropriateness of their feelings to their expressive contexts.” Smith even conceives of a different species of “conditional sympathy,” a kind of shortcut to understanding someone’s feelings without actually imagining experiencing those feelings. In both types of sympathy, as Greiner observes, Smith “stresses the approximate likeness of my feelings and others”—not their interchangeability,” and thus preserves the boundaries between self and other.

Sympathizing in this manner, one need neither become passively absorbed, nor rapaciously absorb another into oneself.

Greiner connects Smith’s ideas of distanced sympathy to the ethical project of nineteenth-century realist fiction. George Eliot, who in her religious young womanhood concluded that “novels and romances” were “pernicious,” and she would “carry to [her] grave the mental diseases with which they have contaminated her,” would eventually proclaim fiction’s power to cultivate sympathy and thereby justify the penetrating influence warned against by Johnson. She was continuing a pattern set in the eighteenth century, whereby “each generation of writers felt called upon to reform the genre…by encouraging an affective pulsation between identification with fictional characters and withdrawal from them, between emotional investment and divestment…to encourage new forms of identification that would annul the consequences of past overidentification.” Gallagher cites the writings of Fanny Burney and Maria Edgeworth as originary examples of the ongoing recuperation of literary identification, which always seems to operate through a refining process in which excessive “overidentification” is separated from the morally redeemable and potentially redemptive qualities of rational sympathy. Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey, for example, while containing a female quixote who must be educated out of the misapprehensions engendered by Radcliffian romances, also launches a spirited defense of the novel, citing Burney and Edgeworth’s works as exemplars. By the beginning of the Victorian era, the novel in general (as opposed to certain genres) was no longer in need of vindication, except among some very strict evangelicals, and yet it secured its safe cultural berth through the ritual abjection of “bad” forms of identification. The continual injunctions against these types of identification in the nineteenth century worked to establish them as the normal, if not normative, practices of reading for women.
Donna Quixote and Gendered Overidentification

From Plato onward, emotionalism, overabsorption, passivity, and narcissism had been feared as the effects of literary identification. But beginning in the eighteenth century and established in the nineteenth century, these disparate effects were consolidated under the label of “feminine” reading. Robert Uphaus traces concerns about women’s vulnerability to identification with literature back to the seventeenth century, when Anglican minister Richard Allestree’s 1675 *The Ladies Calling* observed that “reading Romances, which seems now to be thought the peculiar and only becoming study of young Ladies,” exposes them to “amorous Passions” that are “apt to insinuate themselves into their unwary Readers, and by an unhappy inversion, a coppy shall produce an Original.”  

In the eighteenth century, the naïve woman seduced by literature—first romances, then novels—becomes, as Ina Ferris notes, a “trope” and a cliché. Ferris argues that the young female reader “came to function metonymically” for all new readers trying to access a new “culture of literacy.” The heroine of *The Female Quixote* follows her namesake of La Mancha in mistaking romances for reality, although Clara Reeve’s account of the book in *The Progress of Romance* as well as Henry Fielding’s contemporary review observe that romances were already passé reading material. But in spite of the generic anachronism, Fielding finds *The Female Quixote* to possess greater verisimilitude than *Don Quixote* in its female subject:

> …as we are to grant in both Performances, that the Head of a very sensible Person is entirely subverted by reading Romances, this Concession seems to me more easy to be granted in the Case of a young Lady than of an old Gentleman .... To say Truth, I make no Doubt but that most young Women . . . in the same Situation, and with the same Studies, would be able to make a large Progress in the same Follies.

Fielding interprets the book as specifically directed at women by Lennox, “to expose all those Vices and Follies in her Sex which are chiefly predominant in Our Days.”

Although seemingly “there was hardly any crime, sin, or personalized catastrophe that injudicious reading was not held to cause directly or indirectly,” the focus of cultural anxiety had begun to shift from the more general perils of reading to its most likely victims: women. In the constant association of women with misreading, delusive identification with fiction became less an amusing aberration than a vice or folly endemic to femininity. The ubiquity of this assumption is reflected in the ominous claim of Maria and Richard Edgeworth in *Practical Education*: “We know, from common experience, the effects which are produced upon the female mind by immoderate novel reading.”

The indictment of women’s identification rested on essentialist ideas of feminine emotionalism. Hume expressed great faith in women’s perspicuity in reading, except for “books of gallantry and devotion,” because, “as the fair sex have a great share of the tender and amorous disposition, it perverts their judgment on this occasion, and makes them be easily affected, even by what has no propriety in the expression or nature in the sentiment.” Female emotions were characterized as especially liable to aestheticization, or enjoyment of feeling for feeling’s sake. The Edgeworths condemned “sentimental stories and books of mere entertainment” that cultivated this feminine preference for fictional over real objects:

> …the species of reading to which we object, has an effect directly opposite to what it is intended to produce. It diminishes, instead of increasing, the sensibility of the heart; a combination of romantic imagery, is requisite to act upon the associations of sentimental people, and they are virtuous only when virtue is in
perfectly good taste...the imagination, which has been accustomed to this delicacy in fictitious narrations, revolts from the disgusting circumstances which attend real poverty, disease and misery; the emotions of pity, and the exertions of benevolence, are consequently repressed precisely at the time when they are necessary to humanity.  

Adam Smith also observed a tendency of women’s sensibility to diverge from ethical behavior. He distinguished “humanity” as a female virtue which, in opposition to male “generosity,” “consists merely in the exquisite fellow-feeling” of the spectator and necessitates “no self-denial, no self-command, no great exertion of the sense of propriety.” This feminine “fellow-feeling” is fundamentally a sort of “selfishness,” as Mary Wollstonecraft claimed in response, while acknowledging it as the “natural consequence of confined views.” According to Smith’s conception of sympathy, the spectator feels him or herself in the situation of other people instead of feeling with the other people themselves, whose experience is ultimately unknowable; while masculine generosity spurs external action, feminine “humanity” is passively directed inward to the confined, knowable self.

Women’s affective absorption in literature was not alarming because it deprived women of agency, but because it inflated their self-importance and sowed dissatisfaction. According to Laurie Langbauer, “One of the things male contemporaries of Lennox objected to about female quixotes was their pride, which prompted disobedience to fathers and imperiousness with lovers.” The female desires fed by fiction were supposed to have real-world consequences for men. The doctor who “cures” Arabella in *The Female Quixote* worries that she might have provoked men to violence by following the romantic example of a “haughty beauty, who sits a calm spectator of the ruin and desolation, bloodshed and misery, incited by herself.” He then warns her, “It is impossible to read these tales without lessening part of that humility, which, by preserving in us a sense of our alliance with all human nature, keeps us awake to tenderness and sympathy, or without impairing that compassion which is implanted in us as an incentive of acts of kindness.” Rather than quixotically transforming peasants into Dulcineas, female literary identification was thought to promote awareness of and unhappiness with the distinctions between fiction and life. The Edgeworths blame “Sentimental authors” for creating the expectation of coincident virtue and grace, and then “we are disappointed, almost disgusted, when we find virtue unadorned.” Hortensius in Clara Reeve’s *The Progress of Romance* complains that “A young woman is taught to expect adventures and intrigues...If a plain man addresses her in rational terms and pays her the greatest of compliments,—that of desiring to spend his life with her,—that is not sufficient, her vanity is disappointed, she expects to meet a Hero in Romance.” The greatest folly of the female quixote is not tilting at windmills, but rejecting suitable marriage partners.

But affective identification was not to be quashed entirely, especially since it had come to define femininity. It would have to be channeled according to an external standard of propriety, which women could not be relied upon to possess. As the Edgeworths advised for girls’ education, “peculiar caution is necessary to manage female sensibility.” If women lacked self-control in their identifications, their identifications could and perhaps should control them. In *The Progress of Romance*, Euphrasia argues that the new species of sentimental novel could steer identification in the right direction. When Hortensius bemoans the fact that women are writing copious letters in imitation of Samuel Richardson’s epistolary heroines, Euphrasia replies, “Let the young girls bear the faults of the letters they write, let them copy Richardson, as often as they please, and it will be owing to the defects of their understandings, or judgments, if
they do not improve by him. We could not say as much of the reading Ladies of the last age” who perused “French and Spanish Romances, and the writings of Mrs. Behn, Mrs. Manly, and Mrs. Heywood [sic].” Richardson takes up the writerly task assigned by Johnson of providing salutary examples for moral identification, as Euphrasia declares, “I should want no other criterion of a good or bad heart, than the manner in which a young person was affected, by reading *Pamela.*” Literary identification with novels of courtship, unlike romances, could even prepare women for the affective investments of marriage instead of dooming them to dissatisfaction.

Discourse on the right and wrong ways for women to read continued to proliferate in the nineteenth century. The effects of identification were taken to be longer-lasting and wider-ranging in both benefits and perils. The crises that continually flared up about women’s reading over the course of the century helped to entrench passive, affective, misguided, egoistic identification as a typically female practice. As Ferris argues, the naïve female reader was transformed at this time from a trope to a seemingly pervasive reality. This codification of gendered reading styles (part of a larger rigidifying of gender categories) was bolstered by medical and scientific studies that implied that women’s reading disposition was intrinsic, not enculturated. Women were “naturally” supposed “to find it far easier than a man would do to identify with characters and incidents from her reading material.” Eliot could make grand claims for the sympathy inspired by art, and also retain the “mental diseases” of the books that plagued her youthful mind: “When I was quite a little child I could not be satisfied with the things around me; I was constantly living in a world of my own creation, and was quite contented to have no companions that I might be left to my own musings and imagine scenes in which I was the chief actress.”

Eliot experienced identification as a withdrawal from reality into narcissistic fantasy. A new type of identification crisis arose over the course of the nineteenth century, however, in which readerly identifications could not be confined to the realm of romantic reverie. John Ruskin speaks in the gravest terms of the “sore temptation of novel-reading” for girls, which “we should dread.” Even “the best romance becomes dangerous, if, by its excitement, it renders the ordinary course of life uninteresting, and increases the morbid thirst for useless acquaintance with scenes in which we shall never be called upon to act.” Ruskin sounds the familiar notes about identification with fiction fermenting discontent, but the “morbid thirst” for action being frustrated no longer threatened women’s further retreat into private life. Instead, it prompted incursions into new arenas beyond the “Queen’s gardens.” By 1894, a famous *Punch* cartoon depicts a bespectacled “Donna Quixote” (apparently half-Italian, half-Spanish) sitting ramrod straight, in a wide masculine stance, with a book brandished in one hand and a key in another. The accompanying verse explains:

You yearn—indefinitely—to Advance!
You shake your latch-key like a lance!
And shout, “In spite of babies, bonnets, tea,
Creation’s heir, I must, I will be—Free!”

Donna Quixote is surrounded by New Woman books, including works by Mona Caird and Henrik Ibsen, but also the specters of various monsters she must vanquish, such as the dragon of decorum, the windmill of marriage laws, and a giant’s head labeled “Tyrant Man.” She is not languidly immersed in a fictional trance, but instead ready to do battle with real political and social concerns (however illusory *Punch* finds them). This type of identification with literature, which promotes action in addition to or even instead of emotion, is what I will call
“wayward reading,” because it strongly deviated from what “feminine identification” was assumed to be.

The idea that women are essentially inclined to be more empathetic, in life and fiction, has retained its currency in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, from Carol Gilligan’s theory of a female “ethic of care” and description of women’s “narrative” view of moral dilemmas to the most recent empathy studies, which result in women reporting higher levels of cognitive and affective empathy. The negatives of this association have remained in circulation as well. In 1945, Edgar Bley, while advocating for identification’s recognition in education, expresses the old fear that certain types of wishful identification were ruining women for marriage:

The easy books, in which the identification is effortless and complete, achieve their ease through a wish-fulfilment structure. The reader identifies himself with a character that is neither real nor representative. Examples are obvious. The women’s magazines—from the love pulps to the slick ‘home-maker’s’ sheets—and the rental-library novels harp on one theme: every woman is beautiful, she is either rich or she will marry a rich man, and she will live happily ever after. The implication is always that marriage settles everything. The consequence of all this is our high divorce rate, the prevalence of neurotic wives, and the general scarcity of rich, happy marriages. The young wives are secretly dissatisfied with their husbands from the beginning, since they are not sufficiently handsome, wealthy, or socially successful.

Bley moves from a universal male reader to women as the “obvious” examples for misapplication of popular fiction to life. Female readers’ discontent was apparently responsible for the collapse of the social fabric. For a much more recent example, women’s appetite for the “Twilight” series of books is often attributed to ease of identification and wish fulfillment for “love that has been denied to them” in reality.

The stereotype of women’s readerly identification as a symptom of self-involvement also refuses to die. Suzanne Keen sees that phenomenon in her own surveys of English students in *Empathy and the Novel*; the empathetic reactions to texts demonstrated more consistently by her female students in no way formed a direct indicator of potential compassionate action. The critic Rachel Brownstein’s *Becoming a Heroine* assumes as its central premise that women of the late twentieth century readily identify with nineteenth-century heroines, having drawn upon her personal experience as well as Sigmund Freud’s “On Narcissism” to reaffirm the narcissistic tendencies of women to recognize and adore themselves in idealized fictional form.

**Identification Crises**

Modern critiques of identification, as dissimilar and occasionally inconsistent as they are, possess forebears in the Victorian era’s explicit disapproval and tacit endorsement of stereotypically female reading practices. Within literary criticism, genres and modes of response associated with women, such as the American sentimental tradition, have continually been dismissed. Identification’s feminine connotation of spontaneous emotional response placed it in opposition to reasoned and deliberate analysis. While some critics such as Janice Radway and Sally Mitchell expose the culturally constructed associations between feminized sentimentalism and devalued, “popular” literary culture, others disavowed any claim to an objectivity of their own. Feminist criticism of the 1980s often predicated itself upon the situatedness of the female or female-sympathetic reader in approaching texts, whether in “conversation” with a female author or in an “emancipatory struggle” with a male author.
Instead of reading “like” a woman—passively and irrationally—they would read consciously “as” women. Identity politics and cultural studies initially defined themselves in opposition to the privileging of detachment, which was seen as the province of elitist groups.

Identification’s number-one place in Michael Warner’s roster of “uncritical” reading attitudes (“identification, self-forgetfulness, reverie, sentimentality, enthusiasm, literalism, aversion, distraction”) owes itself to its association with emotional response (e.g., sentimentality and enthusiasm). The classical opposition between reason and passion, however much empirical research confirms that emotion is inseparable from cognition, is still axiomatic. Although affect now constitutes its own field in literary scholarship, it retains its connection to the fallacies abjured by New Criticism. For W. K. Wimsatt and M. C. Beardsley, emotional response cannot lead one through inductive reasoning toward its textual cause; instead, it is a distraction from the text itself, in which no emotion inheres, into the irrelevant relativism of personal psychology. Certainly, if one were to imagine oneself undergoing the same tribulations as a character’s, as opposed to imagining oneself as the character undergoing those tribulations, one’s “personal distress” is liable to make one avoid the source instead of engage with it. Wimsatt and Beardsley see emotional identification with literature as a movement away from the text instead of a self-forgetful immersion within it. Emotion is personal and self-interested, but reason somehow is not. Reception theorist Hans Robert Jauss, however, saw identification with a text as a movement away from self and the rest of the world toward the kind of critical neutrality that Wimsatt and Beardsley prize: “One's disposition to enjoy an aesthetic object presupposes the negation of everyday life. The acting subject must first become a spectator, listener, viewer, or reader in order to achieve that attitude of disinterested approval which enables him to reify the object of aesthetic awareness and so allows him to identify himself with what is being presented, or with the hero.” For Jauss, objectivity and identification are not mutually exclusive practices, but rather sequential phases in the process of reading both receptively and actively.

The Kantian position of “disinterested approval” that Jauss sees as a prerequisite for identification received its own critique from Marxists who located ideology within the imaginary space of the text as well as the “everyday life” from which the identifier dissociates. Etienne Balibar and Pierre Macherey translated Louis Althusser’s concept of “interpellation” of subjects by state apparatuses to the mechanism by which “the ideological effects of literature …materialize via an identification process between the reader or the audience and the hero or anti-hero, the simultaneous constitution of the fictive ‘consciousness’ of the character with the ideological ‘consciousness’ of the reader.” While sustaining the illusion of a reader’s inviolate individuality, literary identification achieves the “reproduction, as dominant, of the ideology of the dominant class” within him or her. As in the psychoanalytic model, which I will describe below, the reader’s subjectivity is constructed by identifications, but the process is not only unconscious but passive. The alternative aesthetic, Bertolt Brecht’s Verfremdung or “alienation effect,” forces a similarly passive reader into self-conscious distance.

Yet passivity is part of the ideology inculcated by hegemonic identification and condemned by these theorists. Literary escapism either lulls the reader into an apathetic complacency, or it exhausts his or her emotional resources at the expense of the outside world. In both circumstances, identification disables the reader from addressing the systematic injustices being perpetrated outside the reading bubble. We are oblivious, self-satisfied, or emotionally exhausted by identifying with fictional characters. Even though “the very imaginative labor” of engaging with texts is fundamentally and morally different from helping actual people, somehow
these activities draw from the same reserve of energy. Mary Catherine Harrison calls this the “zero sum game” theory of imagination, which she counters with the research of social psychologist C. Daniel Batson on empathy’s positive influence on altruistic attitudes (if not actual behavior).

There is also a species of identification conceptualized as active, but perniciously so. In this variety, the reader identifies in order to colonize the experience of others and aggrandize the self. The aggression of such identification lies in its suppression of the identificand’s difference—either by ignoring it or replacing it with the image of the egoistic identifier. As a result, as Regenia Gagnier rejoins to Rorty’s claims for expanded empathy from literary engagement: “what ‘we’ get from literature is not an expanded ‘we’ but more of the same old ‘us.’”

**Identifying identification**

In contrast with Gagnier’s account, the definition of identification that has the most empirical support is that of media scholar Jonathan Cohen, who describes it as “internalizing a point of view rather than a process of projecting one’s own identity onto someone or something else.” Identification is thus distinct from what philosopher Peter Goldie calls “in-his-shoes imagining,” which “involves the narrator having a mixture of my own characterization and some of his.” Cohen locates identification in the process of adopting a character or narrator’s perspective, instead of adopting a perspective on or about a character or narrator, which would necessitate a distanced stance: “To compare one’s self, or to feel close to a character, one must be positioned outside the text as a spectator, rather than imagining one’s self inside a textual reality.” Regarding identification as a kind of active metaphor instead of a simile relieves it of the resemblance requirement; that is, the identificand need not initially remind the identifier of him or herself. While similarity can motivate identification, identification does not depend on similarity to occur, nor does it consist of a perception of similarity. Without the similarity requirement, possibilities for identification expand to include that which is not immediately recognizable or self-referential.

Critics of identification often overstate its all-absorbing power, even though it is temporary and, according to John Frow, “typically diffuse.” The array of possible identifications in a text corresponds with the flexibility of identification, both in terms of its objects and its degree. Reader-response theorist Wolfgang Iser’s notion of the reader’s “wandering viewpoint” among the perspectives offered by a text captures the sheer multiplicity of identifications commonly experienced by an engaged reader. Identification is often represented as one end of a scale of involvement, with spectatorship on the other end. At the optimal aesthetic midpoint proposed by Thomas Scheff, “the reader both experiences emotions, and can reflect upon them, in order to assimilate their meanings.” Cognitive scientist Keith Oatley sees identification as part of a fluctuating reading experience, where we continually “move in and out along the continuum of emotional distance.” Other empirical research suggests that reader involvement with and distance from fictional characters can occur simultaneously, or “in parallel.” As philosopher Amy Coplan explains, our brains are capable of multi-tasking, and identification is no exception: “In the process of empathy, the empathizer simulates the target’s experiences without losing the ability to simultaneously experience his or her own separate thoughts, emotions, and desires.”

Identification and self-consciousness are therefore not mutually exclusive. Or, if we take Oatley’s view, we alternate between these different positions in rapid succession instead of
becoming “lost” in “complete absorption, or a trance-like state.”80 Iser theorized that reading is a continual process of “selection” among “textual perspectives.”81 Yet even those who see identification as an active process often question whether it can be “conscious and controllable.”82 Elaine Scarry distinguishes the “voluntary” daydream from the “steady stream of erased imperatives” that the literary reader presumably obeys in order to simulate perception.83 Narratologist Patrick O’Neill counters that the reader, “both implied and real” must be “an ‘agent’ of focalization” because “she has to decide” where that focalization should be directed in the text.84 Marisa Bortolussi and Peter Dixon, on the basis of psychological experiments, allow the reader even more discretion in that “the agent of focalization should properly be understood as being a construction in the mind of the reader,” not the text, which provides the foundation.85 Where the text does not explicitly narrate a certain perspective, readers are capable of deliberately creating one.

Identification is perhaps most in need of clarification in terms of its distinction from sympathy and empathy, with which it is often used interchangeably. Sympathy and empathy are already confusingly related, since “empathy” is a relatively recent coinage for a concept that would have been conflated with sympathy in prior centuries. Psychologist Edward Titchener translated *Einfühlung* from Theodor Lipps’s *Aesthetik* into “empathy,” which he defined as “the ‘feeling’ of our own concernment in the imagined situation.”86 Sympathy was then able to be distinguished from empathy as a seemingly more distanced form of emotional response that does not internalize the other’s state of mind. In a dramatically ironic scenario, for example, the sympathizer might see a character oblivious to a looming tragedy and fear for him, even though the character experiences no anxiety. Sympathy might also involve a species of in-his-shoes imagining. Adam Smith’s *Theory of Moral Sentiments* famously and vividly illustrates the projective nature of sympathy with “the imaginary resentment which in fancy we lend to the dead, who is no longer capable of feeling that or any other human sentiment. But as we put ourselves in his situation, as we enter, as it were, into his body, and in our imaginations, in some measure, animate anew the deformed and mangled carcass of the slain, when we bring home in this manner his case to our own bosoms, we feel…an illusive sympathy with him.”87 Identifying or empathizing with a corpse, on the other hand, would be more difficult, if not outright impossible, unless the corpse were supernaturally sentient. Otherwise, one would have to paradoxically think oneself into non-thinking, feel oneself into non-feeling.

Empathy, which relies on the adoption of another’s perspective, is a form of identification, but not all identification involves empathy. Empathy etymologically and connotatively contains *pathos*, feeling or emotion. Identification, however, is more capacious, encompassing the internalization of rational and emotional points of view, thinking and feeling (physically and psychologically).88 At least at first encounter with a subject, it is usually easier for one to experience non-affective identification before one is able to feel empathy.89

Pointing out the non-congruence of identification with empathy relieves it of empathy’s burden of ethicality or non-ethicality, which sympathy shares. Empathy was originally used in an aesthetic as opposed to interpersonal context, but now along with sympathy it is used to justify engagement with fiction as a pathway either to or from human interaction. That is, empathy and sympathy with characters are often analogized to empathy and sympathy with actual people in order to try to explain the “paradox of fiction”: why we care about fictional constructs as though they were real.90 Those fictional constructs are also often seen as a kind of training ground for moral behavior in the real world. Martha Nussbaum and Richard Rorty are recent proponents of this storied idea, which was famously championed by Eliot in “The Natural History of German
Life,” as well as the nineteenth-century American sentimental novel. Leaving aside the philosophical debate as to whether the emotions we feel for fictions are real emotions, the primary beneficiaries of those emotions are not real and not capable of reciprocating. The cognitive processes for understanding theory of mind for both characters and people are similar, but not identical. Empathetic and sympathetic responses to art are “pre-ethical,” not in themselves ethical, behavior, and their tendency to promote such behavior (necessarily subsequent to the moment of reading) has not been substantiated. Furthermore, the nature of aesthetic response is itself unpredictable, especially given the mobility of identification. As Nussbaum herself observes, we can empathize with immoral characters doing immoral things.

Freud put forward identification as a more “scientific” account of self-other relations, without the normative connotations of sympathy. Psychoanalytic identification is a process of internalization, “whereby the subject assimilates an aspect, property or attribute of the other,” but instead of occupying a temporary vantage point, the subject “is transformed, wholly or partially, after the model the other provides. It is by means of a series of identifications that the personality is constituted and specified.” Identification is thus the crucial, but complex mechanism by which identity, including gender identity, is formed. As Eve Sedgwick explains, “To identify as must always include multiple processes of identification with. It also involves identification as against.” Freud’s account of identification as an aesthetic response, however, is more simplistic, consisting of wishful identification from “a poor wretch to whom nothing of importance can happen” who can “identify himself with the hero” in a play. While psychoanalytic theory has expanded its conception of aesthetic identification as more “multi-faceted” in its engagement, the unconscious plays a formative role” in its primary model of identification. The emphasis on the unconscious in psychoanalytic theory departs most radically from the volitional capacity of aesthetic identification I described above. Unconscious identification’s evasion of “rational scrutiny” helps “make it something to be feared.” Although what Harris refers to as “psychoanalysis’s theoretical stranglehold on identification” has begun to relent, the idea of identification as a subconscious incorporation of an external model has much deeper historical roots, which form the basis of persistent critical problems with identification, particularly in literary studies.

**Wayward Identification**

The binary terms often used by critics to designate different methods of reading are not so subtly indicative of familiar gender typologies: disinterested vs. narcissistic, active vs. passive, dominant vs. submissive, rational vs. emotional. The extremes, as usual, of reader types are unhappy, veering on a Victorian spectrum between *Vanity Fair*’s sneering Jones at his club underlining the book’s “foolish twaddling” and Amelia Sedley crying “over the end of a novel were it ever so stupid.” Kate Flint, for instance, argues in “Women, Men and the Reading of *Vanity Fair*” that Thackeray’s apostrophes to the reader privilege the “masculine,” detached reader over the “feminine” reader who becomes emotionally involved with books. This, however, does not entirely explain the contemporary popularity of Becky Sharp, who ends the first chapter by tossing a book (Johnson’s *Dictionary*, to be just) out of a carriage window, or the classification of Amelia as an unsympathetic heroine by certain women readers depicted by the author as the serialization progressed. Reader response to and within this Victorian novel and others does not adhere so strictly to our own expectations of nineteenth-century gender ideology, which I argue are based on the predominant discourse of crisis around female literary identification. Wayward identification, however, has been largely overlooked.
I use the term “wayward,” meaning “capriciously wilful; conforming to no fixed rule or principle of conduct; erratic” to denote the simultaneously deliberate and unpredictably multidirectional nature of this kind of identification. It’s also a way of categorizing a type of reading that is individually particular and subjective, without falling into the relativism of infinite reader standpoints. I define wayward reading as the active practice of conscious, elective identification with literature, which in itself departs from beliefs about feminine reading conditioned and reinforced by the anxious rhetoric of female quixotism.

Wayward reading owes much to feminist and queer theories of strategically deviant reading: the “resisting reader,” polar reading, oppositional reading, errant reading, disidentification, and cross-identification. Judith Fetterley’s “resisting reader,” for example, takes a feminist standpoint that refuses to adopt the chauvinist perspectives of male narrators, authors, or characters. Disidentification and cross-identification similarly involve “a failed interpellation within the dominant public sphere,” but also a “contribut[ion] to the function of a counterpublic sphere” through deliberate performance of “nonlinear and nonnormative modes of identification.” Lesley Goodman’s idea of “rebellious identification,” though less overtly political, entails affective identification with characters that defies perceived authorial intent. It seems to me that “rebellious” in this case is a misnomer, since Goodman contends that identifying with the ostensibly unsympathetic Arabella in Jude the Obscure is “choosing the possibility of choice” among “the series of possible positions and perspectives that texts make available to readers and that readers bring to texts.” Selecting amongst an array of choices offered by the text hardly seems like a rebellious act, especially from a modern reader. In the Victorian period, however, women choosing identifications—however ideologically conservative their objects or texts—was wayward in relation to the rule of “feminine reading.”

My project thus posits a “willful and instrumental subject,” who, according to Judith Butler’s disavowal of the same, “seems to be quite opposed” to being culturally determined, “its existence [] already decided by gender.” Yet I am interested in how that subject is culturally determined, especially through its identifications with literature, which can be conscious and voluntary, temporary or intermittent as well as permanent. However personal and private one’s identifications, interaction with texts is participation in a larger cultural dialogue, and for Victorian women it constitutes a potential counterpublic. Along with Lois McNay, I wish to explore the possibilities for active “self-interpretation” within the discursive framework, instead of the “subjection” of the subject to discursive formation.

While literary theorists have often speculated on the effects of literary identification, empirical studies are adducing evidence of narratives’ influence on our character and beliefs through simulation of other perspectives. Cognitive psychologist Keith Oatley has conducted numerous experiments on identification, which he calls “one of the functions of fiction,” and describes as “inviting” as opposed to manipulating or coercing the reader into “changes of selfhood.” Such changes can “accumulate, and the reader can become more flexible” the more he or she reads; that is, the habitual reader is better able to adapt to his or her reading.

Habitually wayward readers, conscious of their adaptations, can collectively form a “nexus of practice” within a “discourse community.” Though Terry Lovell reminds us that “individual agency is not necessarily aligned with resistance,” nor is resistance in itself always “effective,” I argue that literary identification in the Victorian period could and did unite women in imaginative affiliations that they translated into political participation and social activism. However much the domestic novel established subjectivity in that age as emphatically feminine, domestic, and non-political, the expansiveness of identification allowed for a way out into the...
world. For women readers in the nineteenth century, identification could operate in “liberatory or life-enhancing,” as well as conservative or hegemonic ways.  

My next three dissertation chapters explore different ways in which women in the Victorian era approached identification as a flexible capacity instead of an emotional compulsion. I examine wayward reading both intratextually (the portrayal of characters identifying within narratives) and extratextually (the ways in which narratives solicit readers’ identification). Each chapter places examples of wayward reading within the context of culturally generated “crises” about identification that through sheer iteration served to naturalize modes of “feminine reading.” These crises of quixotism coincide with monumental historical changes taking place in the legal, political, educational, and professional status of women: changes that identification helped women to imagine and then enact.

“Masculine Identification and Marital Dissolution” uses Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s *Aurora Leigh* as a focal text to contrast the criticism leveled in the Victorian period against women authors who deployed conventionally masculine styles or subject matter with the comparatively fluid identification across gender lines expected of women as readers. In conduct guides and Ruskin’s *Sesame and Lilies* lectures, women were exhorted from girlhood to prepare for the experience of absorbing themselves into their husbands’ identities by exercising their readerly sympathies with male characters and masculine activities. Written during the debates surrounding the reform of marriage law that would continue through the end of the century, and published on the eve of the 1857 Matrimonial Causes Act, *Aurora Leigh* depicts a different kind of identification that does not involve the complete dissolution of self. Instead of identifying herself with her future husband, an action she associates with self-erasure, Aurora models an identification with male poetic muses that allows her to maintain her integrity as an artistic subject.

“Novels without Heroines: Sensation and Misidentification,” examines the genre of sensation fiction amidst concurrent efforts to introduce women’s suffrage into the Ballot Act of 1872. Sensation novels inspired much critical hand-wringing through their depiction of antiheroines and villainesses who supposedly imperiled the morality and femininity of the female reader who identified with them, seemingly against her will. Recent critics such as D. A. Miller also tend to accept sensation’s self-advertisement as eliciting a reflexive, psychosomatic response from its female readers. I depart from such readings in my analysis of Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s novels, which finds that the most offensive aspect of sensation fiction was the self-consciousness it encouraged in its readers by prompting their awareness of and resistance to the narrative’s ostensibly prescribed affinities. Braddon’s narrative technique of withholding total access to the consciousness of her various anti-heroines in *Lady Audley’s Secret*, *Aurora Floyd*, and *John Marchmont’s Legacy* encourages a readerly dynamic that does not discourage identification with morally dubious characters but continually thwarts complete absorption within them. In *The Doctor’s Wife*, Braddon revises *Madame Bovary* in order to emphasize the possibility of elective identification, as her heroine Isabel imagines herself as a diverse retinue of literary and historical figures, from Shakespeare to Dickens, and still maintains her moral independence. I thus contend that sensation fiction caused a scandal not because it corrupted impressionable female readers with its content, but rather because it challenged the idea of women’s automatized emotionalism and promoted their rational and ethical autonomy, directly opposing the premises held by the anti-suffragists.

After more than a century of overt concern with the management of wayward female identification, a new cultural anxiety developed about the woman who under-identifies, that is,
refuses or is simply incapable of a feminine standard of emotional identification with literature. My fourth chapter, “‘The Valley of the Shadow of Books’: The Morbidity of Female Detachment,” focuses on the expression of this anxiety in the New Woman novels of the fin de siècle and George Gissing’s New Grub Street and The Odd Women. Across a wide range of sources, from medical treatises to humor magazines, Victorian commentators blamed women’s apparent detachment from literary identification on the professionalization of reading, and attributed its symptoms to a kind of sickness or blighted fertility. Modern feminist critics in turn have largely reiterated a late Victorian rhetoric of morbidity and sterility in characterizing these female novelists’ dearth of aesthetic creativity in fictionalizing their own experience. The still-pervasive pathologization of women’s possible dissociation from emotional investment in literature indicates the usefulness of the idea of readerly identification in fortifying the boundaries of gender categories.

The concluding chapter of the dissertation, “The New Crisis: Can We Teach Identification?” applies these historical examples of wayward reading to pedagogical praxis. It examines recent psychological studies of how modern readers self-report their identificatory experiences, and how such readers’ interpretation of these experiences remains conditioned by originally Victorian rhetoric and assumptions. The chapter closes with examples and suggestions of ways in which to counter these embedded expectations of identification, especially in surmounting stereotypes of gendered response, through teaching students to deploy “wayward identification” deliberately as a critical method and a way into the text that they can direct themselves.
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Within Victorian novels, female characters often and unashamedly identify with male figures. *Little Women*’s Jo March goes so far as to call herself the “man of the family” in addition to assuming masculine roles in amateur theatricals as well as supporting her family through writing.\(^1\) When Jo laments, “It’s bad enough to be a girl, anyway, when I like boys’ games and work and manners!” the complaint is less a repudiation of her own female body (especially given her mournful sacrifice of her long hair) or evidence of sexual confusion than a desire for the accoutrements, activities, and privileges of men. Her more feminine sisters are equally eager participants in the Pickwick Club, in which they assume the roles of its gentlemen members and only reluctantly accept an actual male (Laurie) into their ranks as the valet, Sam Weller. In Charlotte Brontë’s *Shirley*, the eponymous character not only christens herself Captain Keeldar, but also is referred to as her own (non-existent) brother and treated as such by the conservative Reverend Helstone without any sense of impropriety; indeed, his easy complicity with her drag performance is attributed to her feminine charm. Shirley reasons, like Jo, that her financial responsibilities justify her masculine praenomen and assertive personality: “They gave me a man’s name; I hold a man’s position: it is enough to inspire me with a touch of manhood.”\(^2\)

At the same time, suffragist Millicent Fawcett in an article on “The Emancipation of Women” refutes the idea that women enacting masculine roles have contempt for their own sex as opposed to the limits imposed on it, even though “masculine egoism” supposes erroneously that “because many of us wish women to have greater freedom in the matter of education, employments, and civil and political rights, we therefore wish them to be like men.”\(^3\)

The popularity of tomboyish heroines such as Jo, Shirley, and Charlotte Yonge’s Ethel May, and even the ultimately conventional fates of these characters as matriarchs or caretakers, indicate a surprising degree of comfort in Victorian audiences with women occasionally adopting masculine behavior or playing with masculine personae. Even that “*anima virilis in corpore muliebri inclusa,*” Marian Halcombe of *The Woman in White*, who does depreciate her gender outright and is described as masculine in face and attitude, still caused Wilkie Collins to be besieged with letters from men desirous of meeting and marrying her real-life original.\(^4\)

Although we see the obvious limits to this flirtation with masculinity in such heroines’ traditionally feminine plot trajectories, the fact that such characters are allowed to alternate between “masculine” and “feminine” attitudes—rather than being labeled *avant la lettre* as something akin to neutered Woolfian androgynes—speaks to the amount of imaginative identificatory freedom allotted to girls and women to cross and re-cross gender lines.\(^5\) Jo March cries over Yonge’s *Heir of Redclyffe* (a book famously appealing to both genders) and Shirley Keeldar also identifies with the archetypal female, Eve.\(^6\) While Jo, Shirley, Ethel, and *The Mill on the Floss*’s Maggie Tulliver are occasionally rebuked for unladylike behavior in their youth, none of them are doomed to lack of appeal for the “opposite” sex. On the contrary, women were continually exhorted to exercise their powers of identification to better understand and accommodate the men in their lives who would represent them in the public sphere. Femininity itself was conceptualized as the ability to identify with men.

John Ruskin, whose “*Gems*” of thought were trumpeted by the same feminist publication, *Woman’s Herald*, which advertised Mill’s *On the Subjection of Women*, proclaimed in *Sesame and Lilies* that “you may chisel a boy into shape, as you would a rock, or hammer him into it, if he be of a better kind, as you would a piece of bronze. But you cannot hammer a girl into anything. She grows as a flower does.”\(^7\) Despite the handy essentialism of this proverb and
its organic imagery, the endorsement of this stance by the liberal Woman’s Herald is unsurprising given the amount of latitude it provides girls in terms of self-education and the selection of possible identities available to an impressionable sex on which, nevertheless, no permanent imprints can be made. Masculinity, however, has to be constructed by a rather violent external force with artificial materials incapable of the natural flexibility with which femininity was supposedly endowed. Thus boys could—and did—admit to falling in love with certain heroines, as D. H. Lawrence did with Maggie Tulliver, or various men did with Marian Halcombe, and yet male readers’ confessions of identification with these female characters are almost impossible to find. Men could love women, but were not expected to identify with them. Consequently within family and marriage the onus of empathy went only in one direction: from women to men. Mary Poovey argues that domestic ideology supported the idea of a “representative Englishman, with whom everyone could identify, even if one’s interests were thereby obliterated and not served.” Women were thus encouraged to identify with and thereby rely upon their “representative Englishman,” whether a male relative, a husband, or the fictional male character.

This chapter will demonstrate how both fictional and nonfictional women availed themselves of the opportunity to identify with male characters or ostensibly “male”-oriented plots. Though the identification of women with the men in their lives was supposed to be a domestic virtue that cultivated a union of interest between women and their male representatives, the temporary assumption of fictional male perspectives could not help but broaden the scope of women’s considerations beyond their male relations. The necessary abstraction involved in identification with fictional characters could create affinities not between women and men, but between women readers and male subject positions or behaviors. Having been invited to enjoy vicariously the pursuits and rights of men, women in nineteenth-century England, instead of being appeased with virtual participation and the prerogative of feminine influence, began to agitate for changes in the marriage laws that might render them the same privileges that they were asked only to imagine.

The first section of the chapter will argue that readerly, as opposed to writerly, identification with masculinity was seen as much less problematic for Victorian women because its forays into male experience were supposedly strictly imaginative. Women writers, on the other hand, were not only imagining being men, but also enacting a man’s professional role. While women authors flourished in this period, those who identified themselves as female were repeatedly censured for illicit (and unconvincing) trespassing when it came to the depiction of male subjectivities. Women’s readerly identification was justified by its portrayal as a feminine virtue of empathy that fortified relationships with men: brothers, fathers, and eventually husbands.

The second section of the chapter examines how girls’ evident tastes for “boys’ books” and the volumes of their fathers’ libraries were attributed to sisterly and filial sympathy. These books supposedly allowed women to participate in their male family members’ activities by proxy, and not by active imitation, and thereby to prepare for identification with their husbands. In addition to fictional examples, this section will also draw from the accounts of reading response in the autobiographies of women who ultimately became literary professionals, political activists, and educators. While these memoirs often follow to some extent what Linda Peterson identifies as a “relational narrative pattern” in Victorian women’s autobiography, wherein women articulate the development of their own sense of self as dependent upon their
relationships with others, they also point to other reasons than connection with male relatives and prospective husbands for their excursions into imaginary masculinity.  

The final section of the chapter will compare the legal concept of “couverte,” under which a woman is officially identified with her husband, with the readerly practice of masculine identification. The chapter’s focal text, Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s verse-novel *Aurora Leigh*, was written in the years leading up to the 1857 Matrimonial Causes Act, and directly alludes to the contemporary debates surrounding marriage reform. Barrett Browning’s heroine is a reader of literature who seeks inspiration for her own writing through identification with male authors and male subjects. In our own time, critics have argued that Aurora’s masculine sources of identification and inspiration are temporary obstacles to her self-affirmation as a female artist. This chapter will contend that Aurora’s deliberate fluctuations across the boundaries of gender identification, both as reader and writer, maintain the integrity of her female subjectivity. Aurora, however, far from effacing herself, undertakes an active, “elective affinity” with her father through his literary legacy as well as with her male muses of poetry. This strategy of masculine identification as an active aesthetic choice enables rather than represses Aurora’s poetic self-expression. Ultimately, the novel-poem that narrates the development of a female subject culminating in her prospective marriage promotes an emphatically literary as opposed to marital mode of identification with masculinity.

**Falsetto Muscularity**

*Aurora Leigh* demonstrated widespread appeal at the time of its publication. The first edition sold out within two weeks, and its critical reception was, if not uniformly positive, nearly so in its admiration for the scope of the endeavor. Admirers of *Aurora Leigh* tended to see it as a harmonious marriage of the masculine domain of poetry and the feminine domain of the domestic novel. Alongside the encomia of Dante Gabriel Rossetti and John Ruskin, Leigh Hunt praised the poem for its “combination of masculine power with feminine tenderness.” Lord Bulwer-Lytton, in a letter to Barrett Browning, confessed, “I feel at every page, as I read your book, the deep truth of that assertion of Strabo’s... ‘To be a good poet one must first be a good man.’” Lytton elects not to paraphrase his translation of Strabo’s aphorism so as to acknowledge Barrett Browning’s gender; he includes her, instead, within the ostensibly universal category of the male poet. At the same time, the quotation directly aligns the quality of the poem with its author’s identity. It seemed that Victorian critics like Lytton could neither avoid defining the aesthetic value of *Aurora Leigh* in gendered terms nor yet decide to which gender its hybrid form belonged.

Bulwer-Lytton demonstrates the confusion of categorization that Barrett Browning’s “novel-poem” presented for its first readers. Some reviewers expressed discomfort with Browning’s application of epic form to novelistic concerns, the appropriation of “Milton’s organ…to play polkas in May-Fair drawing rooms.” Writing in the *Westminster Review*, George Eliot applauded “Mrs. Browning [for being], perhaps, the first woman who has produced a work which exhibits all the peculiar powers without the negations of her sex.” But a review in the very next issue countered, “Mrs. Browning seems at once proud and ashamed of her womanhood. She protests, not unjustly, against the practice of judging artists by their sex; but she takes the wrong means to prove her manhood.” Some critics viewed Barrett Browning’s attempt to transcend the categories of “masculine” and “feminine” through their aesthetic union as a female author’s usurpation of the universal position of the male subject.
Though the Dublin University Magazine went so far as to condemn Barrett Browning as “unfeminine in thought” and the book as “a closed volume for [Barrett Browning’s] own sex,” such criticisms were not necessarily injurious to the work’s artistic reputation, as Barrett Browning was aware. As a child, Barrett Browning announced her ambition to be “the feminine of Homer.” In adulthood she notoriously claimed in a letter to her future critic Chorley that she could not locate for herself a feminine tradition from which to draw inspiration for her particular poetic practice: “I look everywhere for grandmothers and see none.” Her following sentence is not as widely quoted: “It is not in the filial spirit I am deficient, I do assure you—witness my reverent love of the grandfathers!” Despite having written an obituary for the prolific poetess Felicia Hemans, Barrett Browning set herself apart from any matriarchal poetic lineage as a preemptive strike against such critics as the one in the Saturday Review who assumed that “women, in writing poetry, draw their style from other women, and thus miss that largeness and universality which alone compels attention, and preserves a work through all changes of sentiment and opinion.” The Saturday Review distinguishes Barrett Browning for at least attempting objectivity, but judges her to have succeeded only “partially.” To be labeled as a women’s poet (that is, a poet for women) would deprive her work of both expressive individuality and universal relevance (that is, relevance to men). According to this stereotype, women could only be partial poets; the gestalt of the poetic form eluded the “poetess” with the addition of the feminine suffix. In the case of Aurora Leigh, both the content and the form of a woman’s poetry could be deemed inappropriate, and perhaps worse, aesthetically incomplete.

As Barrett Browning paid homage to her literary “grandfathers,” her poet heroine Aurora identifies her artistic self with men even while she advocates the rights of women. She does not care to exercise her feminine “influence,” the special capacity attributed to women in the nineteenth century at the expense of official political “power.” As when, in the recurrent breast imagery in the poem, she wants not to nurse, but to suck from the paps of poetic inspiration, Aurora prefers to reverse the traditional gender dynamic and be influenced -- as male poets supposedly are by their muses -- by those male writers that she claims as hers: “My own best poets, am I one with you, / That thus I love you, –or but one through love?” (1.880-81). Aurora desires to merge her identity into “one” with her predecessors, among whom she names Byron, Pope, and Keats. Her chicken-or-egg question—whether inspiration follows from her receptivity to these muses or whether she is receptive because already inspired—presupposes the role of her own agency in loving poetry. The fact that she can even question the nature of the afflatus forestalls the kind of forcible penetration by a literary patriarch that Susan Gubar describes as “the terror of inspiration” for female writers, which encompasses a “fear of being entered, deflowered, possessed, taken, had, broken, ravished—all words which illustrate the pain of the passive self where boundaries are being violated.”

Even when Aurora does position herself as passive, being “ravished” artistically, she still compares herself to a male figure: Ganymede, plucked by Zeus to serve and drink divine nectar with the gods (1.927). Beverly Taylor notes Aurora’s tendency to identify with masculine mythological analogues like Ganymede, Pygmalion and even Jove, but sees Aurora’s reverence for the male literary tradition as an impediment to her growth as a female poet. As a teenager, Aurora’s confidence in her own status within the pantheon is still tentative:

Such ups and downs
Have poets.
Am I such indeed? The name
Is royal, and to sign it like a queen,
Is what I dare not... (1.933-936)

It is therefore not surprising that Aurora is afraid to “sign it like a queen;” since she
acknowledges no female poets to whom she could be the successor—as Barrett Browning herself
bemoaned her lack of models for the poetic vocation—she regards marking her poetry with a
feminine signature as a risk she is not yet ready to take.

Using the female signature would subject Aurora’s poetry to the depreciative label of
what her cousin Romney condescendingly calls “woman’s verses” and herself to the
conventional feminine identity that she refuses (2.831). Aurora Leigh itself, despite its generally
positive reception, was still vulnerable to this type of criticism a priori on the basis of Barrett
Browning’s gender. Refuting Barrett Browning’s attempt to evade the gendered constraints of
the genre through her creation of the hybrid form of the verse-novel, the poet Sydney Dobell,
while praising “poetry such as Shakespeare’s sister might have written, if he had had a twin,” felt
compelled to conclude, “I hold it to be no poem—for no woman (not even such a ‘large-brained
woman and large-hearted man’ as Mrs. Browning, who has occurred but once since literature
began, and will not come again for a millennium or two) can create one.” Dobell even wrote a
sonnet addressed “To the Authoress of ‘Aurora Leigh’” that casts her as a mere amanuensis for
Shakespeare, “with her dear sex / In his voice, (a king’s words writ out by the queen).”

Aurora Leigh was said to demonstrate “the authority of a prophetess, the grace of a muse, the prodigality
of a queen,” even though Aurora the character repeatedly shies away from these categories. She
distinguishes herself from the feminine role of inspirational catalyst, saying of herself and her
poetic fellows together, “We call the Muse” (980). Even as she self-depreciatingly concludes,
“what effete results / From virile efforts!” she sets herself among the “virile” who incidentally
create “effete” art, rather than among the feminine who ape masculinity (984-85). Although she
does not redefine these gendered aesthetic terms, she implies that “virile” and “effete”
characteristics can exist simultaneously in poets, regardless of their sex.

Though Aurora, like Barrett Browning, acknowledges no female poets to whom she
could be the successor, elements of Aurora Leigh draw from a heritage of women’s novels, most
obviously Jane Eyre as well as Corinne and Ruth, whose characters Dorothy Mermin calls the
“aunts and cousins at least, if not grandmothers” of Barrett Browning’s. For Barrett Browning
to own these female relations, however, is to invite the kind of condescension visited upon the
limitations of the feminized novel form along with the non-poetic poetess. The prolific reviewer
E. S. Dallas lamented the phenomenon by which the “great public figure withers” in the novel
from the domesticating influence of women authors treating traditionally feminine subjects.
Critic Richard Holt Hutton, in an 1858 review of the novels of “Authoress” Dinah Mulock Craik,
expands upon his subject to distinguish the category of “feminine” novelists from their
masculine brethren by “the complete insulation of the interests of the feminine novelists in the
story they are telling.” Women novelists “believe so much more intensely in their own stories”
and thus “never carry you beyond the tale they are telling; they are a great deal too much
interested in it.” Hutton’s repetition of these “in”-ward prefixes (insulation, interest, intensity)
as modifiers for female novelists signals his own belief in the inscribed nature of the feminine
imagination; these authoresses are not so much actively creating as immersing themselves within
an anomalously preexisting story. But not only are feminine novelists interested themselves, they
are the cause of interestedness in others: in their fictions “the interest is the more intense” for
male and female reader alike, and “You are more identified with the story, more immediately
oppressed by the perplexities which arise; while, at the same time, they are associated with a less extensive range of interests."

Anticipating Matthew Arnold’s advocacy of critical “disinterestedness,” for seeing “the object as it really is,” Hutton sees feminine fiction by contrast as projecting a claustrophobic subjectivity that threatens to absorb the common reader as it presumably has absorbed its female creator away from independent objectivity. As Hutton implies throughout his article, such an “extension” of sympathies would in actuality be a contraction of the man into the woman’s narrow worldview, even more so when the hypothetical identification occurs not necessarily with the general story, but specifically with a female character. Walter Bagehot, in accusing women novelists of being jealous of their own characters, asserted the perspective of the male reader as emphatically nonidentificatory with either the female author or character as subjects: “the purchaser of a novel is a victim on finding that he has only to peruse a narrative of the conduct and sentiments of an ugly lady.” Even Charles Dickens and Anthony Trollope were not exempt from reviewers’ criticism for catering too much to feminine concerns (but not necessarily for ineptitude in portraying them). Although the integrity of male selfhood—unlike the female, a category that seems to deconstruct itself—was supposed to be strong enough to withstand such temptations, men were hardly encouraged to identify with “feminine” plots or fictional women.

Hence the temptation for women writers of poetry as well as fiction to identify themselves in the literary marketplace as men. Elaine Showalter has demonstrated that male pseudonyms originally protected published women authors from the taint of masculine professionalism. The Victorian trend of women writers identifying themselves on a professional and public level as male by signing under a man’s name was not merely a convenient deceptive armor for femininity to enter the public sphere and maintain a measure of privacy as well as purity from commercialism: it also expanded the imaginative landscape within which the writer could wander without censure. While Barrett Browning never wrote under a male pen name herself, she was nevertheless still accused of putting on “the gait and the garb of man, but the stride and strut betray her.” Despite Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s praise for Aurora Leigh, he later warned his sister Christina against the “falsetto muscularity” of “the Barrett-Browning style,” thereby connoting an incongruous combination of a deceptively feminine voice with an underlying—and threatening—masculine power. Even without disguise, the poetess and authoress could still be accused of merely mimicking the poet and the author.

After her identity as Marian Evans was revealed, George Eliot continued to publish under her male nom de plume for the rest of her career and embrace the flexibility of an androgynous persona (her publisher, John Blackwood, alternated between masculine and feminine pronouns when referring to her in correspondence). Ironically, however, even her ability to depict women accurately was then challenged, given her apparently outsized accomplishments. Richard Simpson theorized in 1863 that Eliot’s notions of gender dynamics might be distorted because she was too specialized a breed of female, having assumed the active role of a male professional:

It is natural that the authoress should make her women act male parts, and give her men something of a feminine character. Though she ought to be able to draw women in herself, for the simple fact that she is a woman, yet she may be too separated from the ordinary life of her sex to be a good judge of its relations...She gives us her view of woman’s vocation, and paints things as they ought to be, not as they are. Women work more by influence than force, by example than reasoning, by silence than speech: the authoress grasps at direct power through reasoning and speech. Having thus taken up the male position, the male ideal
becomes hers, —the ideal of power, —which interpreted by her feminine heart and intellect, means the supremacy of passion in the affairs of the world. 

At the same time, imaginative incursions into male mentality and physicality by female authors were often derided in aesthetic and moral terms by critics who assumed that male authors were able to render faithful portraits of women without indecent trespassing. Despite Eliot’s almost mystical status as a hybrid figure of “feminine heart and intellect” and powerful “male position,” her right to intrude even speculatively into the male psyche was still questionable. A critic at the Saturday Review, after categorizing Eliot as “the third female novelist” equivalent to Jane Austen and Charlotte Brontë, nevertheless implied that she had stepped a little beyond the appropriate bounds of her gender: “we are not sure that it is quite consistent with feminine delicacy to lay so much stress on the bodily feelings of the other sex...she lets her fancy run on things which are not wrong, but are better omitted from the scope of female meditation.”

William Thackeray, on rejecting Barrett Browning’s poem “Lord Walter’s Wife” for Cornhill Magazine, explained that “In your poem you know there is an account of unlawful passion felt by a man for a woman—and though you write pure doctrine and real modesty and pure ethics, I am sure our readers would make an outcry” at reading of a man’s attempted seduction of his friend’s wife from “one of the best wives, mothers, women in the world.” Coventry Patmore expressed disbelief at Aurora Leigh, which he claimed was a “strange book for a modest, sensible little woman like Mrs. Browning to have written.” The content of Barrett Browning’s poetry was thus ineluctably associated with and constrained by her identity as a woman—and a moral, modest woman at that—in a way that men’s writing was not.

Charlotte Brontë, who originally published under an ambiguously gendered pseudonym, pillories these double standards for male and female authors in a dialogue from Shirley where Shirley proclaims, “if I gave my real opinion of some first-rate female characters in first-rate works, where should I be? Dead under a cairn of avenging stones in half an hour.” Caroline Helstone teasingly takes up the theme by conceding, “after all, authors’ heroines are almost as good as authoresses’ heroes,” only to have Shirley respond, “Not at all: women read men more truly than men read women. I’ll prove that in a magazine paper some day when I’ve time; only it will never be inserted: it will be ‘declined with thanks,’ and left for me at the publisher’s,” perhaps a punishment worse than the adulteress’s death sentence Shirley mentions above. Brontë is in effect satirizing the fact that she can only voice the idea that women might be able to represent men through a fictional heroine, because it would not be credible—or immune from moral and aesthetic backlash—in any other form. Interestingly, the art of writing characters with verisimilitude is translated by Shirley into an act of reading, a field in which she feels women have the obvious advantage: “women read men more truly than men read women.”

Brotherly Love and Father’s Library

Even though reading appears to be a more passive occupation than writing, the woman reader was granted much more imaginative license than the woman author to slip into male clothes without fear of personal exposure, admonition, or ridicule. Victorian female readers often articulated their identification with male characters and figures. Social reformer Octavia Hill endeavored to share her own vicarious pleasure in Tom Brown’s Schooldays with her friend Mary Harris in 1856 by asking her to “imagine how I delight in the athletic games, and try to feel how I prize the book.” M. Carey Thomas, the future president of Bryn Mawr, recalled that as a teenager she “read herself as literary heroine and hero respectively” of Little Women and Thomas Carlyle’s On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History.
When girls experienced and enacted masculine identification in their reading, they were not necessarily rebelling against conventional gender roles, but rather following the suggestions of numerous advice manuals and other improving literature. Sarah Stickney Ellis, the prolific authority on English femininity, prescribed a course of identification for the ideal “youthful reader” in *Daughters of England*, who is “in reality associating herself with a being of the highest order of mind, seeing with the eyes of the author, breathing his atmosphere, thinking his thoughts, and imbibing, through a thousand indirect channels, the very essence of his genius.”

John Ruskin’s “Of Queen’s Gardens” lecture similarly promotes identification as the mechanism by which women ought to interact with texts and in so doing collaborate with male authors:

…”it is not the object of education to turn a woman into a dictionary; but it is deeply necessary that she should be taught to enter with her whole personality into the history she reads; to picture the passages of it vitally in her own bright imagination; to apprehend, with her fine instincts, the pathetic circumstances and dramatic relations, which the historian too often only eclipses by his reasoning, and disconnects by his arrangement: it is for her to trace the hidden equities of divine reward, and catch sight, through the darkness, of the fateful threads of woven fire that connect error with its retribution. But, chiefly of all, she is to be taught to extend the limits of her sympathy with respect to that history which is being for ever determined, as the moments pass in which she draws her peaceful breath."

Ruskin thus justifies women’s readerly identification with male figures and authors as a preparatory exercise for cultivating sympathy with the world at large. Ellis similarly correlates a “love of poetry” with the true “woman, who, in her inexhaustible sympathies, can live only in the existence of another, and whose very smiles and tears are not exclusively her own.”

Women should thus be trained (even though it was supposed to be their natural instinct) through literature to identify with others in general, and men in particular. As Ruskin argued, in agreement with Ellis, “a girl’s education should be nearly, in its course and material of study, the same as a boy’s; but quite differently directed… a woman ought to know the same language, or science, only so far as may enable her to sympathise in her husband’s pleasures, and in those of his best friends.”

Through such identificatory training, a woman could derive understanding of the pursuits or “pleasures” of her spouse or male relatives in which she could not directly participate.

The early education of middle- and upper-class brothers and sisters was not divided until brothers discarded their petticoats, assumed trousers, and went to school outside the home; until the latter part of the century girls remained in their petticoats and were educated largely at home with the exception of the special ladies’ finishing schools frequently parodied and disparaged in novels such as *Vanity Fair* and *Middlemarch*. Claudia Nelson and Catherine Robson have both written on how the Victorian girl became emblematic of the childhood ideal, perhaps because her upbringing seemed to prevent any major developments or changes that would mark the transition to adulthood, which became by default the male province. The mutual identification by female and male siblings encouraged by early childhood was therefore untenable, as girls were suspended in immaturity.

In the late nineteenth century, left behind by her brother’s physical growth, the author Eleanor Farjeon remembers sobbing, “My brother’s clothes won’t fit me” in despair at the first differentiation between herself and her brother, Harry. She finds another source of connection with her beloved brother, however, as she relates in a dissociated third-person narrative memoir, “For if ever sister longed for identity with her brother, Nellie did. And if she could not wear
Harry’s clothes, at least she could wear his wishes and his thoughts.”\(^49\) What wearing the costume of Harry entailed was actually role-playing various literary characters, in a game the two siblings devised called “TAR” for “Tessy and Ralph” from the play *The Babes*; the assumed identities of Harry and Eleanor would be assigned by Harry with no regard for gender distinctions—he was Tessy and Eleanor was Ralph. In *The Three Musketeers*, Eleanor confirms another affinity with a male character with conspicuously masculine qualities and habits:

> Oh, which of these wonderful men will I be? I cannot ever hope to be D’Artagnan. I am Porthos. I love him more than anyone I am. I love boasting like him, and being vain like him, and stupid like him, and making love like him, and having an enormous appetite like him, and being the third-best fencer in the world, and the very strongest man...At last I am one thing in TAR that is The Most.\(^50\)

While Eleanor’s brother acts as casting director for his and Eleanor’s imaginative enactments, he cannot control the direction and degree of Eleanor’s identification. Her wistfulness at seldom being “The Most” at anything as well as her preference for Porthos’ identity over “anyone I am” suggests a feeling of feminine inadequacy that hardly suggests belief in the worthiness of the Victorian girl archetype, but rather disengagement from it through literary identification with male attributes and activities.\(^51\)

In 1860’s *The Mill on the Floss*, George Eliot provided a contrasting example of both femininity and masculinity being possibly temporary positions, not defined by essential traits, but rather by power relations: Tom Tulliver, usually confident and stereotypically male in his predilections, flounders in his misguided academic studies and becomes “more like a girl than he had ever been in his life before,” especially in contrast to his sister Maggie’s natural, untutored skill with Latin—including the lesson Tom is supposed to learn about masculine nouns with tricky feminine endings in the *Eton Grammar*.\(^52\) In the novel femininity for men is constituted not by inherent weakness of mind, but instead a temporary condition of depressed self-esteem.

Inversely, then, momentary mental forays into masculine roles might elevate a girl’s aspirations. Thomas imagined herself as one of Carlyle’s heroes, and Hill read with her sister the *Lives of Great Men*.\(^53\) Charlotte Brontë, with her father’s full encouragement, identified with the Duke of Wellington, whom she wrote about with her siblings in their “Young Men” plays.\(^54\) Catherine Maria Sedgwick advised in *Means and Ends; or Self-training*, directed at young girls, that “[m]any have been stimulated to magnanimity and disinterestedness by the memoirs of Collingwood,” the admiral second-in-command to Nelson at the Battle of Trafalgar.\(^55\) M.A. Stodart, giving her *Hints on Reading: To a Young Lady*, asserts the universally inspiring nature of such accounts:

> …we feel the truth of the beautiful line; “Homo sum, humani nil a me alienum puto” [I am a man, I think that nothing human is strange to me]. Well do I remember the exquisite delight which, in early childhood, I derived from Plutarch, and from Johnson’s Lives of the Poets, and I would give something for the fresh, vigorous enjoyment which, on the first perusal of these books, seemed to arouse all my faculties.\(^56\)

Stodart simultaneously recounts her own personal affinity with biography and presumes the same response from her female readers: identification with great men of history and letters. Even the anonymous author of a conduct guide for girls becomes carried away in a grand rhetorical catalogue of historical figures with whom identification is presumed:

> Do we not feel a noble impulse when we see von Winkelried gathering a sheaf of hostile spears in bosom so as to open for his countrymen a path through enemy’s
ranks? Are we not conscious of a new inspiration when we stand by Leonidas and his Three Hundred in clash of arms at Thermopylae? Are not our higher feelings stirred when we see the small English fleet of Howard, Drake and Frobisher gallantly advancing to the attack of the galleons and galleasses of the Spanish Armada? Can we look on unmoved when Pym rises among the Commons of England and demands the impeachment of the haughty Strafford? Or when Mary Queen of Scots stands in her blood red robe on the scaffold of Fotheringay, do not our pulses throb and hearts beat?  

The author employs an exhortatory first-person plural voice in recounting this astonishing list of martial and political tableaux. The stance is emphatically undistanced; the assumption is that “we” cannot merely “look on unmoved” but instead feel susceptible to the “impulse,” “inspiration,” and “higher feelings” that also motivated heroic men; the one female representative of history is no less vividly depicted, although distinguished by her position of victimhood. By contrast, the book’s later injunction for girls to first seek out “the biographies of good wives, good sisters, good mothers, good daughters” appears perfunctory in its relative lack of enthusiasm as well as accompanying imagery.

Although collected stories of female role models—legends of good women—date back to Ovid’s *Heroides* and continued to be published in great numbers throughout the Victorian period, such implicit invitations to identify with masculine figures and activities provide a marked contrast to the presumed feminine reception of didactic texts earlier in the nineteenth century. Elizabeth Penrose’s popular *History* books for children written under the name of a “Mrs. Markham,” for example, consist of a mother impassively synopsizing and helpfully judging the moral inferiority of prior historical periods and then answering the questions of her children, two boys who solicited their mother’s teaching on the subject in the first place and a girl, Mary, who serves as a frivolous foil to her brothers, primarily interested in what people were wearing. The following exchange is typical:

MARY. I wish, mamma, there were not so many shocking stories in history.

MRS. M. History is, indeed, a sad catalogue of human miseries, and one is glad to turn from the horrors of war and bloodshed to the tranquillity of private life. Shall I tell you something, of the domestic habits of the English in the fifteenth century?

MARY. Oh do, mamma; I shall like that very much.

Despite the mother’s displayed knowledge of history, she still operates under the assumption that her daughter will only identify with and by extension enjoy the elements of history that form a direct parallel with her own experience; for her own part Mrs. Markham dutifully recites historical vignettes to supplement the education of her boys with paltry display of relish for the subject. She does not admit to imagining herself in the place of Mary, Queen of Scots, and much less Leonidas.

While the mother was most commonly responsible for children’s early education, a common explanation in nineteenth-century fiction for masculine literary proclivities in female characters—often expressed in a taste for the classics—was the influence of the father, metonymized by his library. Heroines of novels often find themselves turned “loose,” according to Ruskin’s recommendation in *Sesame and Lilies*, in the “old library” devoid of frivolous magazines and romances, or even the novels to which the effeminate Waverley and David Copperfield fall prey. Showalter notes the prevalence in biographies of Victorian women writers,
which include Barrett Browning, of “identification with, and dependence upon, the father; and either loss of, or alienation from, the mother.” Likewise, the intellectual nature of heroines is almost invariably attributed to some sort of patrimony, whether from genetic inheritance of cleverness, such as with Maggie Tulliver and *The Daisy Chain*’s Ethel May, or direct teaching, as with Elizabeth Gaskell’s eponymous Cousin Phillis or Eliot’s Romola. Men were therefore not only thought to be the beneficiaries of, but also the prime causes of masculine identification by women.

As they cannot follow their fathers into a profession or public status, however, none of these female characters regard the paternal heritage as an example from which they cannot diverge. While Showalter invokes Romola’s stewardship of her father’s library as a symbol of female homage to the male intellect, Romola sacrifices the library, though involuntarily, and ultimately uses her classical education by her father to instruct in turn her dead husband’s illegitimate son. *Barrett Browning’s* Aurora Leigh has an intimate but irreverent relationship to her paternal literary legacy:

Books, books, books!
I had found the secret of a garret-room
Piled high with cases in my father’s name;
Piled high, packed large,—where, creeping in and out
Among the giant fossils of my past,
Like some small nimble mouse between the ribs
Of a mastodon, I nibbled here and there
At this or that box, pulling through the gap,
In heats of terror, haste, victorious joy,
The first book first. (832-841)

Slipping into the relics of her “father’s name” (a temporary alternative to the “royal name” of the queen), Aurora is able to consume literary material at her own will. Aurora is no female Quixote or even a female Waverley, seduced by romances into delusive worldviews. As “small” as she is in proportion to the mastodon, she presents her “nimble” movement through her father’s library as a series of adventures without any anxiety of influence from “giant fossils” of the past, what Angela Leighton deems “the long shadow of the Father Muse.” Unlike Waverley or David Copperfield, she consumes literature—in an almost parasitical fashion—but is not consumed by it; her own personality is never willingly subsumed by the subjects of her self-directed and indiscriminate reading, when she admittedly “read books bad and good – some bad and good at once” (I.779).

The freedom with which Aurora treats literature as a playground is itself another paternal legacy. While Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s father, “WHOSE ADMONITIONS GUIDED MY YOUTHFUL MUSE EVEN FROM HER EARLIEST INFANCY,” as she wrote in the dedication of her first printed work, *The Battle of Marathon*, exerted a very forceful influence upon her artistic beginnings, her protagonist Aurora enjoys a more informal and less restrictive education from her father while he is alive. The father who unoincidentally taught Aurora “the trick of Greek and Latin” uses the same tactic “as did the women formerly / By young Achilles” and “wraft his little daughter in his large / Man’s doublet, careless did it fit or no” (I.714, 723-24, 727-28). Her father’s carelessness as to the costume of gender extends to Aurora’s own allusion, in which she is Achilles, a Greek warrior disguised in girl’s clothing in addition to being a girl enveloped in a man’s garment. The gender division of Aurora’s education is still observed, however, in the mode of didacticism; Aurora’s father passes on his masculinity,
whereas her aunt prescribes “a score of books on womanhood” (1.427) and a regimen of needlepoint. Whether by genetics or education, the motif of transmission of stereotypically masculine characteristics from father to daughter simultaneously reinforces and questions the aptness of a binary gender ideology.

In actual girls’ accounts of their reading, their enjoyment of “boys’ books” in addition to or even instead of the “mental pabulum” prescribed for girls, which the Cheltenham Ladies’ College headmistress Lillian M. Faithfull asserted no boy could stomach, seems less predicated on sisterly sympathy or fatherly influence than deliberate identification with stories of adventure, sports, and schoolboy loyalties. Kate Flint characterizes this mode of identification with male figures as the absorption of an “idealized, reassuring image of patriarchal society,” a way for girls and women not only to establish connections with male relatives but also to placate those cheering on the sidelines in reality with vicarious literary activity and adventure. Yet, as evinced by Farjeon’s dismay at the discrepancy between her own capabilities and those of a musketeer, such participation by proxy was as likely to stimulate as to mollify desires for venturing beyond the Ruskinian “Queens’ Gardens” to the “Kings’ Treasuries.” The theoretical solution to this problem would be an indissoluble union of the sexes: marriage, which, according to Margaret Oliphant, “is like dying—as distinct, as irrevocable, as complete.” As girls were thought to exercise their capacity for sympathizing with male family members through literary identification, marriage would be the culminating act of masculine identification for which they had been primed.

The Solution and Dissolution of Marriage

In the 1856 essay on “The Laws concerning Women” quoted above, Oliphant defined the marriage sacrament as an equivalent mutual merger of man and wife that nullified the possibility of divergent interests. She ridiculed the idea that a woman’s identity could be fully absorbed by her husband:

Mighty indeed must be the Titanic current of that soul which could receive one whole human being, full of thoughts[,] affections, and emotions, into its tide and yet remain uncoloured and unchanged. There is no such monster of a man, and no such nonentity of a woman, in ordinary life. Which of us does not carry our wife’s thoughts in our brain, and our wife’s likings in our heart, with the most innocent unconsciousness that they are not our own original property?

Yet in this anonymous article Oliphant adopts the male perspective of a husband, if not necessarily her husband, and voices his thoughts about “our wife”—the collective wife of man, presumably—thoughts that might be the “original property” of the wife, but were transferred over seamlessly to his ownership after marriage. In her defense of men’s ability to identify with women—an ability that she argues renders the legal protection of wives’ persons and assets from husbands both unnecessary and detrimental to domestic unity—Oliphant undermines her argument by displaying only her own identification with men and thereby reiterates on a psychological level the laws in question that transformed a married woman’s original property into her husband’s.

Oliphant was responding to a contemporary legislative debate that had been catalyzed by the very public divorce and tireless advocacy of Caroline Norton, who that same year described the state of affairs between a married couple in her Letter to the Queen on Lord Chancellor Cranworth’s Marriage and Divorce Bill: “As her husband, he has the right to all that is hers: as his wife she has no right to anything that is his.” Very little had changed materially for wives.
and husbands since William Blackstone articulated the common law in his *Commentaries* of 1765:

By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the very being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband: under whose wing, protection, and cover, she performs every thing; and is therefore called in our law-french a *feme-covert*...For this reason, a man cannot grant anything to his wife, or enter into a covenant with her: for the grant would be to suppose her separate existence; and to covenant with her, would be only to covenant with himself.

Thus in coverture the woman’s status was inseparable from but unequal to that of her husband; the oneness of the couple did not comprise a marriage of halves but rather the envelopment and subsequent effacement of a smaller part by a greater one. The wife’s “separate existence” was a legal fallacy.

The Divorce Reform and Matrimonial Causes Act of 1857 struck a significant blow against the principle of coverture, at least in terms of its irrevocability, by allowing women the right to sue for divorce as well as to keep property and earnings gained after separation; husbands, however, were granted the right to divorce wives for adultery whereas women had to prove instead their husbands’ cruelty, desertion, or incest. The Married Women’s Property Committee, formed by Barbara Leigh Smith, Bessie Rayner Parks, and Mary Howitt in 1855, had circulated petitions and submitted tens of thousands of signatures (some of which were collected by Barrett Browning herself) to Parliament in support of the reform, but the patent double standard of the new law regarding the grounds of divorce signified that the debate over women’s rights in marriage and beyond was only in its beginning stages.

In 1858, William Roscoe contended that any additional political concessions to women were gratuitous, since the “sincere desires of any large number of the real women in this country necessarily secure immediate attention, and certainly exercise at least their full share of influence over the action of the men. For women to say they are unrepresented, is as if the sugar in the tea should complain that it was not tasted.” Roscoe’s simile illustrates the very act of absorption described in Blackstone’s account of coverture (and dismissed as mere semantics by Oliphant): the man is the solvent into which the woman is absorbed, and marriage is the solution for the problem of representation, because husbands and fathers as heads of households represent the women in their lives in the public sphere. Oliphant would concur with Roscoe that on the basis of physical and emotional proximity men are the appropriate representatives for women: “There is no man in existence so utterly separated from one-half of his fellow creatures as to be able to legislate against them in the interests of his own sex.”

Roscoe also invokes the idea of “influence”—the feminine “sugar” that sweetens the tea—frequently broached at the time as the woman’s equivalent of power. Thus Alice Vavasor in Trollope’s *Can You Forgive Her?* agrees to marry her politically ambitious cousin George because “[s]he was not so far advanced as to think that women should be lawyers and doctors, or to wish that she might have the privilege of the franchise for herself; but she had undoubtedly a hankering after some second-hand political manoeuvring.” Whereas under coverture men absorbed the material property of their wives, influence ostensibly allowed wives some access to their husband’s mental property. This imagery of female influx is similar to the phenomenon of readerly identification in which the supposed fluidity of the feminine psyche permits women to enter the minds of fictional males who are both *represented* and their *representatives* on the page. The complementary forces of identification and influence would theoretically more than
compensate for lack of representation: they would actually accommodate women to the practice of representation by men—even for single or “superfluous” women who had no direct delegates.

Rachel Ablow’s account of marital sympathy in Victorian novels aligns the notion of male sympathy with susceptibility to “feminine influence” and by implication with the egocentric variety of identification, whereby the husband sees his better self reflected on the surface of his “better half,” while ignoring the existence of the better half’s own interiority.\(^7\) While Ablow characterizes this discourse as a strategy to maintain conventional gender roles—with the wife as the husband’s moral center, the guardian of the “private” sphere—the dynamic of female identification that allows for imaginative mobility into the public sphere was also used as an inspiration instead of a substitute for activity outside the realm of novels. Married women, as we have seen, were just as likely, if not more so, to be advocates for progressive and political causes, including women’s rights within and outside of marriages. As Cobbe noted when discussing the problem of “What Shall We Do with Our Old Maids?” what women were trained to be attracted to in men could be just as attractive in themselves, for themselves: “A woman naturally admires power, force, grandeur. It is these qualities, then, which we shall see more and more appearing as the spontaneous genius of woman asserts itself.”\(^6\)

For Aurora, then, the assertion and development of her “spontaneous genius”—the Künstlerroman—must precede the marriage plot. While David Copperfield can pursue his Bildung and marital bliss in parallel plot lines, Aurora Leigh aims to reconcile the seemingly opposing narrative trajectories of what Mermin calls the “creating of an indissoluble identity” for Aurora as a gendered subject and artist, and the submergence of identity that marriage supposedly requires.\(^7\) Aurora herself offers up a disparaging version of the familiar conceit of nuptial bliss as female dissolution, “where we yearn to lose ourselves / And melt like white pearls in another’s wine,” which sounds almost identical to “another swine” before whom the bride might cast her worth in pearls (5.1078-79). Either way, the wife’s identity and her assets are no longer her own.

Aurora Leigh combines its high-flown musings about the nature of poetic inspiration with discussion of very topical political concerns: prostitution, socialism, and of course the marriage laws. The discourse of men on these subjects is captured without Aurora’s narrative commentary as she eavesdrops upon the conversation of a young German student and Sir Blaise Delorme, who debate contemporary mores while ogling Lady Waldemar. Sir Blaise opines that “sexual prejudice / And marriage-law dissolved” would amount to “A general concubinage expressed / In a universal pruriency” (5.724-27). His conservative stance decries not only an imagined regression toward less civilized sexual practice, but also an intolerable dissolution of the male civilized subject that would follow from the breakdown of the distinctions between genders erected by custom and by law, which would in turn result in indiscriminate “general” and “universal” baseness.\(^8\)

Despite its varied subject matter and hybrid form, Aurora Leigh is to some extent sympathetic to the reactionary views of Sir Blaise in its thematic resistance to the idea of unrestricted mixture—whether through the absorption of the female into marriage, the horrors of sexual intercourse outside of wedlock that Sir Blaise fears and Marian Erle suffers during her rape, and the prospect of marriage between classes that causes a “hideous interfusion” of the poor and diseased into Pimlico (4.547). When Barrett Browning first began conceptualizing Aurora Leigh, she announced her intention of “running into the midst of our conventions, & rushing into drawing-rooms & the like ‘where angels fear to tread’; —& so, meeting face to face & without mask, the Humanity of the age.”\(^9\) Humanity in Aurora Leigh, however, is rather
narrowly confined to that class existing in “drawing-rooms & the like.” Aurora ultimately befriends the lower-class Marian, but they hardly meet on equal grounds, and the kiss of Marian’s baby—the product of her rape—is as fearsomely invasive as it is beautiful for Aurora:

The whole child’s face at once
Dissolved on mine, —as if a nosegay burst
Its string with the weight of roses overblown,
And dropt upon me. Surely I should be glad... (7.949-52).

The baby represents the potential result of a certain kind of marriage that Aurora rejects throughout the verse-novel; motherhood is yet another stage in female identity’s dissolution—the mutual absorption in this case of the woman and child, who is not a meticulous work of art but rather a spontaneous overflow of sensuality, “roses overblown,” barely contained by the blank verse meter. The “nosegay,” a collection of flowers intended for aromatic appeal, is a recurrent trope in *Aurora Leigh*, which, like its heroine, “use[s] the woman’s figures naturally” and subversively, often side by side with masculine imagery (8.1131). The selective process of making a nosegay, whether the material comprises flowers, human beings, or words—as in the original sense of an anthology—creates an artificial means of imposing unity through proximity without committing the violence of complete, “hideous interfusion.”

Romney Leigh, Aurora’s cousin, apostrophizes her as his “flower” in a note to Aurora following his first rejected proposal to her and dismissal of her poetic vocation. He wants Aurora’s essence to infuse his own life, but only within the domestic sphere. As a concession he urges her:

Write woman’s verses and dream woman’s dreams;
But let me feel your perfume in my home,
To make my sabbath after working-days;
Bloom out your youth beside me,—be my wife. (2.831-34)

Aurora’s responsibility would be to suffuse Romney’s domestic life with a kind of holiness ironically unavailable in the public sphere where he passes his “working-days” devoted to activism on behalf of the poor. Aurora’s occupation of “woman’s verses,” belittled by the impersonally gendered qualification as well as its pairing with “woman’s dreams,” is represented as irrelevant and extrinsic to the uxorial atmosphere Aurora will create in Romney’s home through marriage.

Romney’s figuration of Aurora’s feminine influence as a kind of spiritualizing floral fragrance adheres to contemporary cosmetic trends, which differentiated sharply between men and women as (respectively) the subjects and objects of olfactory perception. Perfume had only relatively recently undergone the gender divide in which “sweet, floral blends,” connoting both fertility and delicacy, became exclusively feminine territory, while male use suffered a general decline. As Janice Carlisle notes in her study of the sense of smell in novels of the 1860s, floral scents advertised the availability of middle-class women in the marriage marketplace. Moreover, the physically protean form of fragrance itself, as Carlisle observes, felicitously “spiritualizes or literally seems to disembody what it also necessarily recognizes as indisputably material.” As a recurring conceit in *Aurora Leigh*, fragrance symbolizes the simultaneously miscible and marked qualities of fluid feminine identity.

Scent, a mixture itself, can trespass beyond prescribed material boundaries and yet retain its distinctiveness. A different perfume of Aurora’s from the one Romney sought in the marital home follows him beyond the hearth:
For none of all your words will let me go;
Like sweet verbena which, being brushed against,
Will hold us three hours after by the smell,
In spite of long walks upon windy hills.
But these words dealt in sharper perfume,—these
Were ever on me, stinging through my dreams,
And saying themselves for ever o’er my acts
Like some unhappy verdict. (8.438-45)

Her words have the integrity to cling to Romney’s consciousness and repeat themselves without becoming lost; Aurora’s identity, her essence, is inseparable from her words, and thus in spite of its mobility, does not evanesce even as it penetrates Romney’s conscious and unconscious mind. Nor does Romney claim her words and thoughts as his own property, unlike Oliphant’s portrayal of the unwitting husband ventriloquizing the wife, but rather incorporates her ideas into his self-judgment while still attributing them to her. Romney thus moves beyond his vision of Aurora as the modern, domestic “Muse” described by Isaac Disraeli, the “wife who reanimates the drooping genius of her husband and a mother who is inspired by the ambition of beholding her sons eminent.”

Aurora herself, as discussed earlier, does not fear the dissolution of self in identification with men as mentors or muses, such as her “own best poets” with whom she from the beginning actively seeks oneness:

Does all this smell of thyme about my feet
Conclude my visit to your holy hill
In personal presence, or but testify
The rustling of your vesture through my dreams
With influent odours? When my joy and pain,
My thought and aspiration, like the stops
Of pipe or flute, are absolutely dumb
If not melodious, do you play on me,
My pipers,—and if, sooth, you did not blow,
Would not sound come? or is the music mine,
As a man’s voice or breath is called his own,
Inbreathed by the Life-breather? (1.883-94)

Instead of being the vehicle for Romney’s moral transcendence via her sanctifying incense in the home, Aurora aspires to an aesthetic transcendence that is dependent upon her receptivity to the “influent odours” of literal inspiration. While Bina Freiwald contends that Aurora’s desire to merge her own identity with that of her male influences is fundamentally at odds with Aurora Leigh’s commitment to representing a model of female genius, Aurora’s structuring of her own inspiration as a series of questions for these poets denotes active subjectivity. She is not merely invoking muses, but interrogating their contributions, and concluding with a reference to her own voice that shapes the breath with which she is inspired by her literary predecessors, “As a man’s voice or breath is called his own.” She models an identification that is flexible, not straightforward submission or narcissistic imposition, but still creatively fruitful.

How, then, does the reader reconcile what Herbert Tucker calls this “reconception of identity as a dynamically interactive process” analogous to that of “chemical solutions,” with the union of Aurora and Romney at the denouement of the poem? Many critics giving credence to Aurora’s proclamation, “O Art, my Art, thou’rt much, but Love is more!” (9.657) agree with
Deirdre David that the verse-novel ultimately betrays its own ambitions by evolving into a “form-giving epithalamium for...essentialist sexual politics.” However inferior, “Art,” not “Love” is apostrophized as Aurora’s possession. Moreover, the nosegay poem *Aurora Leigh* is the only product we know to issue from the merger of love between Romney and Aurora, not a biological child. Love is deferred and contained, whereas art—the poem—is profligate, trespassing beyond generic categorization, while still shying away from marrying its distinctive parts into a cohesive whole: *Aurora Leigh* is a novel, but it is bound up with the rhythm of verse; its alternate registers of lyric exaltation and catty high society chatter lie side by side rather than fused into a completely unified form.

The critical impulse tends toward imposing some kind of “solution” upon the problems of *Aurora Leigh*, but *Aurora Leigh* is emphatically not a solution in any sense of the word, and does not believe in a solution-based approach to artistic or social problems (as demonstrated by the failure of Romney’s socialist project as well as his averted marriage to Marian as a political statement). *Aurora Leigh* is, as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have noted, built instead upon “compromise” between the artist’s desire (of both Barrett Browning and Aurora) to expand past the limits of convention and a woman’s prevailing fear of societal and individual dissolution. Such a compromise prevents any complete resolution of opposed binaries, even the “fusion of individuality and care for others” that Christine Sutphin argues is achieved by Aurora at last. The union of Aurora and Romney, which the latter compares to both a “Sweet shadow-rose” and a “human, vital, fructuous rose,” only to be reminded by Aurora that “this very social rose smelt ill” in comparison with the “Flower of Heaven” (9.884-97), is yet another imperfect pairing, and not a true mixture combining diverse elements, since it is the inbred coupling of Leigh with Leigh. Aurora and Romney’s relatively loose ties of kinship thus preclude the necessity of union through the dissolution of one or both parties; the identities of husband and wife are therefore connected but discrete.

Still, the influence of Aurora’s writing has infiltrated the minds of other women, other potential wives, as the artist Vincent Carrington tells Aurora about his fiancée, Kate Ward, “She has your books by heart more than my words, / And quotes you up against me” (VII.603-604). Kate furthermore insists that in Vincent’s portrait of her she hold Aurora’s book instead of his palette as the more felicitous emblem of her identity. Literature has preemptively intervened in the complete marriage of their minds, as Aurora’s powerfully persistent words are positioned by Kate “against” Vincent’s. Barrett Browning thereby depicts the possibility of readerly identification as affirmation of self that stands as a bulwark against the pernicious self-effacement possible in marriage.

Despite Barrett Browning’s own prediction that her poem would “be shoved away from the reading of young girls” for its scandalous content, by the turn of the century *Aurora Leigh* had become associated with the less-than-redoubtable tastes of “immature femininity.” Many women testified to an early identification with the heroine. The feminist author Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, recalling reading *Aurora Leigh* at sixteen, claimed that Barrett Browning thus “revealed to me my own nature.” Honor Sharpe, the novelist heroine of *Under My Own Roof*, also speaks of a strong emotional affiliation with Aurora: “Through how many foggy places in my life that book had helped me! I had often said, with white lips, ‘We’ll live, Auroral We’ll be strong. The dogs are on us—but we will not die.’” The words quoted by Honor are spoken by the character Aurora herself in the first person plural, as though she were encouraging the kind of collective feminine identification that spawned the Aurora Leigh Clubs for girls listed in New York Public Library bulletins in the early twentieth century. Ironically, then, the work that Barrett Browning
referred to several times as her own version of Byron’s scandalous *Don Juan*, which she had been forbidden from reading by her father as a child, was ultimately heralded as a pristine text for a young female readership.92

While Virginia Woolf argued that in spite of *Aurora Leigh*’s novelistic pretensions, “The poem becomes one long soliloquy, and the only character that is known to us and the only story told us are the character and story of Aurora Leigh herself,” the poem’s influence on its Victorian readers surpasses that of the character, both on an individual and a social level.93 Susan B. Anthony presented her own “read & re-read” copy of the book to the United States Congressional Library in 1902, “With the hope that Women may more & more be like ‘Aurora Leigh,’”94 while the journalist and crusader against child prostitution William Thomas Stead opined that “Mill on the Subjection of Woman had, I think, much less influence than Mrs. Browning’s ‘Aurora Leigh.’”95

*Aurora Leigh*’s own history of reception from an aspirationally masculine poem to an inspirational resource for women demonstrates not only the inherent heterogeneity of the verse-novel, but also the flexibility of identification depicted therein. *Aurora Leigh* models female readerly identification without employing the tropes of female quixotism: the complete absorption of self within or else the narcissistic projection of self upon literature. Rather, Aurora experiences literary influence deliberately as both subject and object, but without assigning each position a gender and thus not undergoing the “fusion” of gendered perspectives that Woolf describes, following Coleridge, as the ideal of the “androgy nous mind” in a “fully fertilised” state.96 *Aurora Leigh* resists perfect fusion, and the sexual but static paradigm of creativity it denotes, in favor of representing artistry through the “woman’s figure” of fluctuating gender identification, which is never fixed and thus never neutralized.
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Novels without Heroines: Sensation and Misidentification

“So they devised a new term, and discovered a new mare's-nest, and told a new lie, and found the realisation of all their wishes in ‘Sensationalism.’”

The genre of sensation fiction was far from narrowly defined in the Victorian era. In 1863, *Punch* published a prospectus for a certain *Sensation Times* that satirized the apparent goals of sensation fiction: “namely, Harrowing the Mind, Making the Flesh Creep, Causing the Hair to Stand on End, Giving Shocks to the Nervous System, Destroying Conventional Moralities, and generally Unfitting the Public for the Prosaic Avocations of Life.”

“Sensation” here and elsewhere tended to refer both to the content of the literature and to the projected reaction of its audience. Because the genre was largely associated with its consumption, the formal characteristics of sensational texts themselves that elicited that response are more difficult to delineate. Today’s readers might be surprised to find that some George Eliot novels provoked more than one comparison to those of Mary Elizabeth Braddon. The defenders and practitioners of sensation often renounced its status as a new or particular genre, comparing its plots to those of Shakespeare, Dickens, Tennyson, and Sir Walter Scott, in containing the “vivid, and nervous, and forcible, and graphic, and true” in opposition “to the calmly dull, to the tranquilly inane, to the timorously decorous, to the sweetly stupid.” To its detractors, “sensation” was a synonym for “lowest common denominator,” a combination of effects calculated to sell to as many people as possible. In 1862, *Temple Bar*, which serialized Braddon’s works (she would later become its editor), pronounced sensation’s object to be “intensely commercial. It appeals not to the sympathies of the educated few but to those of the general public; and the definite purpose of its followers is to make money.”

The *Edinburgh Review* claimed in 1864 that “Two or three years ago nobody would have known what was meant by a Sensation Novel,” but that now the term “has been adopted as the regular commercial name for a particular product of industry for which there is just now a brisk demand.” Despite its being “a particular product,” the article describes the sensation novel in the most general of economic terms, as supply for an impersonal “demand.”

To create this “craving” among “all classes of society,” sensation almost necessarily encompassed a variety of styles, plots, and characterizations. Indeed, “sensation” emerged as a category for works that could not fit neatly into other categories. As Alfred Austin lamented in an article on “Our Novelists: the Sensation School,” “they represent life neither as it is nor as it ought to be; and, therefore, while they fail to instruct, they do not even attempt to elevate. In a word, they are neither exact nor exalting.” Because sensation did not meet the requirements of either realism or idealism, it was defined by many of its detractors through its lack instead of its substance, as “aesthetically inferior, and by implication morally questionable,” according to Ann Cvetkovich. The heterogeneity of its style was read as insufficiency, or corruption of the prevalent modes of literature. Sally Shuttleworth argues that sensation’s “indiscretions” of plots involving criminal activity, which were hardly novel, “might have been forgiven if the novels had not also violated the sacred tenets of realism.” The fact that popular novels were being held to those standards, however, indicates that even if the contents were nothing new, their cultural significance was.

“Sensation” was cause and effect. It was psychological and physiological. It was morally neutral, or beneficial, or detrimental. The generic confusion and contradictions that sensation presented to Victorians extend to almost every other aspect of the fiction’s reception, including
its gendering. Sensation was supposed to be universally appealing, but at the same time oriented toward female readers. It was deemed a feminine genre, but it promoted unfeminine behavior, capitalizing on stereotypically feminine passivity and credulity while representing seemingly incredible female activity.

Many of the distinctive facets of sensation were and are contestable, but beyond asserting its flexible quality as a genre, this chapter argues that this quality—and not merely the prominence of its immoral female protagonists—prompted a crisis about the perils of female readers’ misidentification. Focusing on the extremely popular novels of Mary Elizabeth Braddon, I locate the problem of sensation in the way that it refuses to fix the reader’s affinities; sensation did not so much encourage total identification with villains or antiheroines as much as solicit the reader’s choices among multiple possible perspectives. Opposing the model of sensation as a “nervous” form of readerly identification and therefore a stereotypically feminine mode of reception, posited by Victorian critics and elaborated upon by recent scholars such as Shuttleworth and D. A. Miller, this chapter suggests a different paradigm of consciously interrogative reading.13 I contend that sensation fiction, rather than blatantly subverting societal mores, called upon its readers to decide upon their own balance of abstract ethical standards with individual proclivities and self-interest. In this way, it anticipated the process of political election during the “exciting infant years” of the women’s suffrage movement in Great Britain.14

Crisis of Gender

Sensation fiction’s strong associations with female authors, female readers, and female characters garnered intense scrutiny for its effects on a gender characterized by its vulnerability. Lyn Pykett primarily attributes the crises surrounding sensation to its gynocentrism: “Many, perhaps most, of the reviewers’ objections to the genre, and their anxieties about it, derive from their perception of it as a form written by women, about women and, on the whole, for women.”15 Sensation’s plots offended the more stringent standards of decency for female authors. The Spectator pronounced the “moral” of Braddon’s Dead Sea Fruit to be “good enough” and yet at the same time found fault with the “half-cynical acquiescence in immorality which is especially unbecoming to a woman’s pen”; the content of the story was proper until considered in the light of its author’s gender.16 And yet women also seemed to have a special power for portraying their own immorality, according to clergyman Francis Paget, who fulminated in the afterword to Lucretia, his parody of sensation novels, “No man would have dared to write and publish such books as some of these are: no man could have written such delineations of female passion.”17 These female-penned portraits of female passion also explicitly catered to a susceptible feminine audience. A number of sensation novels directly addressed or assumed a woman reader, as the narrator of Mrs. Henry Wood’s East Lynne apostrophizes: “Oh, reader, believe me! Lady—wife—mother! should you ever be tempted to abandon your home, so will you wake.”18 Braddon herself said that she had learned to write for “the Circulating Library and the young lady readers who are its chief supporters.”19 As the prolific novelist and critic Margaret Oliphant summarized the problem, female authorship of such deeds made them more credible than sensational, and therefore more amenable to identification: “this new and disgusting picture of what professes to be the female heart, comes from the hands of women, and is tacitly accepted by them as real.”20

Critic E. S. Dallas, among others, attributed sensation’s plots and characterizations to the “increased feminine influence in our literature.”21 Female protagonists, along with women writers, were nothing new in the age of “domestic fiction,” but the sensation novel
contextualized these characters differently. Instead of representing interiority, the women as well as the men of sensation novels engaged in a “life of action,” which Dallas disputed on the aesthetic grounds of verisimilitude as “a false position.” The female activity that drove sensation easily and necessarily devolved into female immorality. Sensation’s ostensible focus on women necessarily corrupted their character by forcing them out of feminine supporting roles, as Dallas explained, shifting from aesthetic to moral terms, “The very prominence of the position which women occupy in recent fiction leads by a natural process to their appearing in a light which is not good. This is what is called sensation.”

What seemed to confuse and alarm Dallas further was that the result of this feminized influence was “a display of what in women is most unfeminine. One is reminded of the famous fact that the first record of feminine conduct in the world’s history is unfeminine. Eve is said to have eaten the apple in a masculine lust of power—to be as the gods; Adam is a feminine weakness of affection for the mate who offered it.” Dallas thus betrays how flexible in application such conceptions of “masculine” and “feminine”—ambition versus sentiment—were, and thereby undermines their validity as standards for what was natural or unnatural, real or sensational. As sensation itself was difficult to define, so, increasingly, was femininity.

Critic Alfred Austin, who allowed his animus toward sensation novels to intrude into a review of Swinburne’s poetry, likewise bemoaned the growing trend where “the heroines of novels have been more important than the heroes; and when they were not actually intended to be such by their author or authoress, they have been determinedly invested with more interest by the general public.” Even more disturbing to Austin appears to be sensation’s readers’ ability to decide where to “invest” their attention, particularly in the direction of female characters who, with the readers, seem to have more agency than the hapless “author or authoress.” Oliphant was also particularly exercised by the idea that her fellow women, by not contesting their portrayal in sensation novels, were actively and deliberately identifying with fictional antitheroines:

Nasty thoughts, ugly suggestions, an imagination which prefers the unclean, is almost more appalling than the facts of actual depravity, because it has no excuse of sudden passion or temptation, and no visible boundary. It is a shame to women so to write; and it is a shame to the women who read and accept as a true representation of themselves and their ways the equivocal talk and fleshly inclinations herein attributed to them. Their patronage of such books is in reality an adoption and acceptance of them. It may be done in carelessness, it may be done in that mere desire for something startling which the monotony of ordinary life is apt to produce; but it is debasing to everybody concerned.

Oliphant thus describes reading the sensation novel as a particular kind of contract between author, text, and female reader, whereby women select representatives of themselves. Women engaged in “actual depravity” upsets her less than women choosing their “patronage” as readers without a “visible boundary” for others to police.

The distrust of female reading agency expressed by Austin and Oliphant belies the accounts of sensation by Victorian and modern critics as a fundamentally passive and therefore feminine mode of reception. Literary scholars have seized upon the addictive or appetitive metaphors exploited by sensation’s critics to account for its appeal (“the public craving for its favourite food,” as Margaret Oliphant put it). But whereas Cvetkovich, for example, writes that feeling itself was put on trial by these critics, I contend that the “prospect of a reader reduced to a body reacting instinctively to a text” was not so ominous when that reaction seemed to promote a traditionally domestic or law-abiding ideology. That is, a female reader’s presumably
instinctive identification with an antiheroine was defensible and even useful as long as the character is ultimately reformed or expelled from the narrative.

**Crisis of Character**

As we have seen with the “female Quixote,” the “crisis” of women being manipulated by their reading was not unique to this genre. Sensation was simply the newest and most effective package for a potentially harmful message that women readers might absorb. A critic denouncing the “False Morality of Lady Novelists” explained that “novels constitute a principal part of the reading of women, who are always impressionable, in whom at all times the emotional element is more awake and more powerful than the critical, whose feelings are more easily aroused and whose estimates are more easily influenced than ours.”\(^{30}\) Such critics found women’s “feelings” and “estimates” to be “matters of special and preeminent concern” not merely in and of themselves, but because they might not exploit women’s passivity so much as spark their activity through the impulse of emulation. The *New Review* rather absurdly worried that *Lady Audley’s Secret* “may serve as a kind of bigamy-made-easy to young ladies with good looks, bad hearts, and absent husbands.”\(^{31}\) The *Spectator*, however, countered that “no one will be inclined to follow the example of Lady Audley, who accompanies her to her final doom in the Belgian madhouse.”\(^{32}\)

Women’s impressionability was thus not problematic *in itself* when it was being capitalized upon to reaffirm normative values, through the mechanism of the cautionary tale. Some critics, including one at the conservative *Saturday Review*, argued that Braddon indirectly reinforced moral standards by punishing her “female demons” in her denouements: “No half-educated men or women who are eaten up with a passion for novel-reading shut up their book with the conviction on their minds that moral obliquities pay.”\(^{33}\) This view of sensation as indoctrinating women and other “half-educated” persons against criminality and deviance accords with Miller’s idea of the novel’s disciplinary function, and with other recent critics’ assessments of the genre based on its endings, in which the villainess or antiheroine is, if not dead, “safely relocated within patriarchal institutions of female reform,” the prison, the madhouse, or the happy marriage.\(^{34}\)

The end did not always justify the means, though, for other Victorian critics of sensation who viewed the charm of the antiheroine as the bait for a moral trap, instead of a moral lesson. These critics tended to complain that their sympathies were being coerced as readers to align with evil over good. Reviewing Braddon’s *Aurora Floyd*, *Fraser’s Magazine* asserted that the writer is able to enlist readers’ emotional allegiance to Aurora “in spite of our better judgment,” because the book’s “sympathy is all on the side of the bigamist…in short, we are perfectly aware that she is very far from being what she ought to be, and yet we cannot resist the wonderful fascination which she exercises over everybody who crosses her path.”\(^{35}\) *The North British Review* claimed that Braddon teaches her readers “to sympathize with murderers.” As for the ostensible heroes and heroines, “We can hardly sympathize with fools when their own folly is the cause of their misfortunes. Miss Braddon renders all those who are not wicked so utterly ridiculous, that we are tempted to infer she designed to show how mistaken a thing is probity or goodness.”\(^{36}\) Oliphant, who described identification with the position of the male protagonist of Wilkie Collins’s *The Woman in White* as inevitable and universal (“Few readers will be able to resist the mysterious thrill of this sudden touch. The sensation is distinct and indisputable”), tellingly objects to the manipulation of *East Lynne*’s readers to side with the fallen heroine:
From first to last it is she alone in whom the reader feels any interest. Her virtuous rival we should like to bundle to the door and be rid of, anyhow. The Magdalen herself, who is only moderately interesting while she is good, becomes, as soon as she is a Magdalen, doubly a heroine. It is evident that nohow, except by her wickedness and sufferings, could she have gained so strong a hold upon our sympathies. This is dangerous and foolish work, as well as false, both to Art and Nature.37

The *Contemporary Review* went so far as to accuse Braddon of “artistic atheism,” by “studiously, and of set purpose, seek[ing] to awaken our sympathies for certain types of character by involving us in such circumstances as tend to set us in active opposition to some conventional moral regards.”38

The idea of the author coercing readerly sympathy for certain favored characters, subjugating the reader’s reason or morality, provided a catchall explanation for any idiosyncratic response to sensation texts. Even while Oliphant and the *North British Review* claimed that sensation novels skewed the audience’s favor toward the wicked and away from the foolish victims, another reviewer reproached Braddon for making him empathize against his will with the heroine, Mary—not the antiheroine, Olivia—of *John Marchmont’s Legacy* (1864):

> Few novelists possess the power of swaying the sympathies of their readers to the extent to which Miss Braddon possesses it…Miss Braddon loves Mary Marchmont, pities her weakness, feels the hopelessness of contending against its fatal influence, follows the villainous machinations to which the gentle orphan girl is made a victim with keen distress and indignation, hunts her enemy to his doom with a righteous anger which betrays her into an exaggerated catastrophe, and throws a pathetic, poetical interest around the shrinking, nerveless figure of the wretched heiress. The reader is forced to follow her in those vaticinations [sic] of feeling. In vain he remonstrates with himself, and argues that Mary Marchmont was too weak and silly to be really interesting; she is really interesting, and no argument weighs against Miss Braddon’s determination that her readers shall find her so.39

Attributing the origin of his emotional response toward the novel to its author, the reviewer simultaneously presents himself as resistant, but ultimately powerless against the feelings—love, pity, “righteous anger”—etc. to which he assumes the author herself is subject.

Yet despite this critical narrative of almost absolute textual power to compel the audience’s sympathy, in however perverse or irrational a direction, the object of that sympathy or identification was by no means clearly and stably delineated. Taking the opposing side of the argument on the same grounds, *The Christian Remembrancer* called Olivia Marchmont, the tormentor of Mary, “one of Braddon’s favourites,” whereas her “odious females are all remarkable for conformity to the respectable type.”40 Sympathy and identification were not always predictable, and sensation especially seemed to confound assumptions, so much so that two critics could disagree entirely on the intended protagonist. More than a decade earlier in *Vanity Fair*, Thackeray had dramatized the ways in which a reading public can rebel against a narrative’s perceived designation of a proper heroine, in juxtaposing the comparative charm of Becky Sharp with the milksop Amelia Sedley.41 Theatrical dramatizations of *East Lynne* similarly produced boos for the unimpeachable heroine Barbara and cheers for the “Magdalen” Isabel.42 Such heterogeneous reactions mirrored the heterogeneity of sensation’s female characters, whose crimes could range from mere unconventionality to mortal sin, from following
the horse races to attempting murder. As my own chapter has alternated between referring to heroines, antheroines, and villainesses, the lines of demarcation between these types of characters were no longer entirely obvious.

Winifred Hughes, one of the recent critics who see sensation as essentially subversive, writes that the ousting of the heroine from her symbolic position of moral anchor indicated that “The one island of security and certitude remaining in a tumultuous age has been invaded and despoiled.” Yet the alteration of the heroine in the sensation novel was not merely a matter of ambiguous morality, but what Victorian critics saw as a devaluation of character as literary form. The divided focus of sensation novels on multiple characters, out of whom it was difficult for the reader to extract one obvious object for identification, prompted these critics to say that character itself was being sacrificed on the altar of plot and spectacle. Such complaints often equated “character” with the traditionally central figures of hero and heroine, which the sensation novel displaced and diluted. Dallas blamed sensation for “the withering of the individual as an exceptional hero, and his growth as a multiplicand unit.” Poet Robert Buchanan, who estimated that “feminine hands” were responsible for “[a]t least two-thirds of all the novels published nowadays,” explained that “the novel contains no longer a hero and a heroine, but a cluster of heroes and heroines, painted from nature with attention even to the slightest peculiarity in an eyebrow.” Panoramic views of society, along with characters’ criminal behavior, were hardly unique within Victorian literature, but sensation appeared to be distinctly less concerned with individual interiority as a standard for character representation—and more concerned with the realism of externality, the quirk of the eyebrow.

Braddon’s particular attention to characters’ physical and ornamental attributes inspired much derision (W. Fraser Rae, for example, satirized Braddon’s obsession with “the great hair question”) because it seemed to conceal a void of subjectivity that the author must therefore be incapable of depicting. Henry James described Lady Audley as a sort of a facsimile of a character (and thus in a way a facsimile of a facsimile of a person) consisting merely of surface elements: “Of course Lady Audley is a nonentity, without a heart, a soul, a reason. But what we may call the small change for these facts—her eyes, her hair, her mouth, her dresses, her bedroom furniture, her little words and deeds—are so lavishly bestowed that she successfully maintains a kind of half illusion.” Braddon herself must have absorbed some of this criticism, admitting in an 1865 letter to Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton that “I am impressed too much by externals and in thinking of any of my characters I see their attitudes—the scenery & atmosphere about them—every detail of pictorial effect—and perhaps forget altogether the subjective side of the question.” She thus positioned herself, as she was accused of positioning her reader, as a passive spectator of her own narrative, instead of an omniscient creator.

Braddon’s self-deprecation was to some extent a defense, however, against the idea that she manipulated her characters as well as her readers so as to deprive them of even the semblance of free will. Austin’s critique of sensation revolves upon this point of the author’s limitless power in inverse relation to the characters’ self-control:

In fact, these sensational characters are nothing but puppets, which, as in a Punch-and-Judy show, we know by their dress or distinguish by their speech. Puppets, however, hung with characteristics have this advantage over genuine characters, that the wire-man below—that is to say, the writer—can make them do anything he likes, without disturbing the credulity of the average reader, or transmuting his gape into a stare.
According to Austin’s analogy, “genuine characters” have some measure of autonomy independent from the will of their author to “make them do anything he likes.” Or, such characters (and presumably their author) serve another, superior master: a standard of realism higher than mere credibility for “the average reader.”

This standard of realistic character hinges on the idea of moral agency and its ramifications. While Victorian critics condemned the sensation heroine for engaging in masculine activities, they did not interpret her behavior as a deliberate choice, but rather a submission to emotion, instinct, fate, or—extradiegetically—the contingencies of the plot. Since the “characters in general are written for the story, and not the story for the characters,” according to such criticisms, they move “whether the movement be absurd or not.”50 The characters are thus passively buffeted around by external events or unaccountable internal urges. The Contemporary Review condemned the degradation of classical heroism by which hamartia became “individuals placed in doubtful circumstances, who fall into falsely tragical positions because of their weakness, and their want of that will in which lies the very root of heroic action.”51 The New Review grouped sensation heroines by their lack of characteristics other than emotion: “There is no play of motives, no exhibition of traits in any one of these ladies. Each of them is simply an embodied passion—love, hate, revenge, the thirst for wealth and splendour, or what not.”52 Similarly, The Christian Remembrance indicted the sensation heroine not for any coldly calculated crimes, but for her lack of rational self-possession:

The heroine of this class of novel is charming because she is undisciplined, and the victim of impulse; because she has never known restraint or has cast it aside, because in all these respects she is below the thoroughly trained and tried woman. This lower level, this drop from the empire of reason and self-control, is to be traced throughout this class of literature, which is a consistent appeal to the animal part of our nature.53

Though The New Review claimed that sensational characters were “deficient in all those qualities in virtue of which we make personal friends or enemies of fictitious characters,” The Christian Remembrancer tried to explain why, if the actions of these characters were so unrealistic, their motivations so opaque, and their situations so contingent, readers could be so absorbed by them.54 Either readers lacked self-control and recognized their animalistic selves within sensational characters, or sensational characters’ lack of self-control inspired emulative reading behavior, in which reason was sacrificed for instinctive gratification. According to this logic, passive characters begot passive readers, or at least encouraged a particularly passive reading style.

Sensation’s cipher-like characters thereby did not exclude the possible occurrence of identification. As Catherine Gallagher has argued with regard to fiction, “it is easier to identify with nobody’s story and share nobody’s sentiments than to identify with anybody else’s story and share anybody else’s sentiments.”55 A character’s lack of completely human particularity allows for greater flexibility for the reader to insert himself within it. In the case of sensation (according to its critics), its characters’ empty outlines with marked physical features and uncertain psychological traits and motivations created inviting fictional carapaces for readers to inhabit. But, since a reader’s identification was not compelled by a specific emotional affinity or explicitly anchored to any particular character, it necessitated a choice—or more aptly, choices, because the sensation novel’s “breathless rapidity of movement” solicited fluctuating response.56 Braddon’s most famous sensation novels stage, but do not determine, the numerous shifting possibilities of readerly identification within her narratives.
Sensational Misidentification in *Lady Audley’s Secret* and *Aurora Floyd*

Braddon was of course not the only prominent writer of sensation novels, but she was a pioneer and a personal emblem for the genre. In speaking of Braddon’s career, James cast the author as a kind of recklessly driven sensation heroine: “Miss Braddon accordingly resorted to extreme measures, and created the sensation novel. It is to this audacity, this courage of despair, as manifested in her later works, that we have given the name of pluck.” W. Fraser Rae attributed to Braddon an extraordinary ability to insinuate the “stories of blood and lust, of atrocious crimes and hardened criminals” customarily beloved by a lower-class audience into more socially and intellectually respectable circles. To Rae, Braddon’s books are deceptive social climbers, masking their low origins with an unaccented style and upmarket medium of publication. Braddon’s past as an actress and her present as the companion of the married John Maxwell created an additional context of scandal for reviewers to filter into their assessments of her novels. Rae speculated about the creator of *Aurora Floyd*, “An authoress who could make one of her sex play the chief part in such a scene, is evidently acquainted with a very low type of female character, or else incapable of depicting that which she knows to be true.” Notoriety, however, is another word for popularity, and the connotations of promiscuity that attached to Braddon’s public persona applied just as fittingly to her readership. The *Dublin University Magazine* reviewer affirmed Braddon’s undeniable ubiquity in sweeping terms:

> Everyone who reads novels at all has read Miss Braddon's novels; however their appreciation of them may vary… It is, if not a proveable, at least not a rash assertion, that no English novelist, with the exception of Mr. Charles Dickens, has so completely gained and so indisputably kept the public attention and favour as Miss Braddon.

Ironically, the technique that enabled Braddon to capture and hold readers’ attention involved continual shifts of readerly perspective cued by the narrative’s own shiftiness. Neither the narrator nor any of the main characters in her sensation novels offer a consistent or comfortable vehicle for identification. Early in *Lady Audley’s Secret*, before any murder has been attempted, the narrator muses both conversationally and ominously:

> We hear every day of murders committed in the country. Brutal and treacherous murders; slow, protracted agonies from poisons administered by some kindred hand; sudden and violent deaths by cruel blows, inflicted with a stake cut from some spreading oak, whose very shadow promised—peace. In the county of which I write, I have been shown a meadow in which, on a quiet summer Sunday evening, a young farmer murdered the girl who had loved and trusted him; and yet even now, with the stain of that foul deed upon it, the aspect of the spot is—peace. No crime has ever been committed in the worst rookeries about Seven Dials that has not been also done in the face of that sweet rustic calm which still, in spite of all, we look on with a tender, half-mournful yearning, and associate with—peace.

The narrator ratchets up suspense by including the audience, “we,” in her knowledge of the world as fundamentally bloody and chaotic, with a seemingly infinite number of crimes and tragedies buried beneath misleading surfaces. Patrick Brantlinger calls this technique of Braddon’s “key jingling,” in which “the narrator, even while foreshadowing with fatalistic implications, ceases to convey all information and begins to disguise much of it as hints, clues, hiatuses.” The narrator also humanizes herself enough to trouble the idea of her omniscience. While able to enter the minds of the characters throughout *Lady Audley’s Secret*, the narrator
occasionally retreats into uncertainty, as when she speculates about the motives of Sir Michael Audley: “I do not think that throughout his courtship the baronet once calculated upon his wealth or position as a strong reason for his success” (7). The ontological status of the narrator is itself a mystery, and one that calls attention to itself. Undoubtedly the narrator’s alternation between coy reticence and human doubt is designed to tantalize the reader, but the result is not necessarily the indiscriminate devouring of pages. If the narrator has, at Brantlinger asserts, relinquished “authority or at least innocence, becoming a figure no longer to be trusted,” the reader has all the more responsibility to pay suspicious attention to every last detail.63

The previously unalert Robert Audley warns Lady Audley, and the reader, that everything is potential evidence, and the consequences of relaxing one’s focus are life and death:

Upon what infinitesimal trifles may sometimes hang the whole secret of some wicked mystery, inexplicable heretofore to the wisest upon the earth! A scrap of paper; a shred of some torn garment; the button off a coat; a word dropped incautiously from the over-cautious lips of guilt; the fragment of a letter; the shutting or opening of a door; a shadow on a window-blind; the accuracy of a moment; a thousand circumstances so slight as to be forgotten by the criminal, but links of steel in the wonderful chain forged by the science of the detective officer; and lo! the gallows is built up; the solemn bell tolls through the dismal grey of the early morning; the drop creaks under the guilty feet; and the penalty of crime is paid. (119-20)

Here Robert Audley all but utters “J’accuse” to Lady Audley in the first of the book’s three volumes; he continues to insinuate her guilt at various points in the novel, rehearsing their final confrontation. His numerous pointed lectures to Lady Audley and her involuntary but obvious emotional reactions confirming Robert’s words disrupt the reader’s alignment with him as the amateur detective. He offers threats instead of resolutions, whereas Lady Audley’s guilt is painfully transparent. The reader may find her sympathetically legible under attack; she is no diabolical mastermind, but a susceptible human being.

Robert Audley does not even emerge as a possible protagonist until chapter four, but we have known Lucy Audley from the very first chapter, in which she refuses to pretend to love Michael Audley, but confesses outright, “I cannot be disinterested; I cannot be blind to the advantages of such an alliance” (11). Although Lucy conceals her prior marriage to Talboys, she is emotionally quite candid with her rich suitor. We are privy in the same chapter to her conversation with herself as she considers the souvenirs she has retained of her previous marriage and abandoned child, “No more dependence, no more drudgery, no more humiliations…every trace of the old life melted away—every clue to identity buried and forgotten—except these, except these” (12). Even though the novel goes on in large part to follow Robert’s perspective in unraveling Lady Audley’s various secrets, we still sporadically witness Lady Audley’s private moments, and in a sequence of chapters following a more definitive clash with Robert, hear her soliloquize extensively on the state of mind that motivates her to attempt murder once again:

Perhaps it would be wiser in me to run away, to take this man's warning, and escape out of his power for ever. If I were to run away and disappear — as George Talboys disappeared. But where could I go? What would become of me? I have no money: my jewels are not worth a couple of hundred pounds, now that I have got rid of the best part of them. What could I do? I must go back to the old life, the old, hard, cruel, wretched life — the life of poverty, and humiliation, and
vexation, and discontent. I should have to go back and wear myself out in that long struggle, and die — as my mother died, perhaps. (316)

We are present with Lady Audley during her act of arson, as we were not during her scene with Talboys, and are thus uncomfortably complicit with her actions, which are far from mysterious. Though the narrator moralistically condemns Lady Audley’s enthrallment by “Vanity, Selfishness and Ambition” (297), she or he also expounds upon the pain endured by Lady Audley at this moment: “She suffered agonies that would fill closely printed volumes, bulky with a thousand pages, in that one horrible night. She underwent volumes of anguish, and doubt, and perplexity. Sometimes repeating the same chapters of her torments over and over again. Sometimes hurrying through a thousand pages of her misery without one pause, without one moment of breathing time” (314). Lady Audley being figured as a reader implies that she is multiplying her sorrows by experiencing them vicariously, staging the very act of identification that a sympathetic reader might feel for her position as a victim as well as a criminal.

Yet through most of the novel we do view Lady Audley at a distance, as the beautiful enigma whose exact actions with Talboys are unknown to us. Aurora Floyd includes similar lacunae in which Aurora’s marriage to the groom Conyers and his subsequent murder are narratively elided so as to stoke the reader’s suspicions. Indeed, we are encouraged to infer that Aurora is responsible for the murder.64 We are granted much more time with the ultimately innocent (of murder, if not bigamy) Aurora than Lady Audley, but Hughes contends that these gaps in our total knowledge of the heroine’s experience create an audience of distanced spectators: “Aurora Floyd can be allowed to perform her histrionics for a couple of volumes without our knowing why; what is at the root of them, or becoming in any way involved.”65 Other critics have also argued for the sensation novel’s promotion of voyeuristic response from readers at the expense of identification. Cvetkovich, for instance, maintains that female readers looking to Lady Audley for the vicarious pleasure of revolt would have to reckon with the novel’s constant positioning of Lady Audley as the “object of the male viewer’s voyeurism,” in part because “the narrative rarely provides access to Lady Audley’s inner life or point of view.”66

While I have contested the idea that Lady Audley’s mental processes are so opaque, or even that opacity would necessarily prevent identification, she is certainly more exhaustively described in terms of her exterior than her interior. Even within one of the chapters where the narrator shares Lady Audley’s feelings and thoughts at length, he or she also pauses to enumerate the gorgeous and costly items in her room in great detail, among which, “My lady’s fairy-like embroideries of lace and muslin, rainbow-hued silks, and delicately-tinted wools littered the luxurious apartment; while the looking-glasses, cunningly placed at angles and opposite corners by an artistic upholsterer, multiplied my lady’s image, and in that image reflected the most beautiful object in the enchanted chamber” (294-95). This passage, along with many others in the novel, directly emphasizes Lady Audley’s status as a “beautiful object” for visual consumption instead of a dynamic actor. She is certainly an object of romantic desire for Sir Michael Audley and George Talboys—who both fall in love with her at first glance—as well as detective desire for Robert Audley. But the reader’s vantage point for Lady Audley is necessarily verbal, not visual, and thus however minutely her appearance is described, its beauty cannot make the reader sensorially susceptible. Instead, we see that Lady Audley, far from being a stationary object, is motivated to action through her desire for the other beautiful things in the room, so much so that she tries to carry them with her to the insane asylum. Even more crucially, we also see the refractions of Lady Audley’s image throughout the book, the ways in which other characters
along with the narrator perceive her and create a variety of portraits, from a child to a siren to a madwoman.

Multiple views of a mysterious antiheroine recur in Braddon’s *Aurora Floyd*, where Talbot Bulstrode begins to fall in love with Aurora while simultaneously denying that he is doing so:

> I cannot help admiring this extraordinary girl. She is like Mrs. Nisbett in her zenith of fame and beauty; she is like Cleopatra sailing down the Cydnus; she is like Nell Gwynne selling oranges; she is like Lola Montes giving battle to the Bavarian students; she is like Charlotte Corday with the knife in her hand, standing behind the friend of the people in his bath; she is like everything that is beautiful, and strange, and wicked and unwomanly, and bewitching; and she is just the sort of creature that many a fool would fall in love with.67

This is a literally voyeuristic scene, in which we regard the heroine through a male character’s eyes, and yet his gaze cannot fix her in place. While this succession of historical women might seem like slight variations on a similar type, performers and political actors who flout a traditional feminine ideal through aggressive behavior, the sheer profusion of female figures from ancient Egypt to the nineteenth century reflects the range of interpretations the reader as well as the characters in the novel can have of Aurora. Bulstrode himself will occupy a gamut of positions relative to Aurora that alternately build and frustrate the audience’s expectations: he abhors her, falls in love with her, has his trust in her broken, finds contentment in marrying another woman, and then helps Aurora after she marries another man.

The combination of multiple, changing perspectives on the central antiheroine from other characters and the partial access to her interiority provided by the narrative—alternately revealing and concealing her subjectivity—explains why literary scholars are able to argue convincingly on either side that the reader necessarily does or does not identify with her. Pykett acknowledges the reader’s fluctuating position in Braddon’s novels:

> The reader, by turns, recognises herself in the heroine and views the action through her eyes; is made into a spectator of the heroine, who becomes the fetishised object of her gaze; is addressed by the narrator, or co-opted to a narrative perspective which involves a moral judgment of the heroine. As a consequence of these shifting perspectives the female reader has the complex narrative pleasure (simultaneously or by turns) of spectating and participating in an exciting deviance, and in the moral judgment of that deviance, as well as spectating and participating in the punitive social and emotional consequences of transgression.68

What is implicit in Pykett’s phrasing in terms of alternatives, “simultaneously or by turns,” is that the “complex narrative pleasure” offered by Braddon’s novels is not automatic; though Pykett says the female reader is passively “made…addressed…co-opted” to occupy certain vantage points, the reader is also constantly making choices as to their degree of distance or identification. Through these perspectival shifts and thematic emphasis on the instability of identity, Braddon stimulates awareness of the processes of reading and identification instead of merely manipulating them.

Shuttleworth demonstrates how the sensation genre, as opposed to realism, disrupts the idea of the “unified,” continuous self, but she views its effect on the reader as a surrender to “feminine ‘sensation’ at the expense of ‘masculine reason’”: “The reader is not placed in a position of calm knowledge superior to that of the characters but is rather continually startled by
events and actions into states of extreme sensation." While sensation by no means grants the reader a sense of mastery over its plots and characters, I contend that through its many fundamental uncertainties it encourages the reader’s autonomy. Even when Braddon explicitly places her reader in the text, as in the opening lines in second person of *Lady Audley’s Secret*, she leaves room for infinite points of departure: “It lay down in a hollow, rich with fine old timber and luxuriant pastures; and you came upon it through an avenue of limes, bordered on either side by meadows, over the high hedges of which the cattle looked inquisitively at you as you passed, wondering, perhaps, what you wanted; for there was no thoroughfare, and unless you were going to the Court you had no business there at all” (1). The audacious vagueness of using an indefinite pronoun without an antecedent as the very first word of the novel, along with the hesitancy of “perhaps,” imply that while the narrator is inviting the reader into the setting, his or her reaction is independent and not entirely predictable. Even the cattle are wont to speculate.

This maneuvering of the reader into the narrative does not attempt to assign or influence her emotional response in the same way that, for example, George Eliot does in her first novel, *Adam Bede*, which at least one reviewer considered the sensational precursor to *Lady Audley’s Secret*. The narrator of *Adam Bede* positions himself as an advocate for his characters against the anticipated objections of his prudish “lady readers.” For the somewhat worldly but hardly licentious rector Mr. Irwine, the narrator “must plead” with “affectionate partiality,” and reiterates that “with [Irwine] I desire you to be in perfect charity, far as he may be from satisfying your demands on the clerical character.” By introducing imaginary straw women to take protest at a relatively inoffensive character, the narrator aligns the ideal reader with his or her seemingly more reasonable, tolerant, and even pleasurable perspective of “delicious sympathy.” In so doing, he or she also attempts to forestall more justifiable outrage later on in the novel when one of the female protagonists, Hetty Sorrell, finds herself pregnant out of wedlock and attempts infanticide. Before Hetty is put on trial, the reader has already heard persuasive personal testimony from the narrator on her behalf: “My heart bleeds for her.” The narrator prods the reader into compassion by modeling the appropriate response to *Adam Bede*’s characters, while the readers who potentially resist such emotional alignments are, interestingly enough, gendered female.

In Braddon’s novels, the reader is prompted to imagine, certainly to speculate, but not necessarily to feel a certain way—whether emotional sentiment or psychosomatic sensation. The *New Review* subsequently criticized Braddon in 1863 for her inability to completely absorb readers within her narratives:

> In reading a novel of the one stamp, you never lose your self-consciousness or faculty of criticism. In the other you constantly do lose them, surrendering yourself at moments to a kind of dream, in which the fiction seems reality. Now, to this description of influence over the minds of her readers Miss Braddon has never yet attained. There is not a single scene in any one of her novels which, to use a phrase often very much misapplied, you thoroughly “enter into.” You view them all from the outside, as it were, in a friendly and interested mood, but not in the temper of a participator. You are master of yourself and of the story throughout, instead of being mastered by it. This defect alone is, of course, sufficient to exclude Miss Braddon from the highest rank of novel writers.

In complete contradiction of the cliché of the sensation novel’s haplessly compelled reader, *The New Review* dismisses Braddon’s novels for their failure to bring about total identification. Instead, the reader retains agency, self-awareness, and rationality. While the engagement of
readers’ “faculty of criticism” is usually the criterion for higher literary status, to this Victorian reviewer it is a “defect” in Braddon’s fiction because it is accompanied by “self-consciousness.”

Although the *New Review* does not employ gendered terms in its critique, “self-consciousness” tended to describe a feminine propensity, one that Eliza Lynn Linton argued was becoming especially aggravated in her “Girl of the Period” articles in the *Saturday Review*:

The main characteristic of these women is self-consciousness. They live before a moral mirror, and pass their time in attitudinizing to what they think the best advantage. They can do nothing simply, nothing spontaneously and without the fullest consciousness as to how they do it, and how they look while they are doing it. In every action of their lives they see themselves as pictures, as characters in a novel, as impersonations of poetic images or thoughts.76

Linton’s affected women do not immerse themselves in literature through simple and spontaneous identification, but rather project themselves narcissistically into flattering tableaux. Pykett observes that Linton’s article “seeks to delimit and control the feminine by ridiculing women’s autonomous development of their socially assigned gender roles.”77 What is ironic, however, is that Linton is not lamenting women’s uncontrollability (as she would do in her “Wild Woman” articles of 1891) but rather the phenomenon of women regulating their own behavior. Nina Auerbach has described the fluidity of womanhood as a concept in the Victorian period, connoting both “uncontrolled silliness” and “disruptive capacity for boundless transformation.”78 The difference between the ridiculous and the dangerous aspects of protean womanhood was the degree of deliberateness involved, whether or not women transformed themselves. In this respect, the female readers Linton mentions—including readers of sensation—diverge from the female characters in Braddon’s sensation novels, who are often afraid to examine themselves directly in any “moral mirror.”

Lady Audley, for instance, is described above as passively “reflected” and “multiplied” by the looking-glasses in her chamber, as well as in her portrait. She has a tenuous grasp of her own identity, whose every mutation can be explained—though hardly satisfactorily—as madness. Before deciding to murder Robert Audley, she tries to understand her degree of culpability: “‘Have I ever been really wicked, I wonder?’ she mused. ‘My worst wickednesses have been the result of wild impulses, and not of deeply-laid plots. I am not like the women I have read of, who have lain night after night in the horrible dark and stillness, planning out treacherous deeds, and arranging every circumstance of an appointed crime’” (297). Lady Audley’s endeavor to read herself in comparison with textual figures (it is unclear whether she refers to fiction or nonfiction) falls short of a convincing analysis because it is too externally directed, like a defense to an imaginary jury that she lacks premeditation, even as she is about to plan a crime. She is unable to face and recognize herself in the female criminals she has read about, to identify even temporarily with a wicked woman in order to choose another path.

**Elective Identification in *The Doctor’s Wife***

A deliberate departure from Braddon’s previous novels, *The Doctor’s Wife* (1864) portrays a female character who uses literary identification in order to stake out an independent morality for herself. In *The Doctor’s Wife*, Braddon not only revised *Madame Bovary* (before it was translated into English) for a British audience, she was also trying to revise her own storytelling practices. To Bulwer Lytton, her frequent correspondent and mentor, she wrote, “I have thought very much over what you said in your last letter with regard to a novel in which the story arises naturally out of the characters of the actors in it, as contrasted with a novel in which
the actors are only marionettes, the slaves of the story...I have done my best with this book, & the writing of it has been a labour of love...the most conscientious book I have done." She excised sex and suicide from the plot to narrate an entirely emotional affair between the married Isabel Gilbert and Roland Lansdell. Although a murder occurs, it is almost incidental, and the heroine is obviously blameless.

The narrator proclaims near the end of the book, “This is not a sensation novel. I write here what I know to be the truth.” Sensation is mostly confined to the fictional realm within The Doctor’s Wife, as the trade of the cheerfully normal author and secondary character Sigismund Smith, who treats his own lurid creations as absurdities. Neither is sensation the cause of our female quixote’s romantic delusions; Braddon takes care to emphasize that Isabel is “corrupted” by reputable literature:

She left the Albany-Road seminary in her sixteenth year, and set to work to educate herself by means of the nearest circulating library. She did not feed upon the garbage, but settled at once upon the highest blossoms in the flower-garden of fiction, and read her favourite novels over and over again, and wrote little extracts of her own choosing in penny account-books, usually employed for the entry of butcher's meat and grocery. (28)

Isabel reads fiction in the opposite of an undisciplined manner, as part of a methodical project of Bildung, guided by her own respectable aesthetic discernment.

Yet the reader’s own relationship with Isabel is at least initially one of knowledgeable distance. In order for a quixotic plot to work, the audience must be aware of an absolute distinction between fiction and reality to appreciate the folly of the heroine. The reader is made to feel wiser and more sophisticated in comparison with Isabel’s misguided identifications, and thus cannot entirely identify with her, even though we are given total access to her thoughts and fantasies. In an unpublished essay on the French Naturalists, Braddon described Flaubert as the “physiologist, the analytical student, the vivisectionist,” who “[i]n cold blood and with a passionless pen traces the degradation of a selfish young woman.” Deviating partially from what she perceives as the harshness of his example (unaware of his rumored exclamation of identification, “Madame Bovary, c’est moi, d’apres moi”), Braddon’s narrator sympathetically patronizes Isabel:

She was very wicked, she was very foolish, very childish. All her life she had played with her heroines and heroes as other children play with their dolls. Now Edith Dombey was the favourite, and now dark-eyed Zuleika, kneeling forever at Selim’s feet. Left quite to herself through all her idle girlhood, this foolish child had fed upon three-volume novels and sentimental poetry... (184)

The narrator’s arch disapproval distances the reader from Isabel, but from a vantage of embarrassing recognition instead of complete difference. Isabel is “childish” rather than mad; she could be the reader at an earlier stage of development.

Without varying our access to Isabel’s mind as in the sensation novels, Braddon’s narrative allows for varied degrees of identification with Isabel, from reproof to condescension to complete empathy. As an example of the latter, “an Irish lady” very affected by the trials of Isabel and Roland wrote Braddon a fan letter during the serialization of The Doctor’s Wife to declare, “I am so sorry for Roland and Isabel but I am sure you are right, and it would never do to sacrifice public opinion for the sake of ideal characters, though you make them so real, one feels sure they are living and loving and suffering somewhere.” Readers’ potential kinship with
Isabel is emphasized by the narrator’s direct apostrophe to her heroine when she decides to marry George Gilbert:

Alas, poor Izzie! and are all your fancies, all the pretty stories woven out of your novels, all your long day-dreams about Marie Antoinette and Charlotte Corday, Edith Dombey and Ernest Maltravers,—all your foolish pictures of a modern Byron, fever-stricken at Missolonghi, and tended by you; a new Napoleon, exiled to St. Helena, and followed, perhaps liberated, by you,—are they all come to this? Are none of the wonderful things that happen to women ever to happen to you? Are you never to be Charlotte Corday, and die for your country? Are you never to wear ruby velvet, and diamonds in your hair, and to lure some recreant Carker to a foreign hostelry, and there denounce and scorn him? Are all the pages of the great book of life to be closed upon you—you, who seem to yourself predestined, by reason of so many dreams and fancies, to such a wonderful existence? Is all the mystic cloudland of your dreams to collapse and shrivel into this,—a commonplace square-built cottage at Graybridge-on-the-Wayverne, with a commonplace country surgeon for your husband? (78-9)

While we certainly approach Isabel’s “foolish” fantasies with the heavy literary irony of the narrator’s “Alas, poor Izzie!”, the repeated emphasis of “you” and rhetorical questions interpellate those of us who are well-read enough to be able to identify her revered historical and literary figures, perhaps after having identified with them ourselves. The fluctuations of Izzie’s fantasies, between actual and fictional women, from queens to assassins to rebellious wives, and the various ways she interprets them, make it more difficult for the reader to fix his or her perspective of her.

The male protagonists of The Doctor’s Wife tend to misidentify Isabel according to their projections of desire. Roland, supposedly more sophisticated than Isabel, underestimates her sense of propriety because of her romantic reading material and thus imagines her as “a Byronic adulteress ready to throw over all social restraint.”83 Before marrying Isabel, George, who is not a novel reader, nevertheless “pictured Miss Sleaford the heroine of such a domestic story as this, and had no power to divine that there was any incongruity in the fancy; no fineness of ear to discover the dissonant interval between the heroine and the story” (78). Isabel is much better attuned to that “dissonant interval” between fiction and reality with regard to her prospective husband:

Oh, if he had only been like Edgar Ravenswood! The poor, childish, dissatisfied heart was always wishing that he could be something different from what he was. Perhaps during all that engagement the girl never once saw her lover really as he was. She dressed him up in her own fancies, and deluded herself by imaginary resemblances between him and the heroes in her books. If he was abrupt and disagreeable in his manner to her, he was Rochester; and she was Jane Eyre, tender and submissive. If he was cold, he was Dombey; and she feasted on her own pride, and scorned him, and made much of one of the orphans during an entire afternoon. If he was clumsy and stupid, he was Rawdon Crawley; and she patronised him, and laughed at him, and taunted him with little scraps of French with the Albany-Road accent, and played off all green-eyed Becky's prettiest airs upon him. But in spite of all this the young man's sober common-sense exercised a beneficial influence upon her; and by and by, when the three volumes of courtship had been prolonged to the uttermost, and the last inevitable chapter was
close at hand, she had grown to think affectionately of her promised husband, and was determined to be very good and obedient to him when she became his wife.

(102)
The contrary-to-fact exclamation that begins this paragraph displays Isabel’s awareness of George’s prosaic qualities, and how much of her tendency toward romanticization is a deliberate method of coping with his flaws. Whereas Isabel acts many roles both to complement her future husband and satisfy herself, Natalie and Ronald Schroeder note that George’s dream of a domestic Isabel is more sinisterly coercive as well as misguided, since “his imperturbable masculine arrogance presumes to define the terms of Isabel’s existence, and with his project to reinvent her, he undertakes to eradicate her unique or sole self.”

Isabel’s literary fantasies enable her flexible obedience, without provoking her to actually change their subjects; George and Roland, however, attempt (and ultimately fail) to impose their own respective visions of Isabel—housewife and adulteress—upon her.

Though Isabel is not as deluded as her husband and aspiring lover, in her imaginative role-playing she certainly resembles the “affected” women that Linton catalogued with disgust:

If they give you a glass of water, or take your cup from you, they are Youth and Beauty ministering to Strength or Age, as the case may be; if they bring you a photographic album, they are Titian’s Daughter carrying her casket, a trifle modernized; if they hold a child in their arms, they are Madonnas, and look unutterable maternal love though they never saw the little creature before, and care for it no more than for the puppy in the mews.

Linton’s examples illustrate not only female self-consciousness, but also insincerity while performing traditionally feminine acts of service and care. Such self-sacrifice is tainted by self-satisfaction, the possibility of a woman thinking of herself and others simultaneously. The unnatural way in which Isabel and Linton’s affected women are able to derive pleasure from their duties exposes those duties as potentially unsatisfying and therefore in need of transformation. The delights of imaginative recourse imply an underlying discontent or even resentment.

An essay on “The Effect of Novel-Reading on Young Girls” in *The Spectator* pondered this argument as an inevitable reaction to *The Doctor’s Wife*. The article positions “mothers” as the primary advocates against female fiction-reading who are cannily using a new platform of attack:

They do not argue that novel-reading perverts, or defiles, or destroys the imagination, but that it cultivates it too much, that it gives the girls two lives to lead at once, both, perhaps, equally good, and both in themselves pure enough, but sure to jar against one another. Their daughters, they say, are to marry plain, decent people, with just enough money to get along with, and the novels make them long for inaccessible heroes, people of boundless wealth and heroic horsemanship, perfect natures and an irresistible smile (there is a run on smiles!) till they hate the thought of life with that struggling doctor, or rising lawyer, or pre-occupied man of commerce.

The *Spectator* writer is not referring exclusively, if at all, to the genre of sensation here, but to all fiction’s capacity to depict impossible ideals. “[E]ducated men” are less susceptible to quixotism because “They read many books, and see many people, and rub sharply against life's corners till their imaginations, even if affected by what they read,—a doubtful point after thirty,—are held under sharp curb and rein. Sir James Mackintosh was not the worse judge, but the better, for
dreaming all day at intervals that he was Emperor of Constantinople." Ultimately, the writer concludes that more reading in a variety of genres helps temper the effects of obsessive reading since “Any exclusive system of reading is injurious to a half-disciplined mind.” In the case of women, such a course of reading provides simulacra of “life’s corners” from which they are protected, beyond the one decision of whether to tie oneself to the doctor, lawyer, or man of commerce. Even in fantasies, the Spectator surmises, women are only interested in selecting romantic partners.

But Isabel, in spite of her attraction to Roland, is not so limited in her imaginary desires as to construct them entirely upon choosing a hero. Nor is she interested only in happy wish fulfillment or ideal representations of herself, such as the apotheosis of “Youth and Beauty” to which Linton alludes. She repeatedly pictures herself not as the saintly Florence Dombey, but as Edith Dombey, an unhappily married woman who appears to compromise herself with another man. Isabel is also particularly obsessed with the French Revolution, described ironically by the narrator as “one of [her] pet oases in the history of the universe. A wonderful period, in which a quiet country-bred young woman had only to make her way up to Paris and assassinate a tyrant, and, lo, she became ‘a feature’ throughout all time” (185). Though her simultaneous allegiances with Queen Marie Antoinette, the Girondist Charlotte Corday, and Napoleon Bonaparte (not to mention Becky Sharp) resist any ideological coherence, Isabel’s special fixation on Corday—“a quiet country-bred young woman” like herself—indicates her longing to have a larger impact on the world, to be an actor on the national stage. Isabel’s identification with Corday’s bloody act and bloody end is thus not devoid of political resonance. While Isabel is not one of Braddon’s murderous or violent women, like Lucy Audley or Aurora Floyd, she aspires to revolutionary action on behalf of a noble cause, if she could find one.

What Isabel can do is negotiate between the multiple identities available to her, and ultimately choose to emulate or diverge from them in order to act ethically. She can decide to align herself with more virtuous (albeit tragic) heroines, thinking to herself, “No, she wasn't a bit like Edith Dombey; she was more like Juliet, or Desdemona” (155). The Spectator’s question as to whether “this habit of dwelling in two worlds, this widening of the chasm which must always exist between the inner and outer life, between Jean as she appears to her Maker, and Jean as she appears to her friends, is altogether innocuous?” drastically simplifies Isabel’s infinite array of imagined affinities. It also reveals an interesting equation between imagination and interiority, or even the soul (“Jean as she appears to her Maker”), whereas the ‘real word’ is merely external perception of one’s affect. Isabel is suspected of infidelity by her friends, but the same subjectivity that indulges in illicit fantasy is able to regulate her moral behavior so that she does not even consider being physically unfaithful: “Mrs. Gilbert was strictly punctilious with herself, even in the matter of her thoughts. She only thought of what might have happened if Mr. Lansdell had met her long ago before her marriage” (156). She consigns Roland, like one of her fictional and historical heroes and heroines, to an alternate universe of past probability.

Some modern critics, like Wolff, see Isabel’s restraint as a fainthearted and unconvincing concession to Victorian prudery. The Doctor’s Wife was nevertheless still scandalous by association with Madame Bovary. Isabel’s adherence to a courtly form of love could seem like the sophistic rationalization of an immoral mind, given to still-illicit covetousness if not outright adultery. Mansel portrayed the book as an insidious trap for ignorant women: “We have ourselves seen an English translation of one of the worst of those French novels devoted to the worship of Baal-Peor and the recommendation of adultery, lying for sale at a London railway-stall, and offered as a respectable book to unsuspecting ladies.”
“hideous immorality” of Madame Bovary and confessed to Lytton, “I do dread the things that will be said of ‘The Doctor’s Wife,’ but I can most solemnly vouch for the purity of my intention which was to show the fatal error of an inconsiderate marriage.” Crucially, Braddon identifies a marriage—not indiscriminate reading or extramarital fantasy—as the main “error,” if not the sin, of the novel.

And Isabel learns from that error. After her husband and Roland die in quick succession, the latter having left her his fortune, she ends the book as a philanthropist with no intention of remarrying, “constant to the memory of sorrow” (402). The London Review, misperceiving Braddon’s intent, concluded that she had undermined her own moral by rewarding Isabel for her dalliance: “The first two volumes in vain warn young ladies against yielding themselves to sentimentality and becoming enamoured of fascinating heroes, seeing that the third volume shows them that such conduct may result in their becoming millionaires.” Isabel is actually rewarded with financial independence for her moral independence, enough to make her a proto-Dorothea Brooke interested primarily in building cottages and schools, having passed into a “higher region” of altruistic existence (402). Her widowhood and money tie Isabel to the role of Lady Bountiful and thus discourage any truly revolutionary behavior of a kind to match her declaration of mental autonomy during her marriage: “She was a very good wife, very gentle and obedient; and she fancied she had a right to furnish the secret chambers of her mind according to her own pleasure” (183). The summit of Isabel’s rebelliousness was consciously creating this virtual “room of [her] own” through reading.

Sensation and Suffrage

The heyday of the sensation genre also witnessed the rise of the suffragist movement in advance of the imminent 1867 reform bill and 1872 Ballot Act. In suffragist Millicent Garrett Fawcett’s account, “The women’s suffrage question in 1860 was on the point of entering a new phase—the phase of practical politics. Parliamentary Reform was again before the country; the principles of representation were constantly discussed in newspapers, and in every social circle where intelligent men and women met.” The “Ladies’ Petition” with 1,499 signatures brought by Elizabeth Garrett and Emily Davies to the House of Commons in 1866 initiated the first women’s suffrage organizations to have “lasting effects.” Garrett and Davies, along with Barbara Leigh Bodichon, Bessie Rayner Parkes, and Emily Faithfull, were members of the Langham Place circle, a center of feminist activity that included the Society for Promoting the Employment of Women and produced The English Woman’s Journal. Braddon was not a member of the movement, but her books were allied in the public mind with the suffragists’ cause. The New Review’s essay on “Miss Braddon” concluded: “novels like Miss Braddon’s, dissertations like Miss Bessie Parkes’s, and laudable attempts at self-support like Miss Faithfull’s, admit of being all regarded as various manifestations of one comprehensive idea, that idea being nothing more or less than the complete equalization of the two sexes.” While Braddon’s novels did not overtly advocate female suffrage, the debates surrounding the suffrage movement echoed the points of crisis about the impact of sensation fiction on women. Sensation and suffrage were both seen as alarming, unrealistic, and immoral attempts for women to represent themselves.

Dallas and other critics disparaged sensation’s heroines on the basis of realism: the active women represented by sensation were not representative of “real” women. Suffrage itself revolved upon the question of whether “real” women needed or desired direct representation in the political arena. Professor Charles Babington wrote to Lydia Becker that he would not add his
name to the suffrage petition, as she requested, “until I find some considerable number [of
women] in favour of the plan” and urged her instead to “return to the gentle science of botany,”
on which she had written a book three years earlier, so that “I may have the opportunity of
helping you in it.” Dallas questioned the “prominence” of women in the sensation novel, whose
centrality necessarily put them in “a light which is not good.” Bodichon maintained that both
single and married women needed visibility, not another kind of coverture, in order to protect
their rights: “under a representative government, any class which is not represented is likely to be
neglected. Proverbially, what is out of sight is out of mind, and the theory that women, as such,
are bound to keep out of sight, finds its most emphatic expression in the denial of the right to
vote.” Ironically, the problem of women not being distinctly represented had already led to
confusing ambiguities of official language regarding gender, since women were included in the
definition of “men” for the purposes of taxation, but not for the franchise; judges decided that
they could “assume from the context” whenever “only men were intended.”

Women’s supposed emotional susceptibility inspired critiques of the sensation novels that
addressed them, and also was a time-worn rationale for prohibiting them from voting. After
Jacob Bright’s Women’s Disabilities Bill, which aimed to give women the vote by including
them under masculine language, was defeated in Parliament for the second time, Fawcett
declared “that if the domination of sentiment was to be considered a positive bar to the exercise
of political functions, many members of parliament certainly had no right to occupy their seats”
and alluded to Oxford M.P. Vernon Harcourt, who said “that he was going to vote against the
Bill, though he knew all the reasons were in favour of its principle, because his feelings were
against it.” The false crisis of women’s oversensitivity continually provoked protestations on
the grounds of *men’s* violated sensibility and strong emotional response. In the parliamentary
debates for the Women’s Disabilities Removal Bill in 1872, Alexander Beresford-Hope, invokes
the inevitably irrational behavior of men under women’s sway:

> It was well that in a large portion of humankind the heart should rule the head, but
to give that portion an independent and directly appreciable control of politics
would lead to a reckless expenditure on philanthropic schemes and to wars for
ideas. A Parliament in which woman’s influence prevailed would be impulsively
ready to risk claims and back up assertions which would be ever on the verge of
culminating in bloodshed for the sake of honour and mistaken chivalry.

Mere accountability to women would render the government a romantic or sensational space,
provoking recklessness and violence through emotional manipulation; paraphrasing Dallas on
sensation, feminine influence would inspire “most unfeminine” behavior.

The moral influence of women on politics was the crux of the suffrage debates. Suffragists
considered the moral, as well as emotional, quarantine of political rights from women
absurd as well as insulting. Frances Power Cobbe highlighted the low company with which
women were categorized: “To a woman herself who is aware that she has never committed a
crime; who fondly believes that she is not an idiot; and who is alas! only too sure she is no longer
a minor,— there naturally appears some incongruity in placing her, for such important purposes,
in an association wherein otherwise she would scarcely be likely to find herself.” While
politicized women were in danger of becoming criminalized, tempted like the sensational
antiheroine by Eve’s lust for power, women were already being treated as criminals in their
disenfranchisement. In the same paragraph in which Oliphant denounced women “who accept
[sensation heroines] as a true representation of themselves,” she nevertheless conceded that
“[w]omen's rights and women's duties have had enough discussion, perhaps even from the
ridiculous point of view” because “there can be no possible doubt that the wickedness of man is less ruinous, less disastrous to the world in general, than the wickedness of woman. That is the climax of all misfortunes to the race.”  

Some supporters of women’s suffrage took the opposite essentialist tack, that women’s greater natural morality would sanctify politics. Francis Newman, the younger brother of the Cardinal, generalized that “Women, as a sex, are far less criminal and more self-denying than men” and “look on all political measures chiefly from their moral side, and in administration think more than men of the moral questions.” Charles Kingsley championed women as the superior spiritual checks to male license:

Might not… their purity and earnestness help to make what is now called politics somewhat more pure, somewhat more earnest? Might not the presence of the voting power of a few virtuous, experienced, well-educated women, keep candidates, for very shame, from saying and doing things from which they do not shrink, before a crowd of men who are, on the average, neither virtuous, experienced, or well-educated, by wholesome dread of that most terrible of all earthly punishments —at least in the eyes of a manly man—the fine scorn of a noble woman? Might not the intervention of a few women who are living according to the eternal laws of God, help to infuse some slightly stronger tincture of those eternal laws into our legislators and their legislation?

Kingsley imagines women—albeit a select group—as a discriminating audience of censors providing legislative oversight.

But the women-as-moral-guarantors platform could easily be reversed by opponents of suffrage to decry politics’ unholy influence on women’s inherent—but vulnerable—purity. Some politicians reversed their favorable position on suffrage because of the debates over repealing the Contagious Diseases Act of 1866, which necessarily discussed prostitution and sexually-transmitted diseases. In 1877, M.P. Robert William Hanbury, who had previously voted for women’s suffrage, said he would switch against it because of “the course which had been adopted by those ladies, who, acting, doubtless, from very high motives, had taken part in an agitation on a subject to which he would not further allude, but which was one which he believed women ought never to touch upon in public.” As with sensation novels—including works such as The Heavenly Twins, in which venereal disease is a central plot—the mere discourse of licentiousness was held to taint women’s imagination.

The sensation novelist character Sigismund Smythe [sic] returns in Braddon’s The Lady’s Mile to satirize the hypocrisies of moralists with regard to women and sensation, though his effective double standards apply as well to the arguments against women’s franchise. He explains that “critics inform me that my fictions are demoralising. As a writer and a ratepayer I believe in my fictions; but as a husband I defer to the critics, and forbid my wife to read my novels” because he does not want her to know “the depths of infamy which the human mind, for an adequate consideration, can fathom.” But despite his wife’s hitherto unpolluted innocence, Sigismund also anticipates that she could easily be infected by sensational reading and become herself an effective author of depravities: “If you read my books you'll make suggestions, and if you make suggestions I shall hate you, and the better your suggestions are the more I shall hate you.”

Capitalizing on the prevalent idea of women’s impressionability, proponents of women’s suffrage also employed a constructionist approach in order to argue for the positive moral influence of politics upon women instead of vice versa. Newman predicted women would be
mentally enriched by taking on an active role in the state, instead of “a mass of female intellect” being put to “waste” in pursuits such as “the theatre and opera…the ball rooms, the novels and sensational literature.” Bodichon agreed that “Reading, without a purpose, does not come to much” in terms of spurring “energetic action,” but championed the franchise for widening the female sphere of concern beyond the strictly (and selfishly) personal: “I know no better means at this present time, of counteracting the tendency to prefer narrow private ends to the public good, than this of giving to all women, duly qualified, a direct and conscious participation in political affairs.”

Such “direct and conscious participation,” was anathema to a common idea of femininity, questioned by educator Maria Grey: “if we enquire what is their view of what a lady should do, we find it very often resolves into this: — that she should do nothing, and do it gracefully.” She suspected that the label “unfeminine” was “used to frighten us off the ground where our presence would be inconvenient,” thereby leading to women’s inaction. Seemingly natural womanliness was deemed incredibly susceptible to external manipulation, but the prospect of women taking action was far more alarming than their vulnerable passivity.

Braddon’s sensation novels, however removed from overt political engagement, depicted the reverberations of women’s choices outside of a localized, often domestic realm. In describing Aurora Floyd, she creates a reversed image of the Dorothea Brooke type who “lived faithfully a hidden life” of “unhistoric acts”:

I feel that there is much need of apology for her. Her own hands had sown the dragon’s teeth, from whose evil seed had sprung up armed men, strong enough to rend and devour her. But then, if she had been faultless, she could not have been the heroine of this story; for I think some wise man of old remarked, that the perfect women were those who left no histories behind them, but went through life upon such a tranquil course of quiet well-doing as left no footprints in the sands of time; only mute records hidden here and there, deep in the grateful hearts of those who had been blest by them. (477)

According to the narrator’s definition, sensation heroines need to be antitheroines in order for their actions to be narratable; indeed, the narrative is their defense, if not their absolution. *Aurora Floyd* explicitly assigns responsibility to Aurora for her misfortunes; she is not the victim of fate, but the flawed classical hero, analogous to Cadmus or Jason, who “sow[s] the dragon’s teeth” and reaps the consequences of her moral choices. In a 1909 article on “The Woman I Remember,” Braddon scathingly recalled the female paragons of a half-century ago as comparative non-entities, the Agnes Wickfields or “your Amelia Sedley,” who “was a kind of State prisoner in the custody of her parents. She could go nowhere, see no one, spend nothing, read nothing, think of nothing, without their supervision and approval. The more colourless her mind, the duller her instincts, the nearer she came to the ideal young lady, the girl whom everybody described as ‘nice.’”

The existence and popularity of Becky Sharp in the literary universe Braddon describes, as well as her own representations of non-“nice” women in sensation fiction, provided a less circumscribed set of options for female readers with which to temporarily misidentify or purposively identify themselves and at least imagine choosing other roles to someday enact. Sensation literature might have provided an intellectual distraction from politics and other “real-world” concerns, but it also depicted women who could not be distracted from action—who had to make crucial moral decisions to drive the plot forward. The female reader of sensation novels could thereby rehearse the process of selecting her aptest representative, even as she must also
acknowledge limits to the power of individual choice, as the women’s suffrage movement began to splinter in the 1870s because of differing points of view on the most effective path to progress.
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‘The Valley of the Shadow of Books’: The Morbidity of Female Detachment

In an 1891 essay, Oscar Wilde repudiated the current usage of “morbid” as an appropriate word for literary content:

It is, of course, a ridiculous word to apply to a work of art. For what is morbidity but a mood of emotion or a mode of thought that one cannot express? The public are all morbid, because they never can find expression for anything. The artist is never morbid. He expresses everything. He stands outside his subject, and through its medium produces incomparable and artistic effects.1

Wilde was responding to critiques of his own work using the term that, according to John Stokes, had “by the end of the century achieved the definitive status of a cliché just toppling into parody” in its promiscuous application to Decadents, New Women writers, homosexuals, and social deviants of all sorts who undermined the narrative of progress.2 Wilde rejects the application of a label that denotes disease and connotes death to the fundamental vitality of art, in which all inspirations find fruition. At the same time, however, Wilde argues that a certain kind of aesthetic detachment is the source of this transcendent creativity, in which the artist transforms his material by “stand[ing] outside of” it.

Arthur Waugh also defined true literary artistry as a stance of detachment, echoing Adam Smith’s *Theory of Moral Sentiments*:

It is only when we regard life with the untrammelled view of the impartial spectator, when we pierce below the substance for its animating idea, that we approximate to the artistic temperament. It is unmanly, it is effeminate, it is inartistic to gloat over pleasure, to revel in immoderation, to become passion's slave; and literature demands as much calmness of judgment, as much reticence, as life itself.3

According to Waugh, the “untrammelled view of the impartial spectator” is not merely the capacity for criticism, for “[seeing] the object as in itself it really is” in Arnoldian terms. While Waugh sees detachment as a kind of balancing force of “reticence,” in contrast with Wilde’s vision of total expression, he also equates it, like Wilde, with an “animating idea,” with “life itself,” the creative force of artistry. He also characterizes such detachment as a masculine skill and privilege in opposition to “effeminate” feeling.

As Amanda Anderson has noted, Victorians often demonstrated a general ambivalence toward detachment, especially in its connection with the forces of modernization. It was, in any case, “almost impossible for Victorians to imagine a positive, and disinterestedly critical, conception of feminine detachment.”4 Instead, as we have seen, women’s affective identification with literature was assumed to take place and in many ways encouraged, in spite of the problems—physical and otherwise—associated with the traditionally feminine model of emotional reading untempered by rationality and rigor. In the lectures that formed *Sesame and Lilies*, John Ruskin championed the emotional acuity of the girl reader, who “should be taught to enter with her whole personality into the history she reads,” and her responsibility to “apprehend, with her fine instincts, the pathetic circumstances and dramatic relations” that the male historian “too often only eclipses by his reasoning, and disconnects by his arrangement.”5 Since a woman’s paramount role throughout the Victorian period was to bear and raise children, she was believed to have an essential disposition toward “identification with others” for the benefit of her offspring; the naturally feminine tendency to identify was then thought to spill over into her “processes of reading.”6
What has been less discussed in current Victorian studies is the converse proposition, which, I argue, gained force in the \textit{fin de siècle}: that women’s \textit{not} being able to identify with the subjects of literature could be symptomatic of mental and even physiological barrenness. By the end of the nineteenth century, increasing numbers of professional literary women were defying the idea of a natural propensity for identification, but in consequence their status as women became questionable. While prominent physicians like Silas Weir Mitchell (now notorious for his prescription of a rest cure for Charlotte Perkins Gilman) continued to express concern over the self-destructive “emotional stimulus which women carry into all forms of work,” the prospect of emotional \textit{absence} in such work was beginning to appear even more alarming, because more disruptive to the ideology of essential gender difference.\textsuperscript{7} In order for womanhood to continue to be defined by affective response, female literary detachment had to become a disorder, instead of the fruitful aesthetic stance described by Wilde and Waugh. As women’s passionate literary response had often been correlated with sickness or blighted fertility throughout the nineteenth century, the dispassionate response attributed to female literary scholars, professionals, and artists acquired the label of morbidity.

This chapter begins with a discussion of the much-debated repercussions of women’s entrance into higher education, which shifted the focus of concern from the traditional bugbear of the novel to the methodology of reading systematically, rigorously, and purposefully. Proponents and opponents of female higher education shared a common preoccupation with the potential ramifications of disciplined reading on the health of the female body and mind, and in consequence on the institution of the family. For the opponents, however, a woman’s physical and psychological health was most faithfully represented not by her personal wellbeing but her ability to marry and propagate the race. Celibacy and sterility connoted a kind of living death; and since higher education was believed by many physicians and scientists to vitiate female romantic desire and reproductive energy, the extensive reading required at a university acquired morbid associations.

These associations also clustered around the increasing number of female professionals and their attitudes toward reading. In the second and third parts of this chapter, George Gissing’s novels \textit{New Grub Street} (1891) and \textit{The Odd Women} (1893) provide a clear basis for comparison between the genders through wide-ranging treatment of professions at the turn of the century. In \textit{New Grub Street}, Gissing marks a gendered divide between creative vitality and morbid professionalism. Contradicting Wilde’s definition, the morbid literary woman Marian Yule cannot attain the status of artist \textit{because} of her detachment. While Gissing’s male writers are by no means immune to the modern problems of alienation and mechanization, they either thrive upon soulless careerism or ascend posthumously to a realm of artistic fulfillment. None of these male characters finds his masculinity imperiled by literary labor. In contrast, Marian explicitly connects the loss of her femininity with her emotional dissociation from the texts about which she reads and writes.

In \textit{The Odd Women} Gissing departs from his own narrative of the morbid professional woman in \textit{New Grub Street}. In the character of Rhoda Nunn, Gissing attempts to portray a woman who abjures literary identification and still finds emotional and creative satisfaction in her vocation. Yet in \textit{fin-de-siècle} and current reactions to the novel, Rhoda’s deliberate divestment from the marriage plot elicits for her the same tragic categorization as the unhappy, jilted Marian. Rhoda’s mission of creating new versions of herself, an entire class of self-replicating “odd women” is critically figured as a barren substitute for “natural” forms of creation and procreation.
In dramatizing the lives of professional women, *New Grub Street* and *The Odd Women* both evoke women’s emotional detachment from literature as pathology. But while *New Grub Street* establishes the morbid woman as a new “type” emergent in the literary field, *The Odd Women* reassesses the professional woman as a potentially transformative, as well as productive, force. The prominence of the morbid female archetype nevertheless shaped the reception of *The Odd Women*’s Rhoda Nunn, along with the writer heroines of “New Woman” novels, as emotionally and therefore creatively sterile.

In the final section of the chapter, I analyze the New Woman novels of Charlotte Riddell, Mary Cholmondeley, and George Paston (the pen name of Emily Morse Symonds), which all depict female authors who achieve a professional status that invariably compromises their ability to maintain domestic happiness; their literary careers ultimately correlate with the absence or loss of husbands and children, the attendant guarantors of the individual woman’s womanliness. Thus even professional literary women themselves reflected this new, but pervasive fin-de-siècle anxiety about women’s supposed under-identification as a pernicious side effect of the systematization of reading in higher education and the professions.

**Literary Nunneries**

The phenomenon of the sensation novel in the 1860s and 1870s was only the most recent example, according to Victorian critics, of the female body’s special vulnerability to the manipulations of literature. Novels and romances, the usual sources of quixotism, were continually associated with psychosomatic ailments, since they educed...

...emotions of the same morbid description which, when habitually indulged in, exert a disastrous influence on the nervous system, sufficient to explain that frequency of hysteria and nervous diseases which we find amongst women of the higher classes. Si votre fille lit des romans à dix ans, elle aura des vapeurs à vingt.8

Here Dr. Edward Tilt provides a direct, though insidiously protracted, sequence of cause and effect between a girl's consumption of novels and a woman's weakened constitution. The conservative *Saturday Review* also noted that a “moral morbidity” develops in “girls with talent” instead of the more salutary “intellectual fever” which their male counterparts experience; young women's implicit frustration then “finds vent in hymns, and it turns in the end to novels.”9 In her 1886 lecture to women interested in schooling their children at home, pioneering educator Charlotte Mason cautioned that “the girl who sits for hours poring over a novel to the damage of her eyes, her brain, and her general nervous system, is guilty of a lesser fault of the nature of suicide.”10 The “moral morbidity” of fanatical devotion to fiction irresistibly compels its subject toward self-destructive absorption in fantasy.

While some, like Mason, prescribed more intellectually rigorous courses of reading to counteract these dangerous tendencies,11 systematic study was also thought to contain its own, possibly more detrimental, side effects. In 1839, physiologist Alexander Walker articulated the widespread opinion that women’s intellectual labor exacted a toll upon their reproductive systems:

…it is well known that, when women are capable of some degree of mental exertion, this, by directing the blood towards the brain, makes it a centre of activity at the expense of the vital organs which are much more important to them; and, if the latter suffer from the activity of the former, their chief value as
women is destroyed. Science can never form a compensation to them for the deterioration of their vital system and their natural attractions. Herbert Spencer put it more bluntly in *The Principles of Biology* in 1864: “absolute or relative infertility is generally produced in women by mental labor carried to excess.” Since women continued increasingly to pursue such labor in higher education and the professions, Spencer’s maxim continued to be cited in books, medical journals, and more broadly-circulated periodicals such as *Popular Science Monthly* up to and after the turn of the century. Dr. William Withers Moore, for example, quoted the same passage in an address on “The Higher Education of Women” upon assuming the presidency of the British Medical Association in 1886. Moore also alluded with approbation to another doctor who, drawing the same conclusion as Spencer, devised a counterintuitive solution to the problem of women’s diversion of energy to intellectual pursuits, perhaps inspired by *Jane Eyre*: “When I see a girl under twelve with a book in her hand, I always feel an inclination to throw it at her head.”

The fact that Moore chose this topic for his first Presidential Address indicates how seriously it was taken by the medical community. As an official address, it was widely excerpted and summarized. Moore’s speech also prompted reactions both supportive and outraged from a lay audience. While the suffragist Millicent Garrett Fawcett accused him of trying to “popularize the old fallacy that the only proper object in life is for women to become wives and mothers,” *Punch* made the same point more sympathetically in verse: “Women should be wives and mothers / That’s their duty, so he said; / Not competing with their brothers, / Reading with an aching head.” Martha Vicinus’s study of the first group of female college students in England documents the many claims of opponents that higher education for women could cause “infertility, brain damage, or a mental breakdown,” as well as headaches. Dr. Robert T. Edes also remarked on women's liability to overstrain themselves in study “with a peculiar feminine sort of obstinacy which, in a better cause, and reasonably directed, would demand admiration rather than pity.” To some extent, the very state of illness *per se* was gendered feminine, since, “Woman… is physiologically other than man and no education can change her. No one knows woman who does not know sick woman. She takes to being a patient naturally and comfortably, although if long ill she warps morally.” Thus, women were “naturally” disposed to overextend themselves, but, according to doctors like Edes, could do so beneficially in service of “a better cause” than their own education, “reasonably directed” by someone other than themselves.

Those who advocated higher education for women adopted the same strategy as their opponents in focusing on the propensity of women’s bodies and minds toward invalidism, while attributing the causes elsewhere. Louise Phillips, along with the pioneering doctor Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, made the counter-claim that zealous scholarly reading was surely the lesser of numerous evils threatening young womanhood, such as attending balls:

> One would naturally suppose that it was less harmful to burn the midnight oil poring over books, seated in an easy position, and dressed in loose clothes, than to consume the midnight gas, clothed in uncomfortable garments, becoming overheated by the exertion and excitement of dancing, eating all sorts of indigestible things at an unseasonable hour, and seeking rest when one should be arising. Doubtless there are many things fully as injurious to health as obtaining the higher education.
In 1895, the physician Grace Preston went so far as to conclude from the most recent studies that “the average college graduate has rather better health than the average woman who has not taken a degree.” In particular, women who attended college enjoyed better mental health:

Contrary to the prophecy of twenty years ago, college education has been proven to have a restraining influence upon the emotions, and to check rather than favor the development of hysteria. Training of intellect is accompanied by discipline of feelings and increase of will power. College life partly by means of brain work and nervous strain, has been the very means, in some instances, for transforming a weak and sentimental girl into a woman of earnest thought and action. Hysteria, even in its mildest manifestations, is almost unknown in college history. The atmosphere is hostile to it, and chokes it out in its incipiency.  

Preston saw higher education as the cure for the feminine malady of hysteria, but with the violence of her strangulation metaphor, she gestures to the underlying horror with which opponents might regard the metamorphosis of the conventionally “weak and sentimental girl” into a woman in control of her emotions.

Moreover, Preston and Phillips’ arguments both rest on the idea that the health and stability of an individual girl is of primary concern, whereas other commentators armed with scientific findings and statistics could form more alarming conjectures about the future of the species. As psychologist G. Stanley Hall soberly concluded when looking at the current rates of marriage and natality, “if we apply these tests higher education for women must be more severely judged.” Dr. Moore cited a gynecologist who blamed “overpressure in education” for the “destruction of sensuality of a proper and commendable kind, and its consequent personal and social evils.” In Eliza Lynn Linton's widely discussed and reprinted 1886 essay in *Popular Science* opposing “The Higher Education of Women,” she agrees with Moore and enumerates fourteen like-minded “medical men as safer guides than girls ambitious for their own distinction, or women ambitious for their sex.” Linton summarized the testimony of these doctors against the effects of higher education on women with maternal aspirations as “all hurtful to the unborn child. They tend to bring on premature birth; and if not this, then they create sickly offspring, whom the mother cannot nourish when they are born.” The *Journal of Education* satirically suggested that Linton’s article was in fact recommending “literary nunneries, whose students shall be bound to vows of celibacy” instead of going forth to produce a “puny race.” Yet the *Journal* mocked a position of increasing currency with a public now conscious of itself as a biological species in a struggle for survival. Thanks to the dissemination of Spencer’s ideas as well as Charles Darwin’s, even a novelist like Grant Allen could credibly contend in *Popular Science Monthly* that competitive or demanding “brain-work” was not merely responsible for exhausting and thereby slowly killing individual women; it could be threatening the evolutionary future of humankind. The *Saturday Review* attributed this view to “Science” itself: “Science is insisting that she must not be educated like man, under the deplorable penalty of the ruin of the race. Learned woman will not be a mother at all, or, if a mother, her infants will be rickety.”

Responding to women’s incursions into the literary profession as well as into institutions of secondary and tertiary education in the late nineteenth century, Linton openly declared that a “girl is something more than an individual; she is the potential mother of a race; and the last is greater and more important than the first.” Again we see the effacing ideology of female identification, whereby a woman was expected to conform her own interests to those of another party, expanded now from a woman's husband and home to the entire human “family.” Linton had no objection to women who study “in their own homes” and read “with more deliberation,
Reversing traditional associations of women’s private reading with idleness and self-isolation, Linton argued that a woman is supposed to read privately, not publicly, and for nebulous altruistic instead of personal objectives. Even at women’s colleges, suffragist Millicent Garrett Fawcett noted that students frequently and “seriously debated whether or not higher education tends to make women selfish.”

Higher education was justified by its proponents—as well as pilloried by its antagonists—in terms of feminine familial influence. An educated woman should be the true “helpmeet of her husband,” responsible for “forming the tastes and guiding the minds of her children at a time of life when these are most pliable, and under circumstances of influence such as can never again be reproduced.” An article in the *Nation* suggested that divorce rates were increasing in America because of the gap in education between husbands and wives, leaving “woman in a hobble; for, if she be uneducated and wedded, she will promptly be divorced, whereas, if she is educated and wedded, she will not be a joyful mother of children,” because of her stunted reproductive capacity. Pitting moral arguments against these “scientific” warnings in “A Conservative Plea for the Higher Education of Women,” the Reverend J. B. Mayor emphasized on “the influence of a mother over sons”:

I say (what will perhaps startle some, but I believe it to be strictly true) that the reason why so many men are utterly without thought, so many are immoral, so many are infidels, is because their mothers were—not infidels, not immoral, but—uneducated. Or, to put the same thing less harshly, I believe, if all mothers were, what some mothers are, as wise as they are good, it would tend more to the regeneration of the world than any other conceivable change.

Instead of correlating the physical defects of men with intellectual strain in their mothers, Mayor argues that a mother’s intellectual fitness carries moral benefits into the next generation. Yet the mechanism of moral evolution or “regeneration,” as opposed to the degeneration that opponents threatened would be a result of higher education for women, is still the same: men are the objects and active carriers of women’s influence into the world.

Moreover, women’s influence itself was supposed to be authorized and directed by men. Evolutionary biologist George Romanes, after reminiscing about the ridicule he and his fellow Cantabrigians visited on the first female undergraduates at Girton and Newnham, acknowledges, in 1887, “whether we like it or not, the woman’s movement is upon us; and what we have now to do is to guide the flood into what seem likely to prove the most beneficial channels. What are these channels?” Romanes simultaneously admits a loss of control, “whether we like it or not,” and presumes that “we” (by implication men like Romanes and his schoolfellows) still bear responsibility for conducting the undisciplined “flood” of women's ambitions into fitting “channels.” The education of women could be justified as long as it was complementary to and collaborative with the aims of the men in their lives, not in competition with them.

**Morbidity and *New Grub Street***

In the late nineteenth century, literary men and women were increasingly vying for success on the same professional terrain. The number of women with literary careers, especially print journalism, rose exponentially. This battle for territory in the literary field was waged in the popular imagination in the space of the public library. The snooty narrator of Edmund Kersey’s “Romance of the Public Library,” who explicitly bemoans the results of the Education Act, heaps particular scorn on the women readers who are “hardest of all to deal with”: 
…especially those who were forced by necessity or misguided ambition to seek their living by devilling up matter for authors, scholars, writers of leading articles, and others. In consequence of their misfortunes they had to work for others, and by virtue of their sex they thought that the officials ought to work for them. A knotty point or a difficult question meant to them nothing more arduous than ten minutes’ talk with an official, by preference the sub-librarian, but to him it meant a great deal more, amounting in some cases to the waste of a whole afternoon. The problem with these lady readers, according to Kersey’s narrator, is that their labor is neither laborious nor creative; they are not the “authors, scholars, writers of leading articles,” nor are they shouldering the weight of research that is delegated to the beleaguered sub-librarian. The narrator mocks a woman “copying and making extracts” from various references for a male historian friend of his for saying she is “employed in what she called research.” The work of selective reading and transcribing is merely the performance of research instead of authentic immersion in it, according to the narrator. Rather than subsuming themselves in their reading, as they were supposed to, such women researchers were thought to use their reading to assert themselves, to the inconvenience of men and their work. Such complaints against women’s reading room behavior became so commonplace that the Saturday Review published an article cataloguing them, while still concluding that most female patrons “are just as serious readers, and as industrious and quiet grubbers in the past, as any man can be.”

Eliza Lynn Linton, one of the first women admitted as a reader to the British Museum Reading Room in the mid-nineteenth century, dramatized this perception of a weighted competition between the sexes by describing the ideal female library patron in her 1885 novel, The Autobiography of Christopher Kirkland:

She was one of the vanguard of the independent women; but she did her life’s work without blare or bluster, or help from the outside; and without that weakness of her sex which makes them cry out when they are hustled in the crowd they have voluntarily joined — which makes them think themselves aggrieved because they are not aided by the men to whom they have placed themselves in opposition and rivalry.

According to this description, a woman library-goer who did not draw attention to herself in some way was a rarity. As Ruth Hoberman writes of the Reading Room, its “very centrality and conspicuousness made it also a public stage, an opportunity for women to dramatize their entry into— or rejection of— public life.” Hence even diffident young ladies could not avoid being recognized, as Marian Yule is by Jasper Milvain in New Grub Street, as fellow sojourners “under the great dome.” Before even speaking with Marian, Milvain is able to assess her immediately as “[a] good example of the modern literary girl… [with a] very delicate, pure complexion, though morbid” (46).

Marian’s morbidity marks her as a part of a new social category, one that manifests itself in deleterious bodily symptoms. G. Stanley Hall, the late Victorian medical authority on adolescence, would certainly agree with Milvain’s evaluation of Marian:

Bookishness is probably a bad sign in a girl; it suggests artificiality, pedantry, the lugging of dead knowledge. Mere learning is not the ideal, and prodigies of scholarship are always morbid. The rule should be…not to overburden the soul with the impedimenta of libraries and records of what is afar off in time or zest.
Marian’s own association of literature with a kind of cancer or living death, “a morbid excrescence upon human life,” and her vision of herself along with the other readers in the British Library Reading Room as “hapless flies caught in a huge web, its nucleus the great circle of the Catalogue,” confirms the perception of her type as a doomed specimen (204, 138). She is not merely pitied by others, but identifies herself as the female victim of, rather than an assertive competitor within, the literary field.

The woman as library nuisance was being authoritatively recast as a library casualty. In *New Grub Street*, Milvain is unaffected by the Reading Room environment, whereas Marian feels herself poisoned by the “warm, headachy air” of the “valley of books” (137). She “always” leaves her work at the library “faint with weariness and hunger” (115). Marian’s emotional as well as physical discomfort in the Reading Room anticipates the response of Modernist women writers such as Virginia Woolf, who, as Hoberman discusses in juxtaposition with the New Women, recorded their “alienation” from an institution that “threaten[ed] to crush women with the weight of its male-oriented knowledge.” The difference between Marian and Woolf, however, is that Marian’s alienating burden does not derive from her feeling excluded as a woman, but rather from her too-easy assimilation into the masculine world as a result of her labor. In an 1894 interview with Linton, the author Mrs. Alec Tweedie boasted that “the struggle of fifty years ago to gain that admission [to the Reading Room] is of the past, and to-day almost more women are to be found at the desks than men. No one now denies their right of admission: they can work in peace unheeded.” Gissing, however, portrays Marian’s unremarkable enculturation within the male preserve of the library as less of a triumph of progress than a tragedy of entrapment.

Marian herself is keenly aware that her Reading Room existence has deprived her of her womanhood, as defined in terms of marriage and fertility, and arrested her in a kind of sickly adolescence. Milvain, who has broken an engagement with Marian, concurs when he tells his wife Amy, “My dearest, you are a perfect woman, and poor Marian was only a clever school-girl. Do you know, I never could help imagining that she had ink-stains on her fingers...for I knew how fearfully hard she worked” (550). Marian is thus tainted in her former fiancé’s mind by her labor in his own profession, and eulogized in the past tense as a perennial “school-girl” in unflattering contrast to the fully developed Amy, whose only work is to support her husband’s professional literary ambitions. Amy’s own leisurely reading preferences are for periodical summaries of the social sciences; she was “a typical woman of the new time, the woman who has developed concurrently with journalistic enterprise” (398). In consciously selecting digested reading material “alien to Reardon's sympathies,” which are inclined toward ancient classics and the literary novel, Amy identifies herself with a medium directly aligned with the *métier* of her second, striving husband (397). *New Grub Street* concludes with the triumphant song of Amy, while even though we have continually been privy to Marian’s thoughts, our last account of her is secondhand, from the man who has discarded her and thus excluded her from the reproductive economy. Marian has not died, but instead “suffered much all the winter from attacks of nervous disorder, and by no effort of will could she produce enough literary work” for her livelihood after her father’s demise; ultimately she ceases all creative production and becomes a librarian’s assistant, presumably still caught in the “web,” perpetually moribund, in the valley of the shadow of books (542). The state of morbidity exists in an imperfect tense, where Marian is left at the end of the novel, not dead, nor really existing, as her life is narrated from a distance, instead of through the free indirect discourse that has voiced Marian’s thoughts throughout the text and now abandons her.
Yet Marian is not the victim of a quixotic emotional investment in literature, or Bovarysme, like the heroines who preceded her. Instead, she is the victim of an affective detachment from literature, which results from her professionalized relation to it. We glimpse the moment in which Marian’s “natural” interest in literature as a girl is capitalized on and converted to productive labor: “From the nursery her talk was of books, and at the age of twelve she was already able to give her father some assistance as an amanuensis” (125). As a woman, Marian is still working for her father, researching and even ghostwriting some of the material he submits for publication. In consequence, she is no longer able to express herself according to gendered expectations through the medium of literature, either in reading or writing. As she tells her father, “I am afraid…I haven’t so much sympathy with literary undertakings as you would like me to have” (348). Ironically, it is because of these undertakings that she has lost the literary “sympathy” that defined her childhood. Even though her father wonders “whether it would not be advantageous to let the girl sign these compositions,” Marian has no ambition to claim her work for herself—because to her it is emphatically only work, completely depersonalized (111).

Both her father and Milvain encourage her to try writing fiction and take on romantic subject matter, but Marian simply cannot infuse her literary work with the emotion that she feels in her attachment to Milvain. Nor can she approach this work with the sort of cheerful but cold-blooded detachment that Milvain possesses. She retains her feminine capacity for sensibility, but it is tragically frustrated instead of fulfilled by literature.

Instead of suffering from the feminine propensity for readerly identification, Marian suffers from its lack. She feels no kinship with the “French Authoresses of the Seventeenth Century” about whom she is writing; the original bluestockings, such as Mademoiselle de Scudéry, Madame de Lambert, and Madame de Sevigné, are remote to Marian because they wrote for creative pleasure, not subsistence:

To write—was not that the joy and the privilege of one who had an urgent message for the world? Her father, she knew well, had no such message; he had abandoned all thought of original production, and only wrote about writing. She herself would throw away her pen with joy but for the need of earning money. And all these people about her, what aim had they save to make new books out of those already existing, that yet newer books might in turn be made out of theirs? This huge library, growing into unwieldiness, threatening to become a trackless desert of print—how intolerably it weighed upon the spirit! (137-38)

Unlike the seventeenth-century Précieuses, famous for their multi-volume romances, Marian shrinks from contributing to the proliferation of books that surround her in the circular library. She does not think in terms of content or any quality that might distinguish one from another, but instead sees all of them as materially identical and inexorably self-reproducing through the media of uninspired amanuenses like herself. She is simultaneously a worker on a literary assembly line and its product.

The paradox of Marian is that she perceives herself as part of a class, surrounded by “all these people” pursuing the same end, and yet she feels no emotional solidarity with her fellow laborers. According to John Goode, “the Gissing character has no access to typicality” (135), but Marian’s problem is that she is part of a type, and the similarity of others forms no basis for sympathy or connection, but rather represents their inhuman non-particularity. Marian forms a stark contrast to the reported experiences of similarly situated female writers at the fin de siècle described by Susan David Bernstein. Karl Marx’s daughters Jenny and Laura performed the same function as Marian for their father at the British Reading Room in the 1860s, and his
daughter Eleanor earned money by researching and writing pamphlets for Frederick Furnivall’s various literary societies. According to Eleanor, “After all work is the chief thing. To me at least it is a necessity. That is why I love even my dull museum drudgery.” For Marx, as well as her friends Clementina Black and Amy Levy, the Reading Room “facilitated productive encounters” of both the professional and social variety. Even in the midst of “drudgery,” the Reading Room for these women was hardly the sterile, isolating chamber that Gissing depicts.

Although the beleaguered novelist Edwin Reardon does not visit the Reading Room in New Grub Street, he does share Marian’s literary malaise to some extent. The pressure of having to make a living for his family from his pen blights Reardon’s creativity. Both Marian and Edwin are continually labeled by others as “morbid” because they are trapped in a mechanized mode of literary production that neither can abide. When Reardon discusses his new novel, with which he is dissatisfied, Gissing describes him as “talking like an automaton. It seemed to him that he turned screws and pressed levers for the utterance of his next words” (181). Marian is similarly conscious of her own dehumanization: “She was not a woman, but a mere machine for reading and writing” (136-37). Nevertheless, while Reardon may speak “like” a machine, Marian is entirely metaphorized into one. Indeed, Marian’s characterization of herself as a “literary machine” repeats itself rather mechanically throughout the novel.

The difference between Marian and Reardon is that Reardon’s professional woes do not impinge upon his affective relationship with literature. When he and his wife Amy separate, Reardon cannot part with certain beloved books, despite his straitened circumstances:

He stood before his bookshelves and began to pick out the volumes which he would take away with him. Just a few, the indispensable companions of a bookish man who still clings to life—his Homer, his Shakespeare.

The rest must be sold. (255)

Gissing contrasts Reardon’s chilly interactions with his spouse with this poignant depiction of books as “companions” and sources of “life.” Such literature remains inviolate from economic contingencies, though Reardon’s marriage does not. In Gissing’s Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft, which Gissing called “much more an aspiration than a memory,” the eponymous diarist speaks similarly of his miserable living and working conditions: “Yes, ‘literary work’ was done at that filthy deal table, on which, by the by, lay my Homer, my Shakespeare, and the few other books I then possessed.” Ryecroft depicts his hack “literary work” as a profane activity in proximity to Homer and Shakespeare. This recurring allusion in Gissing’s writing emphasizes the sacred importance he placed on maintaining an emotional connection with literature, unsullied by the detached exertions of “literary work.”

Despite, or more likely because of, their alienation from the market, Reardon and his fellow author Harold Biffen are able to achieve sublimity through literature. As the narrator of New Grub Street says of Reardon:

…there are less fortunate beings whom the vehemence of their revolt against fate strengthens to endure in suffering. These latter are rather imaginative than passionate; the stages of their woe impress them as the acts of a drama, which they cannot bring themselves to cut short, so various are the possibilities of its dark motive. (373)

Reardon’s characterization in New Grub Street echoes Biffen’s complaint about Zola, that even in so-called realistic fiction there is always the grandeur of the “drama,” the magnification of “misery” that makes it artistic. Reardon’s angst is still an “imaginative” and creative response to a “dark motive.” Like Wilde’s artist, he is able to adopt a kind of objectivity by positioning
himself “outside his subject” and thus making it productive—of “incomparable and artistic effects”—without becoming entirely mechanized himself. Eitan Bar-Yosef has called *New Grub Street* a “suicidal” novel that depicts the impossibility of its own existence in the current literary market, and yet Reardon and the literal suicide Biffen even at the last find solace in identification with literature despite their struggles with writing for the modern public. Both men die reciting Prospero’s words from *The Tempest*: “We are such stuff as dreams are made on…” (490, 529). Reardon’s and Biffen’s works also survive them, and therefore they are not truly morbid according to both Wilde’s definition and Gissing’s conception of the artist. Reardon and Biffen are notable exceptions to Goode’s observation that “[l]iterature is never fully represented as a mode of social communication” in *New Grub Street*, since the great works they have read form a common language and final bond between them. Neither do the men have to question their own masculinity, whereas Marian is wretchedly aware of losing her womanly attributes, forced to trade the reproduction of children for the creatively barren “desert of print.”

Marian’s dissociation from literature also therefore forecloses potential homosocial bonds as well as romantic fulfillment. Once she is entombed in the library, she loses touch with her only friend, Jasper’s sister and aspiring writer Dora Milvain. The reader is nonetheless given a small glimpse of hope for literary women in the character of Dora. While her sister Maud abandons literary pursuits as soon as she marries well, Dora continues writing for a publication entitled *The English Girl* even after she becomes the comfortably situated Mrs. Whelpdale. She also retains her femininity: “Mrs. Whelpdale affected no literary slovenliness; she was dressed in light colours, and looked so lovely that even Jasper paused on the threshold with a smile of admiration” (544).

Perhaps because Dora's subject matter and audience are designated as immature and female, her status as a writer does not taint her womanliness as Marian's did when writing for her father's prospective readers; indeed, Dora's writing for girls is portrayed as a virtually maternal influence. Whelpdale with characteristic enthusiasm claims that she has founded a “new genre” and objects to Milvain’s undermining of Dora's story, “How can it be called a humble line of work to provide reading, which is at once intellectual and moving and exquisitely pure, for the most important part of the population—the educated and refined young people who are just passing from girlhood to womanhood?” (495). Yet Milvain’s demurrals and Whelpdale's own admission that “the stationer thinks I purchase [*The English Girl*] for a sister” imply that “the most important part of the population” is still a rather limited niche. Whelpdale is himself a writer, and yet the prospect of any rivalry between the two spouses is never broached. The narrator describes one of Dora's pieces as a “very pretty tale,” a characterization that could never be applied to the works of tortured artists Reardon and Biffen (or intellectual grinds like Marian), and thus casts Dora and her works as aesthetically insignificant, though more amenable to domestic bliss (544).

### An Odd Heroine

Characters like Marian Yule embodied *fin-de-siècle* anxiety about women who approached literature as a profession instead of a passion. Grant Allen echoed Marian’s self-assessment when he denounced higher education for women in the *Fortnightly Review* (and was republished in *Popular Science Monthly*): “In one word, emancipate woman (if woman will let you, which is more than doubtful) but leave her woman still, not a dulled and spiritless epicene automaton.” Yet two years after *New Grub Street*, Gissing created a more robust vision of female professionalism in *The Odd Women*, the novel that David Grylls calls “the high-water
mark of his sympathy for the female cause.” Though the oddness of the eponymous women refers to their singleness as well as their singularity, thus continuing the trope of career women compelled to embrace a celibate lifestyle, *The Odd Women* locates morbidity within the older model of female quixotism that absorbs women within romantic fictions. The character Rhoda Nunn, a typist, educator, and aspiring editor of a woman’s paper, blames the moral degradation of a former acolyte on literary identification:

> All her spare time was given to novel-reading. If every novelist could be strangled and thrown into the sea we should have some chance of reforming women. The girl's nature was corrupted with sentimentality, like that of all but every woman who is intelligent enough to read what is called the best fiction, but not intelligent enough to understand its vice. Love—love—love; a sickening sameness of vulgarity. What is more vulgar than the ideal of novelists? They won't represent the actual world; it would be too dull for their readers....This Miss Royston—when she rushed off to perdition, ten to one she had in mind some idiot heroine of a book.

The conventions of the sentimental genre encourage unthinking, emulative identification with artificial characters; the “sickening sameness” of its artificial plots reproduces a “sickening sameness” in the women who mechanically, and often fatally, conform to these misleading examples.

The plot of *The Odd Women* repeatedly corroborates Rhoda's argument. Miss Royston commits suicide. Monica Madden, after marrying an older man for decidedly unsentimental reasons, begins to imagine another “type of man correspondent to her natural sympathies...She found a suggestion of him in books; and in actual life, already, perhaps something more than a suggestion” (226). Monica's preference for cheap yellow-back novels over her husband's recommendations of Ruskin and Scott helps form the romantic delusions that lead to her misguided dalliance with a hero manqué in order to escape her claustrophobic marriage. Monica's sister Virginia finds a retreat from her meager existence in novels and alcohol. The addictions enable each other, allowing for private indulgence: “To sit comfortably at home, the bottle beside her and a novel on her lap, was an avoidance of the worst shame attaching to this vice” (333-34). Her older sister Alice represents Virginia’s detachment from the world into fiction as a sickness commensurate with her dipsomania: “Her life has been so dreadfully unhealthy. She seems to have become weak-minded. All her old interests have gone; she reads nothing but novels, day after day” (340). *The Odd Women* ends with Virginia away at a rehabilitative institution, though with some promise of her being able to open a school with her elder sister Alice, an idea first suggested by Rhoda. Monica is dead, after giving birth to a daughter. Yet fiction per se is not responsible for these women’s falls into moral turpitude, mental stagnation, and physical disintegration, but rather their inability to detach themselves from it critically, much less artistically. Certainly they are not reading anything akin to Gissing’s novels.

Just as *The Odd Women* itself, according to Deirdre David, is “in part, the fictive response to all the vapid mush fed to poorly educated, confused women” against which Rhoda rails, Rhoda acknowledges her own responsibility as a positive, “real” role model to counterbalance both the idiot heroines of fiction and the social stereotype of the odd “feeble, purposeless, hopeless woman; type of a whole class; living only to deteriorate” (322). Rhoda is conscious about her status as an alternative heroine—as opposed to the typical novelistic heroine—to the young women in her circle: “My work is to help those women who, by sheer
necessity, must live alone, — women whom vulgar opinion ridicules. How can I help them so effectually as by living among them, one of them, and showing that my life is anything but weariness and lamentation? I am fitted for this” (204). Rhoda tacitly encourages young women to copy her example as they copy text. When her prospective suitor, Everard Barfoot, asks her condescendingly, “What is your work? Copying with a type-machine and teaching others to do the same— isn't that it?” Rhoda replies, “The work by which I earn money, yes. But if it were no more than that—” before he interrupts her (203). Clearly Rhoda imbues her profession with a symbolic value that transcends monetary or practical concerns. While Karen Chase argues that Rhoda never “sobs for meaning” in her “strictly professional” clerical work, she is by no means emotionally detached from what she sees as a means of women's salvation.

Despite the fact that Rhoda’s work literally and figuratively involves “copying” or replication, she does not cast herself or her pupils as automatons. Instead, she and her colleague Mary Barfoot view themselves as fervent evangelists for the work of “winning souls, propagating a new religion, purifying the earth!” (115). As Susan Colon has noted, Rhoda and Mary possess an “otherworldly and ascetic vocational motivation” in contrast with the strictly mercenary approach the novel ascribes to most of its male characters. More specifically, Rhoda and Mary are invigorated by the newness of their enterprise; instead of representing horrific bodily and aesthetic sterility, female professionalization manifests itself as spiritual rebirth.

While Rhoda is bodily as well as mentally “fitted” for the professional life, her romantic life has a disastrous effect upon her wellbeing and even her identity. Everard's pursuit of her is incited by his desire to test her singularity, symbolized by her detachment: “Had she, or not, a vein of sentiment in her character? Was it impossible to move her as other women are moved?” (142). During their abortive engagement, Rhoda becomes her own cautionary tale, bearing upon her person the demoralizing effects of the “sickening sameness” of love. In a novel where most of the women succumb to illness at one point or other, the normally aggressively healthy Rhoda is physically affected by her relationship with Everard—in which they are both constantly battling for control—with “sunken cheeks” as well as a “state of mind” that “resembled that of the ascetic who has arrived at a morbid delight in self-torture” (311). Once Rhoda definitively rejects Everard, her strength returns, and in the final chapter of the novel her enterprise continues to “flourish like the green bay tree” with the imminent prospect of publishing a newspaper for women (370). She and Miss Barfoot were “never in such health and spirits” (371). Identifying with romantic narratives, not careers, renders women into automatons of a manufactured sentimentality in The Odd Women.

Gissing himself claimed that he supported female emancipation as a solution to the problem of companionship for men. His famous letter advocating “sexual anarchy” to his friend Eduard Bertz was sent after Bertz read and complimented The Odd Women; Gissing explained his rationale: “I am convinced there will be no social peace until women are intellectually trained very much as men are. More than half the misery of life is due to the ignorance and childishness of women.” Gissing seemingly alludes here to his own personal suffering as a result of marrying two uneducated women, but his novel avoids using the intellectual woman as a marital reward. As Grylls notes, The Odd Women’s narrative seems more pessimistic about the odds of success for heterosexual relationships than for the happiness of unmarried women. While Gissing was characteristically ambivalent about women’s ideal position in society, his openess to the possibility of single women’s professional fulfillment is evident in his lifelong friendship with and admiration for civil servant Clara Collet. Although Gissing wrote The Odd Women shortly before he met Collet, he had already favorably cited her sociological research on
women’s employment (“Obviously a woman of brains”) in a letter to his sister.⁶⁴ Gissing’s initial assessment of Collet was also at least partly owing to her appreciation of his works, on which she lectured to the Ethical Society. In writing The Odd Women, I would argue, Gissing is not merely concerned with women’s intellectual status as potential marriage partners, but as a receptive audience, like Collet, for his own literary genre of realism.

The finale of The Odd Women certainly does not offer any neat resolution. The reader cannot be sure whether or not Virginia will be rehabilitated, whether she and Alice will actually set up a school and sustain themselves, and whether the nameless baby daughter that takes after Monica will become a “brave woman,” as Rhoda commands (370). The woman’s newspaper that Rhoda and her colleagues are about to publish is also still nameless. These various lacunae together represent the gap between the fictional women’s “ideal” ambitions and the real status of women at the time the novel was written, a future that was yet to be determined. But in a novel of naturalist bleakness, where the odds have certainly been against odd women (of the five Madden sisters in the first chapter, only two are alive in the last), the undeniable health of Rhoda and her cause in the closing pages, in a chapter entitled “A New Beginning,” defies morbid associations.

Moreover, Gissing continually conveys Rhoda’s capacity for emotion, thereby refuting the equivalence of womanliness with reproduction, and professionalism with alienation. Rhoda's repeated exclamation of pity for Monica's baby, “Poor little child! Dear little child!” (370) at the end of The Odd Women is not a neutral response, nor is it the “impersonal” solidarity with which Nina Auerbach characterizes “sisterhood” in the novel.⁶⁵ Her final address to Monica's child demonstrates Rhoda’s capacity for sympathy that does not involve romantic or familial love, as well as her vital connection to the next generation. The biological mother has died, but Rhoda remains a fertile source of inspiration for other women, old and newborn.

Yet nineteenth-century critics of The Odd Women tended to regard Rhoda as a portrait of an impossible ideal inevitably thwarted. While one contemporary reviewer, bemoaning the fact the book was “neglected” only three years after its publication, hailed Gissing's heroine as an unexpected deviation from “the same cold, theoretical female we have all grown so weary of,” others perceived her ostensible thriving as in fact a miserable failure, a Pyrrhic victory.⁶⁶ The Academy’s reviewer claimed, “one feels that Mr. Gissing has deliberately denied to her the success which she ought to have had.”⁶⁷ Because Rhoda ultimately withholds herself from the “success” of a traditional romantic or familial plot, The Literary World similarly viewed Rhoda as left “in the end chagrined, disappointed, and with a loss of self-respect.”⁶⁸ Even the feminist Clementina Black protested that the “natural end” to Rhoda’s storyline “would be a real marriage—that is to say, an equal union.” Black believed that Gissing had betrayed Rhoda’s character—making her “an ungenerous, a selfish, and especially an undisciplined woman”—in order to avoid giving her a “conventional ‘happy ending.’”⁶⁹ In these critics’ eyes, Rhoda is a victim, instead of an exemplar with whom women should or even could identify, and thus worthy of neglect.

Gissing anticipates the ambiguous critical response to Rhoda as an unalienated professional woman in Mary Barfoot’s speech on “Woman as an invader”: “I am glad that I can show girls the way to a career which my opponents call unwomanly.... A womanly occupation means, practically, an occupation that a man disdains” (152). Even though Rhoda is if anything a kind of surrogate Madonna figure in the final tableau of The Odd Women, her commitment to her profession renders her, if not positively masculine, certainly “unwomanly,” even according to recent criticism of the novel. David and Chase among other critics have claimed that the ending
of *The Odd Women* undermines Rhoda's apparent fulfillment and confidence in her own future as well as that of womankind. Coral Lansbury further contends that Rhoda is “left as an emotional and social neuter,” a truly nun-like Nunn. Instead of accepting Rhoda's embrace of fruitful detachment, modern readers of *The Odd Women* persist in seeing her professional triumph in late-Victorian terms of emotional as well as physical barrenness.

**The Impossible New Woman**

The critical reaction to Rhoda and the denouement of *The Odd Women* then and now resembles the reception of New Woman novels in which nineteenth-century women fictionalized their own experiences of authorship. Sarah Grand, the novelist who first coined the term “new woman,” defined her—as a person instead of a character type—in terms of her detached position, “sitting apart in silent contemplation all these years, thinking and thinking, until at last she solved the problem and proclaimed for herself what was wrong with Home-is-the-Woman's-Sphere, and prescribed the remedy.” In contrast with the Brontëan model of the woman writer consumed by literature, the New Women novelists as well as journalists were often portrayed by critics as ambitious but uninspired hacks, copyists capable only of a self-reflective, literal brand of realism as they depicted the careers of female artists like themselves. Although Gissing also fictionalized his own struggles within the literary profession, his work was taken to be part of what Anderson calls the respected “practice of critical detachment through the mode of realism, which aspired to a systematic representation of social life.” The literary New Women, on the other hand, were seen as fundamentally uncreative in transcribing their own lives and thereby making copies solely of themselves. In an 1894 article, for example, the mountaineer Hugh E. M. Stutfield criticizes “the lady writer” for “forever examining her mental self in the looking-glass” and “relating [her] own mental experiences...without any attempt at concealment.” She became the emotionally devoid descendant of the “Silly Lady Novelists” that George Eliot had excoriated in 1856 for being simultaneously prolific and infertile, recirculating already-written narratives instead of creating new material. Gaye Tuchman and Nina Fortin, as well as many other critics, have argued that the 1880s and ‘90s accelerated a centuries-old trend whereby the number of professional literary women became inversely proportionate to their prestige; women's writing came to be associated with the mercenary toil of New Grub Street instead of artistic endeavor.

New Woman novelists trying to establish themselves as artists also had to contend with the scientific corroboration provided by evolutionary biologists such as W. K. Brooks to what he acknowledged was a “conservative or old-fashioned view of the subject...what many will call the ‘male’ view of women.” In two articles published in consecutive issues of *Popular Science Monthly*, Brooks confirmed the modern relevance of William Lecky’s assertion in *The History of European Morals from Augustus to Charlemagne* that women were mentally incapable of original artistic genius such as Handel’s or Shakespeare’s, though they might naturally excel “as conversationalists, as actresses, and as novelists.” Arguing from an evolutionary standpoint, Brooks reaches the same conclusion of essential sexual difference, contrasting the “originating or progressive power of the male mind” and its “ability to pursue original trains of abstract thought, to reach the great generalizations of science, and to give rise to the new creations of poetry and art” with the female mind as an acquisitive but immobile “storehouse filled with the instincts, habits, intuitions, and laws of conduct which have been gained by past experience.” Brooks’s method involved extrapolating the potential of female and male brains from the respective roles of the “conservative” ovum and the male genetic material that is responsible for the “progressive
or variable factor in the process of evolution of the race as well as in the reproduction of the
individual." In other words, the originality of the female mind is limited by the female body’s
maternal disposition. A female novelist could thus achieve worldly success merely by
representing her own “storehouse” of knowledge, but her work would not be genius. If it even
approached such heights, her status as a woman—especially in its maternal offices—was
threatened. As Penny Boumelha has observed, in comparing fin-de-siècle representations of the
benighted “woman of genius” with the accumulative “woman of Grub Street,” the literary
woman tended to find either her artistic integrity or her femininity (and sometimes both)
“compromised” by professional success.

New Woman novelists such as Charlotte Riddell, George Paston, and Mary
Cholmondeley tried to portray realistically the challenges facing women with literary ambitions
at this period of time (and which they themselves had experienced) without consigning their
female protagonists to Brontëan self-immolation or marketplace corruption. Since Riddell’s A
Struggle for Fame (1883), Paston’s A Writer of Books (1898), and Cholmondeley’s Red Pottage
(1899) all feature the pursuit of a heroine’s literary career as a major plotline, the trajectories of
these fictional female authors’ careers cannot, of course, run entirely smoothly. But each of these
heroines achieves a measure of literary success without serious artistic compromise, and none of
them succumb to death from the exigencies of their livelihood. While they sometimes face
hostile or indifferent reception from the marketplace, all of these characters suffer most,
however, from the morbid effects of literary labor on their private lives; these heroines are
ultimately survivors, but their families—the customary beneficiaries of women’s influence—are
inevitably and irrevocably disrupted by novel’s end.

In Riddell's semi-autobiographical Struggle for Fame, the author Glenarva Westley's
professional breakthroughs coincide with the deaths of her father and husband. Since this
character is alive—and refuses to remarry—at the end of A Struggle for Fame, however, Linda
Peterson contends that Riddell is consciously painting a new portrait of the woman artist refusing
to encumber herself further with domestic ties and thus resisting the fatal end of the Life of
Charlotte Brontë paradigm. Indeed, a contemporary review of A Struggle for Fame in the
Spectator commended the refreshing absence of a conventional romantic plot in Riddell’s novel:
“the relief has been great at finding a novel in which the characters do not devote their whole
energies to making love, or having it made to them; in which men and women can be heartily in
love, and yet go about their daily work like rational beings, and we may add, like real people.”
Yet Peterson acknowledges that “the question whether the life of the woman author must
inevitably produce tragic death” is still heavily begged by the novel. Glenarva responds in an
allegorical register to her husband’s demise as a fated tragedy: “Lord! what was this? She
knew—she knew! Once again FAME had crossed the threshold hand-in-hand with DEATH!” At
this point, however, and in explicit contrast with the attitude of fellow author Barney Kelly,
Glenarva’s initial ambition has already been sublimated into the desire to aid her family: “She
valued fame merely for the sake of the only man, besides her father, she had ever cared for.”
While the novel makes clear that Glenarva continues to produce literature to support herself, the
childless author is represented as merely biding time until her own death approaches. The very
last line of the novel has a rejected suitor picturing her in elegiac terms, “Glen in her trailing
black garments, with the sluggish river to her left hand and the darksome pine-woods to the right,
with the sun westering behind the spot where she stood calmly waiting, with knowledge, but
without fear, for the coming of that night which must preface the dawning of God's Eternal
Day.” Glenarva is not only already arrayed in widow’s mourning, but surrounded by natural
symbols of waning vitality. Like Marian Yule at the end of New Grub Street, she exists passively in a state of suspended morbidity.

Hester Gresley, one of the heroines of Mary Cholmondeley's 1899 bestseller Red Pottage, is another writer whose devotion to the literary nunnerly exacts a seemingly fatal toll. Cholmondeley, who had hitherto written potboilers, set out to write a serious novel portraying a woman devoted to literature as an artistic endeavor, far removed from Grub Street. Hester professes the social realism of her novels' content, but her own writing process corresponds with that of the romanticized woman of genius. Hester falls ill from intensive labor on her second novel, which she writes in virtual isolation amid uncongenial relatives. When her minister brother burns the only copy of her completed novel out of misguided moral outrage, Hester suffers a kind of fit and lashes out at her favorite young nephew, whom she then feverishly believes she killed. Hester develops a morbid state of mind, according to the Wildean definition, which arises from her creativity being thwarted. Instead of directly harming herself or her family as a result of her professional absorption, she believes that she has done so once her work is ruined. Her unsympathetic sister-in-law, perhaps correctly identifying the disease but not its origin, diagnoses Hester's illness as “only hysteria, which girls get when they are disappointed at not marrying, and are not so young as they were.” While Hester deliberately remains single (as Cholmondeley herself was, though not by choice), she still internalizes the perception that a woman who identifies herself exclusively with her writing must destroy either herself or her family.

Perhaps the most lighthearted depiction of a female author in a New Woman novel, George Paston’s heroine Cosima Chudleigh attains literary success without much attendant personal angst in A Writer of Books. Cosima literally grows up in a library, which her father curates, and becomes a regular worker at the British Museum Reading Room. Paston emphasizes how Cosima’s literary environment has shaped her development, in that her “solitary studies and the atmosphere of the library so wrought upon her growing mind that in time books became to her the realities of life, and human beings merely the shadows.” Cosima’s delayed emotional maturity is treated comically, rather than tragically. Her lesser degree of quixotism does not make her a victim; instead, she benignly instrumentalizes others in service of her art. Her acceptance of a proposal has no romantic premise, but is primarily based on the potential benefits of the union in terms of acquiring necessary worldly wisdom (if not emotional experience) for her authorial vocation:

If, however, she were to resolve never to marry until she fell passionately in love, it seemed likely that she would be doomed to remain a spinster all her life, and so lose an experience that must be valuable to any woman, and practically indispensable to a novelist. Of course, it would be unfair to marry a man merely for the sake of gaining “copy,” but there were many other excellent reasons why she should hesitate before refusing Tom’s offer.

While Cosima initially identifies more with heroines like Lucy Snowe, Elizabeth Bennet, and Maggie Tulliver than actual people, she eventually forms close friendships with other literary types, and falls in love with another author—while already trapped in the loveless marriage. The plot then becomes more conventionally lugubrious, as Cosima suffers a miscarriage, learns that her husband has been unfaithful to her, separates from him and declines to pursue a relationship with the man whom she does love. Yet Paston refuses to leave her romantically thwarted heroine lachrymose and passive: “Her love was as true and as strong, though her suffering was considerably less, because, instead of saturating her pillow with useless tears, or consuming her
heart in vain regrets, she was already beginning to think seriously about her next book.\(^93\)
Cosima’s romantic disappointment enriches her work, and her work is presented as a healthy sublimation of the emotions she is ultimately capable of possessing.

*A Writer of Books* was Paston’s last novel, though she continued her literary career, mainly as a biographer. Perhaps she was discouraged by reviews such as the *Academy’s*, which claimed that the author herself was too detached from her story, which she was merely using as the most convenient medium to disseminate her political point of view:

…[S]he is not primarily interested in fiction. It happens to be the accepted vehicle for thought, and so she uses it—and uses it very cleverly. But she does not, we think, care for it… What does interest “George Paston” is the question of “woman's rights”—the inequality of women with men before the law and before social custom. The existing condition of affairs, whether right or wrong, arouses—not her indignation, for she is too serene to be actively indignant, but—a certain calm, mordant bitterness of spirit, a bitterness which is coldly resentful against men, and which despises women while it pities them.\(^94\)

Even though the indefinite, generic title of her novel, like *A Struggle for Fame*, would seem designed to attract an audience of both genders, Paston’s narration is deemed too colored by personal grievance while simultaneously “too cold” in the “contemporary masculine eyes” of the same reviewer; it puts both men and women at a disdainful distance. Likewise, Riddell’s heroine Glenarva “fails to fascinate” or provoke any sympathy for her troubles from the critic James Ashcroft Noble; his review of the novel does not even include her name, while mentioning various other male characters.\(^95\) Though female literary professionals still experience emotional identification *within* New Woman novels, the genre according to these reviewers seems to resist the *reader’s* identification with the protagonists. Ironically, then, the more personal the female writers’ work, the more impersonal was the response.

The broader implications of these books—their appeals outside the literary realm for other kinds of enfranchisement—are even now viewed as creating an emotional distance between them and their readers. Flint argues that the “relatively downbeat endings” of the New Woman novels prevent “total identification with the central character,” and instead stimulate the reader’s critical apparatus toward understanding the social, political, and economic factors that forestall the protagonists’ fulfillment.\(^96\) More damningly, Elaine Showalter, echoing Paston’s reviewer above, contends that such “feminist” novels have low canonical status today because they produced “rhetoric,” as opposed to art, and that “all the feminists had but one story to tell, and exhausted themselves in narration.”\(^97\) Molly Youngkin and Ann Ardis have since argued convincingly for the New Women writers as important (if unacknowledged) precursors to Modernism in their emphasis on subjective consciousness.\(^98\) But the figure of the professional New Woman within these novels seems to be detached from the affective embrace of her audience inasmuch as she loses or outright rejects marital or familial attachments.

Whether directly represented or received as such, female literary professionals at the *fin de siècle* had become ineluctably associated with morbid sterility. Although the trope of women’s emotional overinvolvement with literature continued to be prominent in the later nineteenth century, the very same cautionary rhetoric of sickness and morbidity once aimed at women’s “natural” overidentification with literature was now leveled against their underidentification. Professional literary women were deemed either incapable of feeling the traditionally feminine identification with literature, or of eliciting that type of identification from readers. *New Grub Street* adheres to this narrative of nullification in the slow withering of
Marian Yule’s potential for sexual or artistic productivity along with her literary sympathy amongst the library catalogues. Without allowing her the artistic dignity of death or the valedictory Shakespearean quotation granted to Reardon and Biffen, Gissing conspicuously severs Marian’s internal discourse from the reader, thereby silencing her last vestige of self-expression. In The Odd Women’s Rhoda and her professional circle, Gissing begins to envision the creative possibilities of women’s professional detachment, creating an ideal audience of discriminating readers, and perhaps writers, of his brand of realism. Yet as the female authors of New Women novels that portrayed the vagaries of the literary market were charged with the inability to create anything truly new, much less sympathetic, Rhoda and her enterprise became emblematic of the same kind of futility to readers inclined to fit her into the literary pattern of the morbid female professional.

The troubled response to women’s possible dissociation from emotional identification with literature, as well as its continuing pervasiveness, indicates the usefulness of the idea of readerly identification in fortifying the boundaries of gender categorization. Not only were fin-de-siècle women trespassing into new, traditionally male realms, but also a seemingly male mentality was infiltrating women. As women had been defined by their inherent susceptibility, they were pronounced more vulnerable to external conditioning, even to the extent of becoming—paradoxically and pathologically—insusceptible.

Perhaps the only escape for female literary professionals from accusations of morbid detachment was the embrace of another kind of detachment: a Modernist detachment from gender itself. Instead of using “Anonymous” as a mask for feminine identity, writers such as Woolf would explore the idea of femininity as another kind of mask to lay aside at will, or a subject which they could, as true Wildean artists, stand outside of and thus vitally transform. As Woolf explained with heavy irony in her advocacy of a new kind of androgynous voice for women writers in A Room of One’s Own, “It is fatal for a woman to lay the least stress on any grievance; to plead even with justice in any cause; in any way to speak consciously as a woman. And fatal is no figure of speech; for anything written with that conscious bias is doomed to death.”
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The New Gender Crisis: Can We Teach Identification?

The discourse of anxiety that surrounded women’s reading in the nineteenth century has shifted direction in the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Now the consternation is leveled at boys, and their putative lack of interest in reading. A 2011 essay in the *New York Times* by Robert Lipsyte, a young adult author, asked plaintively, “Boys and Reading: Is There Any Hope?”1 The most recent report of the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2009 demonstrated a significant gender gap in literacy in most industrialized countries. The lower performance of male students on PISA correlates with their assessed lower levels of literary engagement, a “measure based on frequency of leisure reading, attitude to reading and diversity of reading materials read.”2 These numbers could be viewed as part of a larger trend of lower male engagement with education in general,3 resulting in higher female enrollment in tertiary education, which has already prompted forecasts of doom for the comparative socioeconomic status of men that have yet to be fulfilled.4 But the subject of reading in particular carries feminine associations that have only solidified since the Victorian era and continue to be culturally bolstered.5 The 2000 PISA reveals more specific aspects of female advantages in reading literacy, where the performance gap is especially significant for comprehending continuous narrative texts and applying the skills of reflection and evaluation as opposed to recollection: the kinds of texts and skills required in a typical literature class.6 These results culminate a trend of more than a decade, which has provoked discussion of a “boys/literacy crisis” and “moral panic.”7

Despite the fact that this phenomenon has only lately arisen, as well as evidence that socioeconomic class, race, and ethnicity are often more significant factors,8 there has been a rush to attribute the gender gap to essential biological differences.9 As women’s secondary sexual characteristics were believed by Victorians to limit their capacity for sustained study, male brains are now “scientifically” revealed to impede literary facility.10 The reductive and otherwise flawed nature of these studies has been demonstrated,11 and yet the way in which they reinforce conventional wisdom allows them to persist in the popular imagination and influence educational policy.

The essentialists have recommended changes in the way literature is taught in order to accommodate boys’ “different” learning styles.12 Such strategies include more obviously “goal-oriented” assignments and short excerpts of reading instead of sustained narratives.13 As Beth Howell notes, however, such material is not likely to engage students’ interest, much less comprehension: “There is little satisfaction in reading a short passage but never a full novel or story… Without a sense of the whole text pupils cannot explore the relationship between structure and meaning. Also, if pupils can see how a character negotiates a path through a whole story, then they can begin to understand the importance of character development; this has an impact on reading comprehension skills.”14 The implemented reforms have also been criticized for their reinforcement of gender stereotypes and pandering to lowered expectations (the very title of the Ontario Ministry of Education’s pamphlet, “Me Read! No Way!” demonstrates the negative assumptions upon which such theories are built).15 Moreover they seem to be ineffective: the Learning Skills Research Centre in the United Kingdom has empirically refuted gendered learning styles,16 and as Christine Skelton and Becky Skelton have recently argued, the systematic incorporation of these styles and strategies in Australia and the UK over the past fifteen years has “failed to make any impact on the gender gap.”17
Another, more direct means of reaching out to boys is through content assumed to appeal to those adrift within a feminized literary culture. Lipsyte describes a closed feminine circuit by which women authors write young adult novels, which “are bought by female editors, stocked by female librarians and taught by female teachers.” Michael Kart, a past president of the Young Adult Library Services Association, and an anonymous Harper executive both confirmed to Lipsyte that commercial publishing largely targets girls.

But what content would appeal to boys? The *National Strategy 2011-2010 of Ireland* circularly suggests “non-literary texts and other texts in which boys tend to show an interest.” Kart provides more detail: “We need more good works of realistic fiction, nonfiction, graphic novels, on- or offline.” Boys’ preference for nonfiction has become oddly axiomatic, even though empirical studies reveal a greater liking for fiction among both boys and girls. Teachers are also advised by English Education professors Michael Smith and Jeffrey Wilhelm to cater subject matter to boys’ stereotypical interests: adventure, action, sports, and science fiction. Jon Scieszka, the first National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature in the U.S., uses similar categories to organize recommended books, “books that guys have told us they like,” on his Guysread website, which is designed to “help guys become readers.” The juxtaposition of his categories, such as “Realistic kids in realistic situations” with “At least one explosion,” nevertheless belies the seemingly monolithic nature of the “guy” demographic, no matter how gender-normative their tastes in liking what other guys tend to like (another closed circuit). But reading only what is easily accessible (Guysread includes the brilliant but textually sparse *Far Side* cartoons by Gary Larsen) and culturally coded as heteronormatively masculine, however, would appear to lead to the narrowing of reading interests, instead of their expansion.

The narrowest self-fulfilling prophecy about boys’ “natural” reading preferences is an insistence on male protagonists. Lipsyte endorses the admittedly well-worn idea: “It’s a cliché but mostly true that while teenage girls will read books about boys, teenage boys will rarely read books with predominately female characters.” He laments, “Editors who ask writers of books for boys to include girl characters — for commercial reasons [i.e., to expand their market] — further blunt the edges” of those books’ attraction for boys. There is a lack of distinction in such discussions of the difference between one’s readiness to read a particular book—the “horizon of expectations” in the Jaussian sense for both the book and one’s own response, based on cultural scripts as well as previous experience—and the actual experience of reading the book. Our initial “preferences” are not necessarily predictive of our enjoyment, yet English teachers are often advised to tailor reading lists to the supposedly slender dimensions of male literary identification.

While there is certainly truth in the truisms about what many boys wish (or don’t wish) to read, such predilections are inevitably influenced and even constructed by cultural standards of masculinity that impugn the feminine associations of literature. Teachers themselves can reinforce these stereotypical associations through diminished expectations for boys. Skelton and Francis examined boys who performed well in English, who tended to be popular enough to perform with impunity a kind of “Renaissance Masculinity…which incorporates, rather than rejects, aspects of femininity.” Instead of entering the “crisis” mode that further reifies the gendering of readerly identification, this chapter argues that boys as well as girls should be held to the breadth of this Renaissance standard. Lipsyte contends that identification is crucial for cultivating literacy, as boys will be “inspired by the kind of reading that will prick their dormant empathy, involve them with fictional characters and lead them into deeper engagement with their own lives. This is what turns boys into readers.” But insisting that boys and men can only
identify with boys and men and plots coded masculine does not (and has not) inspired greater literary engagement. As Victorian women could choose to identify in non-stereotypically feminine ways, boys and men can also take agency in wayward reading.

The first part of this chapter surveys empirical research to illustrate what is currently known about the cognitive dynamics of identification, as catalyzed by the text and the reader. Considering the implications of this research, particularly regarding gender, I then present the case for using identification as one among many educational tools in the literature classroom. Finally, I discuss some methods for assigning literary identification, along with the potential pitfalls.

**How does identification work?**

Cognitive explanations of identification correspond with both narratological and reader-response theories of literature. A text can tend to prompt certain similar reactions, but different personalities inarguably can respond to the same work in different ways.\(^{26}\) In a study purporting to find the textual determinants of identification, the authors admit that the similarity of a given reader to the protagonist and his or her “reading strategy” also affect the occurrence and degree of identification.\(^{27}\)

Empirical testing of textual features’ influence on identification both confirms and undermines narrative and stylistic theorists’ assertions about the kinds of texts that secure readers’ alignment. Identification usually takes place in response to narrative and dramatic genres, as opposed to non-narrative genres such as expository texts.\(^{28}\) Narratives often require more processing time,\(^ {29}\) which in turn has been correlated with enhanced reader empathy.\(^ {30}\) The most crucial aspects of narrative for stimulating identification, according to critical focus, are point of view and representation of character. Literary critics have long thought that the most identificatory point of view is internal focalization, whether described in first person or by a third-person narrator (what Dorrit Cohn calls “psychonarration” of a character’s thoughts and feelings).\(^ {31}\) Marisa Bortolussi and Peter Dixon’s *Psychonarratology* asserts identification’s relation to “transparency,” when “readers believe that they understand the character and his or her feelings, thoughts, and behaviors.”\(^ {32}\) Bortolussi and Dixon based these findings on experiments they conducted with first-person narratives, so their conclusions are necessarily limited in their scope. Willie Van Peer and H. Pander Maat found in their own empirical study that first-person narratives do not significantly increase identification with the narrator.\(^ {33}\) As Suzanne Keen cautions, “even traditional novels are complex, polyvocal, and various.”\(^ {34}\)

Nevertheless, free indirect speech has the most evidentiary support for promoting reader identification.\(^ {35}\) Indirection in general seems to stimulate identification more than direct description. Bortolussi and Dixon’s test subjects attributed greater transparency to less explicit versions of a narrative that offered little information about the narrator’s state of mind. The implicit version, according to Bortolussi and Dixon, “leads readers to generate a variety of implicatures that are not needed in the explicit version, and, as a consequence, readers have a greater opportunity to attribute their own experience to the narrator. The result is that the narrator’s thoughts and behavior are easier to appreciate and understand.”\(^ {36}\) Additional experiments confirmed that readers perceived less transparency in more explicit description from a first-person narrator, as well as less transparency in direct third-person description of a character’s thoughts as opposed to free indirect discourse.\(^ {37}\) Even kindergarten students performed better on theory-of-mind testing after reading narratives with mental-state vocabulary removed.\(^ {38}\) Adults showed no difference in comprehension after reading a narrative with
described mental states versus the same narrative with only actions. What I infer from these studies is not that identification is impossible with characters whose mental states are explicitly described, but rather that it is possible, and even probable, with characters, such as non-protagonists, who garner no psychonarration. Direct description of characters’ thoughts and feelings actually offers less room for readerly identification.

Maria Kotovych and others argue that character transparency supersedes character ethics as a portal to reader identification. Different studies have demonstrated some support for “disposition theory,” where readers identify with characters whose actions they morally approve, and recoil from those who offend their values. But the perceived realism of these characters is also a factor in identification, and an overabundance of good traits can violate suspension of disbelief enough so that “distance eclipses involvement.” Judgments of the morality or realism of characters are so subjective as to depend heavily on the particular values and aesthetics of the reader as much as particular aspects of the text.

A prevalent reader-centric model of identification is based on similarity to the reader’s personality and past experiences. Dolf Zillmann and Joanne Cantor theorize that the affective disposition of audience members helps determine their identification with characters, and various studies have confirmed that perceived similarity heavily influences identification. Elly Konijn and Johan Hoorn speculate that “observers feel attracted to or comfortable with the similarity they perceive in FCs [fictional characters], which supports involvement.” Similarity identification is anything but consistent, however. Rebecca Chory-Assad and Vincent Chichirillo found that while individual differences were significantly predictive of identification, the relationship was still “not particularly strong.” Several studies have noted an evolution in the way individuals identify over time, beginning with similarity identification and moving to wishful identification in childhood, and then changing again from wishful identification to similarity identification in adolescence. College students in turn are less likely than high school students to relate their perception of characters to their own self-concept. The objects of identification also change along with the mechanisms; with maturity we are better able to derive personal resonance from abstract themes in a text as well as specific characters and situations.

Another component of similarity identification is “situational empathy,” based on consonance of mood between reader and character, or rhyming of a reader’s past experience with the plot of a narrative. Since situational empathy is not allied to a perception of shared character traits, it can easily shift with the movement of the plot, nor does it carry the usually gendered associations of a particular character. The fundamental attribution error by which we ascribe other people’s behavior (but not our own) to their disposition and not to the contingencies of their particular situation is just as often applied to characters. Identification with a character, however, tends to enable the same special consideration of circumstances we grant to our own actions. Ironically, we are more likely to view real people as influenced by their characters than the fictional characters with whom we align ourselves.

Similarity identification is generally thought to be the foundation of gendered identification, or “gender-matching” (i.e., men identifying with male characters, women identifying with female), along with “categorical identification” based on race, nationality, and other group identifications. Some studies in the past confirmed a connection between gender of protagonist and gender of child reader in terms of measurable interest in stories, though the relationship was not as emphatic for girls and did not affect comprehension. Cynthia Hoffner focused more narrowly on wishful identification in a 1996 study, which she expanded upon with Martha Buchanan in 2005. In both studies, children and young adults tended to identify with
their own genders for aspirational personality traits. The 2005 study revealed, however, that characters’ motivations, intentions, and perspectives appealed to boys and girls irrespective of gender, likely because of situational empathy. Moreover, in the more recent study intelligence was an aspirational trait attributed to both male and female characters, whereas in 1996 intelligence prompted identification with only male characters. Since they used pre-existing characters on television for their experiment, Hoffner and Buchanan acknowledge that their results were very much culturally determined by the roles and writing available for male and female characters, which of course have changed and continue to change over time. Wishful identification itself, which denotes admiration, is likely to adhere more closely to socially inculcated ideals than similarity identification.

A greater number of studies suggest that boys identify with male characters, but not with female, and girls identify with both genders—or, this is what they report of themselves. Since many media psychology experiments rely on subjects describing their own experiences, these accounts of identification are heavily mediated by shifting cultural expectations over the past few decades. As Mary Ellen Bleakley and others observe, many of these studies involve “students’ answers to direct questions where sex-stereotyping and social desirability response styles could confound the results substantially,” especially when the questions regard general preferences instead of immediate reading experiences. A 1980 experiment that found gender-matching identification to increase for boys and decrease for girls with age, for example, used plot synopses instead of actual narratives. The conditions of the experiment itself made identification unlikely, and therefore the subjects could draw instead from their “increasing awareness of the advantages and limitations traditionally associated with male and female roles in society.” Within four years, another study came to the opposite conclusion: the preference of adolescent male readers for male protagonists decreased with age. As variable as these research findings are, results that contain no significant gender differences tend to receive less attention.

Edith Klemenz-Belgardt’s survey of empirical research notes that response patterns between boys and girls might not be experientially different, but that girls appear much more comfortable verbalizing their reading involvement. This would explain why self-reporting, when exclusively relied upon by psychology studies, tends to replicate Victorian stereotypes of female facility for identification, based on the larger convention that “females have an advantage in empathy and theory of mind in childhood.” Keith Oatley’s 1996 study, for example, asked its subjects to mark “E” for emotion and “M” for “memory” while reading stories; girls made significantly more of these marks than boys for both male and female protagonists. Lilian van der Bolt and Saskia Tellegen found that girls were more likely to refer to emotional gratification as a motivation for reading in the first place, though they were also more likely than boys to be receptive to vicariously unpleasant and neutral experiences. Els Andringa’s 2004 study resulted in women reporting identification twice as many times as men for the same text, and more connections between the text and their own lives. While Patrick Hogan and Bortolussi, Dixon, and Paul Šopčak argue persuasively that various methodological flaws and presuppositions of gender difference (as in David Bleich’s 1986 study) undermine the empirical evidence for the effects of gender on reading practices, the majority of the scholarship confirms that identification is still commonly considered the special province of women.

Cognitive models of reader-centric identification do not depend so much on the idiosyncratic histories and psychological or cultural profiles of particular readers, but rather on the agency of readers in general, whose identifications construct the narrative experience. Readers create mental representations of characters’ consciousnesses (the “text world theory”),
run “simulations,” become “participants” and insist on adopting perspectives within a narrative, even if the text does not explicitly describe them. Given evidence of these tendencies, it therefore makes sense for identification to intensify with implicit psychonarration, which would require more reader intervention to “fill in the blanks” of the text. Identification might seem spontaneous, but through active and habitual simulation of the textual world it becomes part of a “reading strategy.” While different texts formally solicit identification to different extents, and personal and cultural dispositions inevitably influence reading practice, I argue that this strategic aspect of identification is one that can be incorporated into the learning process and thus engage students’ sense of agency in literary interpretation.

**Why should we teach identification as a reading strategy?**

Although the case could be—and has been—made for identification’s moral effects (and immoral effects) in cultivating empathy and challenging “out-group” stereotypes, these effects are ultimately managed by the reader, not imparted by the instructor. Moreover, the effect of readerly identification on actual ethical behavior (as opposed to sympathetic emotion) is inconclusive, according to Suzanne Keen’s *Empathy and the Novel*. However, encouraging identification can definitely further the fundamental objectives of the literature class: learning to read and write about texts with appreciation and insight.

Identification can be instrumental in forming literary engagement, which is a much better predictor of performance on the PISA test than gender. Numerous studies attest to the contribution of identification to audience enjoyment. Although the Victorian “identification crisis” depicted literary absorption as the refuge of the young and female, i.e., the irrational, van der Bolt and Tellegen found that mature readers were more likely to experience strong narrative involvement. Jonathan Cohen and others theorize identification as part of a complex dynamic of “pleasure to be found in negotiation” between absorption and distance.

While identification appeals to students as an accessible approach to literature, it is also instructive. Reader-response theorist Roman Ingarden claimed that empathy with a character aided reader understanding, and cognitive science in recent years has corroborated his hypothesis. David Miall examines affective identification in particular as an activation of self-understanding that facilitates understanding of narratives. Raymond Mar and Oatley arrive at a similar conclusion, citing a study in which identification with a main character coincided with “increased insight.” Several studies construe this kind of readerly empathy as a balance or interplay of affective and cognitive perceptions, such that identification forms an integral part of character comprehension. An experiment that instructed subjects either to identify with characters or to assume the role of a concerned witness found that identification prompted fresh emotions that reflected the mood of the text, whereas the witnessing standpoint tended to provoke even stronger emotions from the readers’ personal memories. The seemingly more distanced position of spectatorial sympathy was actually more egocentric and distracting than character identification, which helped readers immerse themselves in the text.

The question of precisely how identification might enable comprehension has also begun to be examined. Deictic shift theory posits that “audience members switch to the time and location of the narrative, and to the subjective world of the characters” in order to understand the text. Multiple studies have discovered that emotional responses to narratives, including identification, tend to slow down the reading pace and promote more careful processing, as well as better recollection. Maccoby and Wilson hypothesized in 1957 that identification with a character especially engages an audience’s attention, both to the character itself and the stimuli
that affect that character. Their theory was borne out by studies that explicitly asked subjects to identify with a particular character, which resulted in greater attentiveness to the causal relations between goals and outcomes for that character, as well as the consistency of his or her behavior. Media theorist Jéameljan Hakemulder, commenting on these studies, concluded that “placing themselves in the position of the characters motivated readers to pay more attention to the consequences of being in that position, making them actors in the story rather than observers.” In this way, identification requires the reader to slow down and focus on particular details.

The powerful effects of identification on reader comprehension also encompass hazards of which the literature instructor is well aware. The possibility of a reader assuming and adhering to the myopic perspective of a single character is quite real, and can distort or foreclose more comprehensive interpretations of a text. A reader’s adoption of a particular point of view can lead to inaccurate recollections of characters outside of their focus. I argue that the way to counter these potential problems of identification is to make identification itself an assignment, an intentional reading strategy to be consciously and diversely deployed. In so doing, students will become aware of the effects certain perspectives have on their interpretations, and can assess their observations from a broader vantage point.

Before discussing methods of teaching identification, however, I must establish that deliberate identification can be taught. This idea runs counter to the dominant definition of identification as an involuntary and spontaneous response, as described in the Introduction. Philosopher Susan Feagin, for example, claims that an “empathetic art emotion” cannot be the result of “too much mental prodding.” Yet the species of identification that should be sought in the classroom is not necessarily affective. Mar and Oatley contend that identification is “partly innate and partly learned,” engaging immediate emotion but also relying on powers of abstract cognition. We already receive an implicit education in identification, which explains its ability to grow and diversify with maturity. Cupchik explains further that “spontaneous” identification arises from perceived similarity, but that “instructed” identification is also effective in prompting readers to internalize a certain character’s perspective even without an obvious personal connection. Multiple cognitive psychology studies rely upon this premise, since giving subjects directed choices instead of open-ended responses allows for more specific findings. Several experiments using instructed identification resulted in readers being able to focus entirely on one character’s viewpoint and temporarily disregard information that the character could not know. Zillmann speculated that theater would not easily allow for voluntary identification, or role-taking, because “the continual flow of events impairs deliberate response preparations and makes their explicit execution unlikely,” although a viewer who persists in perspective-taking might eventually be able to “apply such considerations effortlessly and habitually.” Still, the relatively protracted, active, and easily repeated process of reading a text, as opposed to spectating, lends itself to the deliberate adoption of successive perspectives.

How should we teach identification?

The kind of identification that I am proposing we teach does not so much evade potential critical and ethical problems as confront them directly. The main critical problem comprises the supposed reductionism of identification, by which the text is either warped to fit the narrow confines of the average college student’s experience or rejected out of hand for failing to conform to that experience. Mariolina Salvatori bemoans the “often spurious” empathy of identification, which diminishes the “indeterminacy and the dynamism of the literary work.”
Regenia Gagnier likewise describes identification as a kind of intellectual limitation in her Victorian literature students, who “want to ‘identify’ with characters, and the only characters they can identify with are those with subjectivities (introspective, self-conscious, self-interested subjectivities) like their own,” instead of those that challenge the “status quo” of their self-conceptions. Meanwhile, “[a]vant-garde fiction or argumentative texts...are met with resistance,” according to Faye Halpern. It seems to me that both easy identification with and “resistance” to texts can be interrogated productively by students. Taking advantage of their “self-conscious” modern subjectivities, they can direct that consciousness towards their own reading response as an object of analysis. Subjecting one’s own reactions to this kind of scrutiny also de-naturalizes and thereby demystifies response to the extent that one can start to determine its causes (both textual and readerly).

Most of the ethical dilemmas posed by identification involve literature that either narrates or describes historical events. Susan David Bernstein, for example, relates the problem of “promiscuous identification” with texts such as Anne Frank’s *The Diary of a Young Girl* to relaxed “vigilance” over the distinctions between knowledge derived from the text and actual experience. As described in the Introduction, such identifications seem appropriative, colonizing the traumatic lives of others for sympathetic gratification. Laura Green aptly notes that Bernstein’s use of the term “promiscuous” hearkens back to the quixotic narrative of women seduced by books, though in this case the testifying author is the victim of exploitation. Megan Boler somewhat differently characterizes identification as “passive,” whereas her preferred “testimonial reading” (adapted from Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub) takes action in withdrawing from identification toward self-reflection. What such moral condemnations of identification often ignore is the necessary transience of the reading experience: literary identification (as opposed to the group identifications of identity politics) can only temporarily and imaginarily lay claim to any experience. We may inhabit texts as readers, but we cannot live in them forever, much less privately own them. The rational reader will always return to self-consciousness.

Still, Bernstein’s advocacy of a “dissonant identification” that recognizes the incommensurability of reader and narrative is helpful for thinking generally about a type of engaged reading that does not need to rely on personal “relevance.” I would also embrace Boler’s recommendation of an “active reading practice” to be regarded as a “task.” Divorcing identification from its association with spontaneous sympathy and casting it as a cognitive and controllable process removes the problematic element of self-congratulation that might accompany empathetic response to a text, while still leaving room for personal and emotional resonance.

I propose a two-pronged approach to teaching identification. The first method, in some ways following the approach of Bernstein and Boler, is to interrogate “natural,” spontaneous identifications and in general promote students’ awareness of them. In 1945, Edgar Bley recommended that teachers discuss and promote consciousness of identification early on in the educational process, non-judgmentally asking children how and why they identify and thereby establishing connections with literature and forming habits of analysis. As a result, Bley argues, students might not learn to like reading, but they will at the very least be able to do so “with their eyes open.” Some texts actively solicit such reflectiveness, such as Harriet Jacobs’s *Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl*, which addresses a white audience, “O reader, can you imagine my joy? No, you cannot, unless you have been a slave mother.” As Glen McClish and Jacqueline Bacon observe, Jacobs emphasizes the “tension between identification and difference,” while
asking for recognition of both viewpoints from her reader. With most other texts, lacking such explicit cues, students would be responsible for initiating a similar questioning process.

Mark Bracher, who recommends techniques derived from cognitive psychology for teaching social justice, argues that one can activate “metacognition of one’s information processing by keeping a journal of the thoughts, emotions, and action tendencies that one experiences when encountering both real and fictional subalterns.” I suggest that students should use their reading notes as a kind of metacognitive journal, a more precise version of the Oatley study in which “M”s stand for memories, and “E”s for fresh emotions. In particular, students should record when they experience disruptive emotions and thoughts, first of all because these striking moments are often places of difficulty that provoke questions—questions that they might try to answer in an argumentative essay. Second, because the moments that stand out call attention by contrast to the general emotional tenor of their reading experience. They are natural pauses to ask oneself, “What have I been feeling so far while reading, and why does this part cause a different reaction? Have I been identifying with a narrator or character, but am now repelled? Or have I felt distanced and am now involved?”

My first assignment in reading and composition courses is usually for students to choose one such moment in the text and write about their response, trying to puzzle out the triggers in the text for their confusion, surprise, comfort, discomfort, and curiosity. Mar and Oatley, in describing how fiction is often more persuasive than outright polemics, claim that “the simulation demanded by stories leaves few resources for counterarguing.” Identification thrives on the implicit qualities of narrative, but students need to practice making their own thinking about the text explicitly clear. In order to do so, I believe they should acknowledge and analyze the influence of identification upon their reading experience instead of suppressing it.

The second element of teaching identification is requiring, and then encouraging, students to choose their identifications, especially with non-narrated perspectives. Instructing students in deliberate identification can be as simple as giving directions to read a certain passage from an alternative point of view. According to Hakemulder, role-taking instruction engages a reader’s cognition more effectively than taking notes on narrative structure. Psychological research also suggests that engaging in “expressive reading” of both narration and dialogue enables immersion within certain points of view. Another technique for catalyzing identification within the classroom is for students to act out the roles they are adopting (and then to switch roles to re-enact the same scene). Acting, along with fiction-reading, has been correlated with a higher aptitude for theory of mind, and provides another means for students to inhabit the text. This is a common exercise in literature classes on drama, but it can often work just as well for other genres like novels or even a dramatic poem like “My Last Duchess,” if only to give students a kinesthetic or audiovisual sense of the story.

Outside of the classroom, the best way for students to demonstrate how they enact identification is with writing. This is hardly a revolutionary practice; in fact it derives from the classical device of prosopopeia, in which writers assume the personae of famous fictional and non-fictional figures, as in Ovid’s Heroides. Dwight Culler explains that prosopopeia was “considered of great importance in the education of an orator, but it also came to be considered valuable in the general literary education of youths,” because it “encouraged the student to realize more vividly the situation in his literary and historical texts.” In most of my reading and composition courses, I require at least one written account of a moment or event in the assigned text from the perspective of a character who is not the narrator. If identification is emphasized as a strategy that students can direct themselves, instead of something they are
subject to, they are more likely to become involved readers. They still might not be able to answer Hamlet’s question, “What is Hecuba to [them]?” But by entering a character’s consciousness through impersonating them in writing, they are taking an active, creative role in interpreting the text.

Part of teaching students that they can control identification is emphasizing that they can, and should, shift the object of their identification at will. Elise Earthman found that one of the major differences between graduate students in literature and freshmen was that while “graduate students are willing and even pleased to work with differing perspectives in a text, freshmen are generally unable or unwilling to do so,” choosing one strong identification and sticking to it. The studies of Black, Turner, and Bower, and Rall and Harris cited above demonstrate the importance of not becoming entrenched in one particular perspective lest crucial pieces of information be ignored. Along with being encouraged to identify with characters, students should also be exhorted to roam in their identifications, consciously taking up the “wandering viewpoint” described by Wolfgang Iser as necessary to understanding a text fully. Just as some narratives explicitly ask for readers’ identification, some texts actively encourage such readerly wandering, such as the sensation novels discussed in Chapter 2. When there are no formal cues, however, wayward identification gives us license to read between the lines.

What happens, for example, when we reset our identification from heroine Emma Woodhouse to Jane Fairfax? Wendy Moffat, in an essay on the pedagogical and political aspects of identifying with Emma, contends that Austen bars our access to Jane’s mind “in order to plumb the reader’s affection for malicious glamour, to play upon and test the reader’s delight in the fantasy of freedom.” By choosing to identify with Jane, however, the reader can test his or her own freedom within Austen’s text, to re-read, re-interpret and question the author’s own choice of Emma as protagonist, even before the end of the novel prompts a reassessment of Jane, along with various other characters, by both Emma and the reader. Austen’s novel thematically depicts the process by which the heroine is forced to confront readerly flaws of misinterpretation, misguided affiliation, and lack of imaginative sympathy. If we identify wholly with Emma, we are, like her, rebuked by Mr. Knightley, and reminded that we have not been reading as well as we should.

Other texts are less, or not at all, explicit in promoting alternative or alternating identifications, which makes deliberately wayward reading all the more productive and potentially revelatory. Wide Sargasso Sea, for example, derives from a re-reading as well as re-imagining of moments in Jane Eyre from Bertha Antoinetta Mason’s point of view, to which Brontë gives us no direct access (Bertha’s only words are heard indirectly: “she said she’d drain my heart”). The Reeds, Helen Burns, Brocklehurst, Mrs. Fairfax, St. John Rivers, and even Adele could also offer different and potentially fascinating vantage points on the events and people depicted by Jane’s narrative.

Along with secondary or marginal characters, villains also provide illuminating contrast to protagonists for identification. Charismatic narrator villains like The Woman in White’s Count Fosco or Lolita’s Humbert Humbert actively solicit the reader’s sympathy and try to enlist him or her in “imaginative perpetration,” which Claudia Eppert claims “challenge[s] complacency, and taken-for-granted frames of engagement” such as wishful identification with the hero. Even more challenging to our aesthetics if not our ethics is identification with non-narrating villains, unpleasant characters, like Passing’s violently racist John Bellew. The last time I taught Nella Larsen’s Passing, only one student of mine opted to write an assignment from Bellew’s perspective, and she told the class that it was an uncomfortable and disturbing experience.
Nevertheless, identifying with such characters detaches identification from its association with sympathy, allowing the reader to assume a certain perspective without declaring an emotional or personal affinity. What the student (and I) found interesting about her attempt to articulate Bellew’s mentality is that he is one of the few characters in *Passing* who is transparent; we can assume that the words he speaks correspond with his thoughts. Though his beliefs are repulsive from the protagonist’s standpoint, as well as the student’s, writing from his point of view highlighted his apparent authenticity and honesty as the fruits of privilege.

Even the protagonist can offer a new perspective if a story has a third-person narrator. *Passing*, for instance, is written entirely in a limited third-person voice that is confined to the thoughts and actions of main character Irene Redfield, a black woman who can “pass” for white. Translating the free indirect discourse of *Passing* into the direct narration of Irene is usually a revelatory experience for students, who discover that Irene’s desires are themselves “passing” under an ostensibly objective narrative voice.

For male readers, identification has been found to change perceptions of the aptness of traditional gender roles, even with a character of their own sex who engages in nontraditional types of behavior. The gender stereotype that I most want to challenge through teaching identification is the presumed narrowness of masculine readerly engagement. A male student once asked me after I proctored the final exam of a survey course, “Why should I care about Jane Austen?” It was the wrong time and place to defend Austen’s place in the canon or on the curriculum, which is what I believe he was requesting. Why should he value her writing? At the same time, I think he was also assuming that books like *Pride and Prejudice* require an affective investment of caring, the ostensibly feminine mode of identification. To that I might now answer, “You don’t have to care,” because caring is personal, subjective, and difficult if not impossible to force. I am nothing if not a literature enthusiast, but I do not think the expectation of caring—and its seeming contingency on similarity identification—is helpful for students of either gender. Instead, identification should be emphasized as a tool that all students can use, not an automatic or else forever-elusive phenomenon.

Although not obviously wayward, these methods for using identification engage students in the consciously active reading to which women were, and boys are, thought dispositionally averse. Students can talk back to identification, resist and rebel against it for political or subjective reasons, but they can also see it as another possibility for liberatory exploration. For example, Moffat speaks of herself and other feminist readers who “suspend our difficulties in order to imagine ourselves in a world where we know ourselves to be uninvited.” This would certainly be true of the wayward Victorian women who identified with male characters and positions, or imagined elective choice in shifting allegiance from character to character, or declared their ability to identify without sentiment.
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